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Abstract
Work was conducted to better understand the damage created in sandwich panels subjected to
indentation/impact lvading and the subsequent failure process under compressive loads. Three different
damage states were created by indenting sandwich panels to a 3 mm indentation depth with indentors of
three different diameters: 12.7 mm, 25.4 mm, and 38.1 mm. The sandwich panels were 89 mm wide and
356 mm long with (0/90) and (±45) facesheets made from AW193/3501-6 graphite/epoxy plain weave
fabric. The Nomex honeycomb core has 3 density of 48 kg/m3. a thickness of 25.4 mm. and a cell size of
3.2 mm .. The damage states were characterized by various techniques in terms of geometric facpsheet
damage (shape of permanent dimple as a result of indentation), material facesheet damage (fiber ltamage,
delaminations, and matrix cracks), and core damage (buckled/crushed cell walls). Damage inspection
shows that the permanent dimple is deeper, more localized, and contains more extensive material
faceshcet damage for the smaller indentor diameter. Based on the damage characterization results,
specimens with sitnulated damage types were designed and manufactured to separately model the core
damage and geometric facesheet damage (simulated core damage) and the material facesheet damage
(simulated facesheet damage) observed in the indented specimens. Uniaxial compression tests were
conducted to failure and monitored with the shadow moire method to obtain quantitative measurements
of the out-of-plane deformation of the dimple.. Existing analytical mode!s were adapfed to predict tile
damage propagation and the residual strengths of the specimens tested. The failure mechanislf. of
specimens with simulated core damage and those with static indentation damage is via dimple
propagation primarily perpendicular to the loading direction, followed by catastrophic failure in the form
of facesheet fracture across the width of the specimens. The dimple propagatjon is driven by load
redistribution in the presence of out-of-plane eccentricity (i.e.. the dimple). a combination which causes
local bending of the faceshcct and progressive core crushing perpendicular to the loading direction. The
dimple propagation model successiully predicts the evolving dilnple profiles for specimens with (0/90)
faceshcets and simulated core damage.. Material faceshccl damage and nonlinear stress-strain behavior of
the (±45) faceshects cause a local reduction in faccshcet stiffness which induces more severe load
redistribution and. hence, greater rates of dimple propagation. Such local reduction in facesheet stiffness
needs to be included in the dimple propagation model to improve the predictions for specimens v/ith
material facesheet damage and/or (±45) faceshcets. rIbe final failure in specimens with static indentation
damage and simulated core damage is caused by high longitudinal stress due to load redistribution in the
facesheet within the dimple. The applied stress levels at which the calculatcd peak longitudinal
membrane stress along the centerline through the dimple and perpendicular to t.he loading direction
reaches the compressive strength of the corresponding undamaged specimens correlates v/ell 1Nilh the
residual strcnglhs of specimens with (0/90) faccshccts and simulated core damage.. Failure predictions
for specimens with (0/90) faceshccts and static indentation damage is not as good because the model docs
not account for the intcraction between the geometric faceshcet damage, core dalnagc, and material
faceshcet damage. Visibility of the dimple and dimple depth alone are not good metrics for damage
because barcly visible damage can cause equally significant or greater reduction in compressive strength
as easily visible damage. Proper three-dimensional damage characterization of all damage types is
necessary to facilitalc bcuer assessment of damage tolerance..
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sandwich construction has gained increasing acceptance in structural
applications since its introduction in the 1940's [1, 2]. Sandwich
construction offers several advantages over conventional Illetallic structures
and Dlonolithic laminatad structures. Sandwich structures have high
bending-stiffness-to-weight ratios. They have good stability Wlder in-plane
cODlpressive loading. Due to adhesive bonding used to bond the core 8Jld the
facesheets, sandwich construction reduces production part count compared
to conventional skin-stiffener construction. Since both facesheets C<in carry
loads, santiW1ch construction inhl..leently prov~de8 1llultiple load pRths which
can make thelD more "damage tolerant" in certain applications. The
presence of the core, usually Illade of lightweight foams or honeycombs,
provides good energy absorption capability for iIllpact events. These
properties have made sandwich constuction an attractive candidate for
many stru.ctural applications.
Not long after the introduction of composite lanUnated structures,
structural designers started to use composite laminates as the facesheets in
carldwich constntction. The tailorability of the facesheets can be utilized to
achieve optimuln mechanical properties for the sandwich construction 8S a
whole. The increasing popularity of composite sandwich constructions can
best be seen in the aircraft industry. Exauiples of applications of composite
sandwich structures are plentiful. In the Starship, the first all-composite
aircraft certified by the FAA, extensive composite sandwich construction is
utilized [3, 4]. Joy et al [5] describe several applications of sandwich
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construction including~helicopter rotor blades, floor boards, and drop tanks.
The Fokker 100 aircraft has composite sandwich parts as secondary
structures [6]. The helicopter industry has successfully incorporated
sandwich constructions in many of its products [7-9]. Sandwich
construction has also become a prime candidate in some space structures
[10] and marine structures [11]. The increasing usage of composite
sandwich constuction means that such construction needs to be carefully
evaluated within the appropriate design philosophy to ensure safety.
Aircraft must satisfy stringent safety regulations [12, 13] dictated by
various governing authorities befure they are certified. The need to satisfy
these stringent safety regulations makes aircraft design one of the most
dempnding engineering endeavors. DesIgn P~£.l .sophies have evolved in
order to aSStrre safe design. The term "damage tolerance" was introduced in
the 1970's when a major change in design philosophy occurred in the
aircraft industry. The change was from the safe-life design philosophy to
the damage-tolerant design philosophy. A brief description of the historical
development and the bases of the damage-tolerant design philosophy are
given by Lincoln [14, 1:5].
Damage tolerance can be defined as a measure of the ability of a
materiaVstructure to "perform" (given particular requirelnents) with
dalllsge present. The damage tolerance philosophy, when implemented in
the structural design and assessment processes, is more realistic thal1t the
safe-life philosophy and has become the dominant design philosophy in the
airel-aft industry [16, 17]. However, in order to design a damage tolerant
structure or compOilent, designers first need to define and characterize the
damage type(s) which are likely to occur. Given the material system and
structural configuration, the damage inflicted in a structural component due
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teJ a particular event is evaluated by a "d8IDsge resistance" study. Damage
resistance can be defined as a measure of damage incurred by a
material/structure due to a particular event. Such delineation between
damage resistance and damage tolerance was formalized by Cairns &
Lagace [18] in their presentation of a consistent methodology for impact
studies of composite laminates. Earlier researchers have also recognized
such delineation [e.g. 19, 20], although slightly different terminology was
used. It should be noted that such delineation between damage resistance
and damage tolerance is not universal. As indicated by de Jonge [21],
historically researchers froln European countries ~ften refer to damage
resistance, as defined above, as damage tolerance. Even today one can
easily be Dlisled by the titles of publications [22] because of the different
interpretations of the terms.
In the aircraft industry, one of the toughest issues designers of
composite structures must address is designing for the issut3 of impact. Trds
is, in part, due to the complicated nature of the damage state which often
results in a composite structure due to an impact event. Yet, impact
damage is often tile most detrimental damage type [23], and can threaten
the integrity of aircraft structures. The study of impact damage resistance
and d8.lIlage tolerance of composite structures has, therefore, become one of
the most researched topics in the last twenty years.
In contrast to monolith-ic laminated stuctures, however, composite
sandwich construction has received relatively little attention with regal·d to
the issues of impact damage resistance and damage tolerance. This is
despite the fact that composite sandwich construction, with its ever
increasing structural applications, has attracted researchers' attention since
the late 1970's. The level of structural complexity of composite sandwich
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structures is great.er than that of metallic stnlctures and monolithic
lanrinated structures due to the presence of the core and the adhesive layer.
The limited amount of research effort to date has, thus, left many questions
unanswered. Therefore, much more needs to be done in order to help
structural engineers design safer and more efficient composite sandwich
structures.
In the present work, the impact damage resistance and damage
tolerance of thin-faced composite sandwich panels are investigated via static
indentation tests and uniaxial compression tests. There are four main
objectives of tile current research: Olle, to characterize the damage in the
sandwich panels due to indentation/impact loading; two, to characterize the
failure mechanisms of such damaged panels under uniaxial compr~ssion;
three, to investigate the separate contributions of the facesheet damage and
core daIllage to the failure lllechanism and final failure of the panels; and
four, to predict the failure Illechanism and failure load of such damaged
panels.
The overall work is organized in the remainillg chapters as follows.
Relevant work in the literature on the subject of damage resistance and
damage tolerance of composite sandwich structures is reviewed in Chapter 2
in order to set up the background and need for the current research. The
approach taken to achieve the aforementioned research goals is described in
Chapter 3. The analytical models used for the damage tolerance part of the
investigation are presented in Chapter 4 and preliminary results of the
analyses are also included. The experimental procedures utilized in the
current work including manufacturing procedures of the test specimens,
experimental setups, test procedures, and procedures of data reduction are
described in Chapter 5. All the experimental results along with the
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analytical predictions, where available, are presented in Chapter 6 while
the iDlplications of these results are highlighted and discussed in Chapter 7.
Finally, in Chapter 8, conclusions are drawn from the investigation and the
research is evaluated with recommendations for further work.
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Chapter 2
Previous Work
As noted in Chapter 1, "damage resistance" is a DleaSUlj e of the
daDlage inflicted in a material/structure due to a particular even.t while
"d8Dlage tolerance" is a measure of the ability of a Dlateriallstructure to
"perfonn" (given specific requirements) with damage present. In the
present work, the "particular event" is low speed impact or static
indentation and the "performance requirement" is to sustain uniaxial
cODlpressive load. In the following sections, relevant work on the subject of
impact daIllsge resistance and damage tolerance of co.nposite sandwich
panels is reviewed with regard to these particular facets. IIowever, it is
iDlportant to note that a Dluch Dlore extensive body of literature on impact
dalDage resistance and daIllage tolerance studies of xnonolithic laminated
structures exists. SaIne of the lessuns learned from monolithic lalIlinates
have provided valuable guidelines for researchers studying the impact
damage resistance and damage tolerance of composite sandwich structures.
The review papers by Cantwell & Morton [24] QIld Abrate [25] are excellent
starting points in researching what has been done with l11onolithic
composite lanrlnates in these areas. In the sections to follow, the behavior
of composite sandwich panels is compared with that of monolithic lanrinates
where appropriate.
2.1 Impact Damage Resistance
The work on impact damage resistance of composite sandwich panels
is reviewed in this section. In particular, the following issues are exarnined
through the work done in the open literature: the use of static indentation
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tests to simulate impact damage, the daDlage types which occur in
impacted/indented sandwich panels and the sequence in which these
daDlage types occur, tile effects of constituent (fibers, matrix, and core)
properties and impactor size on the impact daDlage resistance ot'sandwich
panels, and existing analyses relevant to the impact damage resistance of
sandwich panels.
A number of researchers have compared daDlage iiI sandwich panels
due to impact and datnage due to static indentation [26-29]. They have
concluded that the d8lllage states resulting from these two types of tests are
very similar provided that certain conditions are met. One of these
conditions is that the dynamic effects in the impact event are not important.
It is difficult to quantify this condition in terms of impact velocity or impact
energy because other parameters, such as mass of the impactor, affect the
dynamic response of the panel as well. However, two parameters can
usually provide qualitative assessment of the importance of these dynamic
effects: the mass ratio of the impactor to the impacted panel and the ratio of
the contact stiffness to the bending stiffness of the impacted panel. In
general, the higher the mass ratio or the lower the stiffness ratio, tIle Jess
significant are the dynamic effects. Such rules of thumb explain why the
use of static indentation tests to simulate impact damage in relatively thin
monolithic laminates is less satisfactory [29] as laminates have significantly
higher stiffness ratios than sandwich panels because the core of the
sandwich panels reduces the contact stiffness and increases the bending
stiffness. Another necessary condition is that the indentation test and the
impact test are conducted up to the same force [29] or the same energy
represented by the area under the load-displacement curve [26].
Indentation tests have the advantage over impact tests of being able to
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produce more controllable and reJ>eatable danlage states than impact tests
since impact velocity is very difficult to control either with high pressure gas
passing through orifices or with mechanical compression of springs. On the
other hand, indentation force and indentation depth can be controlled very
accurately and easily via hydraulic testing machines. Since repeatable and
controllable daIIlage states are essential in damage tolerance studies, static
inde~tationtests are often used as a means of siInulating iDJ.pact damage.
The damage which occurs in composite sandwich panels when they
are subjected to i.ll1pact/indentation loading is manifested in its compOne'ltR:
the facesheets, the core, and the bonding agent. In general, core damage
appears first, prior to any facesheet damage [30, 31]. In cellular/foam cores,
the first sign of core damage is compressed cells underneatll the point of
impact/indentation [32] while in honeycomb cores, cell walls underneath the
point of impact/indentation are buckled and crushed [31-33]. As impact
velocity or indentation force increases, cracks start to develop in
cellular/foam cores [32] and brittle honeycomb cores, e.g. phenolic glass [34],
parallel to the surface of the panel near the skin/core hondline. In more
ductile honeycomb cores, e.g. Nomex and alUlIlinum, cell walls may split
along the thickness direction near the point of impacUindentation.
Facesheet damage then starts to appear. In tape facesheets with adjacent
plies having different orientations, delaminations are first to occur [32].
The sizes of the delaminations usually increase from the impacted side of
the facesheet to the interface between the impacted facesheet and the core
[35]. The delamination is usually elliptical with the major axis aligned with
the fiber direction of the bottom ply [32, 36]. Some researchers [32] have
documented debonding of the adhesive layer from the facesheets of
sandwich panels with aluminum honeycoDlbs. J.-\s the impact velocity or
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indentation force increases even further, fiber daDlage starts to occur. A
pennanent dent visible on the surface of the panel is generally an indicator
of significant facesheet dalllage. In the case of relatively thin tape layups, a
square plug with two 13ides parallel to the fiber direction of the surface ply
tows of the fabric, as s1hown in Figure 2.1, was observed by some researchers
[27, 37]. In the ca8f~ of similarly thin plain weave fabric facesheets, a
diaDlond-shaped dent with diagonals parallel to the tows of the fabric, 8S
shown in Figure 2.2, )188 been obBervp~ [38,39]. In the center of the dent, a
cross-shaped crack divides the dent into fOllr approximately equal
triangular flaps.
A number of rt~searchers have experimentally compared the impact
dallUlge resistance of composite sandwich panels lIlade of different material
systems. However t it is difficult to generalize these test results because a
uni\Tersal Dletric by which to measure the impact damage resistance of
sandwich panels does not exist. While some authors define impact damage
resistance as the amLount of damage inflicted in the structure due to impact
[27]t others define it as the alIlount of energy absorbed during the impact
event [36 t 38]. A rnateriallstructure may absorb a lot of impact energy by
promoting damage.. Such a material/structure is very impact resistant by
the second definition, but not so by the first definition. Even when damage
is used as the metric to measure impact damage resistance, ambigtlity can
still arise becausf~ there are a number of damage types which can occur in
the facesheet ancl the core. For a given impact event, Material System A
can have more f'acesheet damage but less core damage than Material
System B. Depe:nding on which damage type is used to measure impact
damage resiBtanCt~,different conclusions can be drawn for Material Systems
A and B. In the llresent review, explicit reference to the criterion(ia) used
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Ply Orientations
Figure 2.1 Sketch of permanent dent/dimple in sandwich panel
with tape facesheets (taken from [27]).
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Figure 2.2 Sketch of pennanent dent/dimple in sandwich panel
with fabric facesheets (taken from [33]).
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by the various authors to compare impact daD18ge resistance is given.
Both facesheet constituents, fibers and matrix, can influence the
impact daIllage reaistance of composite sandwich panels. It has been
observed [40] that a high failure strain of the fibers improves the impact
damage resistance of the sandwich panel by providing high energy
absorbing capability. Graphite/epoxy facesheets incur more d8.Dlsge than
glass/epoxy facesheets under similar impact conditions [27] while
Kevlar/epoxy facesheets require higher impact ~nergy to obtain udrt;:j·
visible damage [39]. Boron/epoxy facesheets were found to require lower
energy for facesheet penentration as compared to graphite/epoxy facesheets
[30]. Using energy absorption as a measure of impact damage resistance
some researchers [38] found that polyethylene fibers and polyester fibers
are lIlore impact resistant than graphite fibers and aramid fibers. The
matrix of the facesheets also affects the impact damage resistance of
sandwich panels. The use of toughened thermosets or thermoplastics for
the facesheets has been shown to improve impact damage resistance [41] by
raising the energy threshold for barely visible damage. High failure strain
of fibers and toughened matrix have also been shown to be beneficial to the
impact damage resistance of monolithic laminates [24,25].
Fabric facesheets were found to better contain facesheet damage to
an area approximately equal to the cross-section of the impactor than tape
facesheets [30]. "Hybrid" configurations, either with different fibers WO\i'en
in the same ply or by replacing individual plies with a different material,
have been used with different degrees of success in improving the impact
damage resistance of sandwich panels [37, 41, 42] by either raising the
energy threshold for barely visible damage or by containing the facesheet
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daIIlage to a smaller area. Similar benefits were achieved in m.onolithic
laminates [30, 43].
Core properties also influence the impact daDlage resistance of
sandwich panels. For a given type of core, denser core was found to raise
the energy threshold for facesheet penetration [30], to reduce the aDlount of
facesheet d8Ill8ge and core dwnage [35], to im.prove the energy absorption
per unit delamination [36], and to raise the energy threshold for barely
visible daD1~bJ[39]. :Palm [:) :~, 0& the JlIl1er hand, reported that sandwich
panels with denser core sustained more facesheet delaIIlinations. Although
PalIn himself noted the contradiction between his findings and those of
earlier researc}lers, he did not offer any explanaticn. The extent of
debonding was found to be greater in sandwich configurations with
alunrinUDl honeycomb than in those with Nomex honeyco:mb [32]. Such
observation was attributed to the different stiffnesses of the cores.
HoneycolIlb core materials like Nomex are usually impregnated with resin
to improve resistance against environmental degradation. Such core
Inatrices were found to affect the impact damage resistance of sandwich
panel as well. For example, nylon-modified phenolic resin with final dips in
polyester and thermoplastic matrices were more impact resistant than
phenolic resin because they result in reduced amounts of delaminations in
the facesheet [34]. The effects of core geometric properties have also been
investigated. Structural designers often increase the thickness of the core
to achieve higher beriding stiffness for the sandwich panel 8S a whole.
However, care must be exercised in doing 80 because it has been shown that
the impact/indentation danlage in the facesheet and the core increases with
core thickness because the panel cannot efficiently absorb the iInpact energy
by global bending [44, 45] thus resulting in higher contact force. Steinmann
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[26] investigated the effect of honeycoIl\b core size on the impact damage
resistance of sandwich panels and found no effect of the three core sizes he
used (3.18 nun, 6.35 nun, and 9.53 nun). However, the three cores also had
different densities and, hence, Steinmann's observations are combined
effects of core size and core density.
A nUIIlber of researchers have inv~8tigatedthe effects ofilllpactor size
on the impact daInage resistance of sandwich panels [33, 46]. It was found
that for a given Ulaterial SysteIll, smaller tups have a reduced load-
indentation slope and a lower facesheet penetration load [33l. For the same
impact velocity, daIIlage area (as determined by ultrasonic C-scan) increases
with impactor diaIIleter until the latter reaches such a large value that the
loading becomes too "diffused" to cause any facesheet damage [46]. To put it
more quantitatively, a larger indentor distributes the load over a larger
areat and hence causes less stress concentration.
Some analytical work on the impact damage resistance of sandwich
panels can be found in the open literature although it is not as abundant 8S
that on monolithic laDlinates [24, 25]. Most analyses on the impact damage
resistance of sandwich panels follow the same approach as the analyses of
the impact damage resistance of monolithic laminates [18]. In that
approach, a "global analysis" is used to model the dynanlics and to obtain
the force-time history of the impact event. Once the force-time history is
obtained, the peak force is modelled as some kind of pressure loading in a
"local analysis" to calculate the stresses and strains near the point of impact
for daIIlage prediction.
DynaIIlic modelling of the impact of a sandwich panel has been done
by several researchers [28, 45, 47-50]. Typically the sandwich panel and the
impactor are modelled as two dynamic systems coupled together through a
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nonlinear contact spring. In such schemes, the sandwich panel can be
IDodelled in a nlunber of ways. The whole panel can be Illodelled as a sllear
deformable plate [45,47]. Alternatively, the two facesheet can be modelled
as two melllbranes [28] connec~dby the core. Finite element methods have
also been used to lDodel sandwich panels [48, 49, 51]. The constitutive
properties of the contact spring is found either analytically [28, 47] or
experim.entally [45, 48, 49]. Some global analyses m.anaged to predict the
experinlental force-tiIlle history fairly well [45, 48, 49] while others obtailL1.ed
only fair agreement with experiments[2Bl.
In the local analysis, the goal is to predict the stress/strain fields near
the point of impact or indentation for damage prediction. A popular
approach is to model the sandwich panel as a plate resting on an elastic
foundation [27, 28]. Other approaches include an axisytllmetric elasticity
Dlodel [52] and finite elem.ent analyses [48, 51]. With these analyses,
researchers have identified the facesheet thickness and the radius of the
indentor 8S key paraIIleters in predicting facesheet failure under static
indentation [27]. It was also found, in agreement with experimental
observation, that core crushing could occur at very low lflad [27, 52]. Hence,
COl·e damage needs to be accounted for in the local analysis. Some
researchers took into account of geometric n.onlinearity of the indented
facesheet and obtained fairly accurate analytical prediction of the load-
indentation behavior [28]. Some of the analyses reviewed have achieved
liIllited success in predicting the load-indentation curve of sandwich panels
[28] while others have obtained qualitative agreement with experimental
data for damage prediction [28, 48].
At an even higher level of complexity, the impact event has been
analyzed as a dynamic contact problem with a nonlinear constitutive model
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for the core [50]. This 8l1alysis is based on a three-diDlensional finite
element Dlodel and is very CODlputationally intensive. Unfortunately, the
results from. the analysis, while qualitatively correct, overpredict the
displaceDlent of the sandwich panel by about 30% cOInpared to the
experilIlental data. The authors attribute the limitation of the analysis to
the lack of accurate rate-dependent data of the facesheet and core Ill8terials.
Based on the literature reviewed, the following observations are
Dlade. The dalllage types and the damage sequence in sandwich panels
under iDlpactiindentation loading are fairly well documented although most
researchers have characterized facesheet dalIlage in much more detail than
core daInage. In particular, the geometric profile of the permanent dent has
not been sufficiently characterized although a few authors have Illeasured
the dent depth. As shown later in the review on damage tolerance, such
infonnation Dlay be important in understanding the failure mechanisms of
the damaged panels under uniaxial compression. The lack of & universal
Illetric for measuring impact damage resistance has been pointed out. A
standardized set of metrics would allow better comparison among test
results of different researchers. The effects of constituent properties
(facesheets and core) on the illlpact damage resistance of sandwich panels
have been investigated over a fair number of different material systems.
However, the effects of impactor geometry and impactor size have attracted
relatively little attention. This is reflected by the fact that most researchers
used impactors or indentors with a hemispherical nose of a single radius.
The analytical models reviewed have had limited success in predicting the
load-indentation curve of a sandwich panel. However, some models provide
a direction for future research by showing that core crushing and large
deflection of the facesheet are important in modelling the deformation of
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sandwich panels under im.pact/indentation loading. Tne datnage predictions
provided by existing impact daInage resistance Dlodela are not very
satisfactory and only IIl8tch experiDlental results qualitatively. In addition,
all the reviewed analyses on the iDlpact dmnage resistance of sandwich
panels predict only facesheet d8Illage. No attelDpt to predict core damage or
the shape of the resulting dent in the sandwich panel can be found in the
literature.
2.2 Damage Tolerance
Once the damage state of an impactedJindented structure has been
characterized, the means by which such damage was inflicted on the
structure is not important [18, 53]. Only the damage state is important in
the issue of damage tolermlce. The relevant question in a damage tolerance
study is how much strength is retained by the damaged structure. In the
current work, the residual strength of indented sandwich panels under
uniaxial compression is investigated. Relevant work reported to date in the
literature is thus rev'iewed.
Researchers have used different test methods to assess the damage
tolerance of cOInposite sandwich panels. Among these test methods are
bending tests [31,35, 37,38,42,53-57], uniaxial compression tests [28, 41.,
44, 46, 58, 59], in-plane shear tests [27, 39, 46], and fatigue tests [35, 60].
Since damage tolerance is specific to the type of loading, the findings
presented in this section on the damage tolerance of sandwich panels are
specific to the given test methods. However, different residual strength
tests sometimes produce similar failure modes (i.e. the damage state at
failure).. For example, bending tests with the damaged facesheet on the
compression side usually induce line fracture through the damage site, a
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failure DIode also observed in uniaxial cODlpression tests and in-plane shear
tests.
In this section, the effects of constituent properties on the daDlage
tolerance of com.posite sandwich panels is discussed first, followed by the
effects of preloads. The use of siUlulated daDlage in daDlage tolerance
studies is also exanrined. A failure Dlechanism of daIWlged panels with thin
fabric facesheets under uniaxial cOIIlpression is then described. A few
delamination buckling Dlodels are presented because they have been used to
predict cOlllpressive residual strength of impact-damaged panels. Other
senri-eDlpirical IIlodels for residual strength prediction are also mentioned.
AInong the constituent properties of sandwich panels discussed here
are fiber failure strain, core density, and cere matrix. Although
Kevlar/epoxy facesheets usually have a higher failure strain than
graphite/epoxy facesheets, both material systems show approximately the
SBIne proportional reduction in failure strength [37, 39]. The compressive
strength of undamaged and damaged sandwich panels was found to
increase with core density [34, 41]. Such observation has been attributed to
the wrinkling effect (a local instability phenomenon of the faceslleet) [41]
which is affected by core density. Residual strength in bending was found to
increase when the core was impregnated with a tougher matrix [56]. Some
researchers have discussed the effects of impactor size on the damage
tolerance of sandwich panels, e.g. [46]. It should be noted, however, that in
such a discussion [46] the issues of impact damage resistance and damage
tolerance are inherently combined because different indentor sizes cause
different damage states.
Some researchers have investigated the effect of preloads on the
damage tolerance of sandwich panels [37, 55]. The effects of preloads are
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important because sandwich structures may be loaded when impacts occur.
It was found that im.pact energy below the level that causes visible dam.age
in unloaded panels can induce catastrophic failure in panels loaded in
tension or in compression [37,42]. A "failure threshold" has been defined to
assess the behavior of these loaded sandwich panels subjected tu iInpact [37,
55]. The tenn "failure threshold" refers to the lowest static load at which
catastrophic failure is preciptated in the facesheet of a sandwich panel at a
given impact velocity. Experimental evidence shows that the failure
threshold in tension approaches an asymptotic value as impact energy
increses while the failure threshold in compression decreases monotonically
[55]. However, such observations were based on limited experimental data
(two facesheet layups) and further testing is necessary in order to generalize
it to other facesheet layups.
Researchers have compared residual strength of sandwich panels
with an open hole in one of the facesheets and that of sandwich panels with
damage due to impact/indentation. Good correlation between the residual
tensile strength of sandwich panels with an open hole and that of sandwich
panels with impact damage was found [37, 61]. Experimental data also
show that (±45) fabric facesheets result in a lower proportional reduction in
compressive strength than (0/90) fabric facesheets [59] in sandwich panels
with an open hole in one of the facesheets. Other researchers used
simulated damage types, e.g. teflon implants and core cut-outs, 8S a means
to introduce controlled damage in the study of damage tolerance [62]. It
was found that these simulated damage types had a secondary effect on the
failure of the sandwich panel 8S final failure did not occur at the site of the
implants. They reduce the stifflless of the panels and, hence, cause a
reduction in buckling loads.
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Most daIllage tolerance studies in the open literature provide two
types of information: residual strength and postmortem d8.lllage inspection.
Very little discussion on failure mechanisD18 (i.e. the process leading to final
failure) of these d8.lllaged panels can be found in the literature, with one
exception. For thin (2-ply) fabric-faced sandwich panels under uniaxial
cOlllpressioD, a special failure Dlechanism. has been identified by some
researchers [28, 41]. The initial dent from illlpactlindentation damage
propagates perpendicular to the direction of the loading in a stable manner,
followed by catastrophic failure in the form of a line fracture across the
dimension perpendicular to the loading. A similar pattern was observed in
panels under in-plane shear [39]. Since this failure mechanism has only
been reported with thin-faced sandwich panels, it is unclear whether
sandwich panels of different configurations (e.g. with thicker facesheets)
also exhibit such a failure mechanism.
The analytical models used to predict compressive residual strength
are mostly borrowed from daDlage tolerance studies of monolithic laminates.
One such example is a fanrily of models on delamination buckling [53, 63-
65]. The simplest members of this family of analytical models are the beam
models with a through-width delamination [53, 66]. These beam models
work well for sandwich panels with artificial ilnplallts but they have little
use in predicting compressive residual strength of impacted/indented
sandwich panels because impact/indentation rarely causes simple through-
width delaminations. More sophisticated delamination buckling models
simulate circular or elliptical delaminations within a laminated plate [64,
67]. The validity of these models was usually verified by applying them to
laminates or sandwich panels 'with artificial implants. When applying these
delamination buckling models to sandwich panels, some researchers
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completely ignore the core [53, 66] while others account for the presence of
the core through some kind of contact reaction [65, 67] between the core and
the facesheet. In general, models that account for reaction between the core
and the facesheet gi;1"e better agreement with experinlental resulttS. In order
to use a delamination buckling model to predict the residual compressive
strength of impactediindented sandwich panel, SOIne researchers
empirically detennined an equivalent delamination size to account for the
reduction in strength due to the complex dam.age state resulting from
impact/indentation [68, 69].
Another set of analytical models used to predict the compressive
residual strength of dalDaged panels only account for in-plane mechanisms.
Among these models are the net-area model [28, 59], the Mar-Lin
correlation [28, 59] and linear-fracture-mechanic-based models [37].,
A recent model by Minguet [70] has included out-of-plane
defonnation of the sandwich panel. It was developed to capture the dimple
propagation observed experimentally when damaged thin-faced sandwich
panels were compressed uniaxially. In Minguet's model, an initially
defonned piate ib used to model the impacted/indented facesheet of the
sandwich panel while the core is modelled as an orthotropic continuum,
Since Minguet's model is adapted for the present investigation, it will be
described in detail in Chapter 4.
Based on the literature reviewed in this section, the following
observations are made. Very little attention has been given to the failure
mechanisms of impact-damaged sandwich panel. The only experimentally
documented failure mechanism is that which occurs in thin-faced fabric
sandwich panel under uniaxial compression. In this failure mechanisrrt, the
dent/dimple grows in the direction perpendicular to that of the applied load,
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stably at first, until a critical size where catastrophic failure follows.
Without an understanding of the failure m.echanism, Dlatching the residual
strength data usually becom.es the only criterion to validate the
corresponding analytical models. For exam.ple, a few researchers have
shown that the delam.ination buckling Dlodels are useful in predicting
failure DlechanisIl18 and failure loads of sandwich panels with artificial
implants in one of the facesheets. The authors then went on to use these
delanrlnation buckling models to predict the compressive residual strength
of sandwich panels without verifying that such impact-damaged sandwich
panels do indeed fail by delalllination buckling. A better approach is to
verify the validity of the analytical model on the basis of both the failure
Illechanism and failure load.
2.3 Summary
After reviewing the literature on the subjects of impact damage
resistance and dam.age tolerance of sandwich structures, several needs are
identified as motivation for the current work.
First, although several researchers have used the dent depth 8S a
param.eter to characterize impact dam.age [35, 39, 57], the overall geometric
profile of the dent has not been satisfactorily characterized. The profiles of
the dent and the support from the core underneath may be controlling
parameters in the failure mechanism under compressive loading. Such a
conjecture is supported by the experimentally observed dimple propagation
that leads to final failure of the damaged panel subjected to uniaxial
compression. Thus, the profile of the dimple needs to be quantitatively
characterized.
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Second, there is a lack of understanding of the failure IDechanisms of
impact dam.aged sandwich panels under com.pressive loading. Most
analytical models strive to predict the residual strength of sandwich panels
without m.odelling the failure DlechanisIIl. The validity of such lIlodels is
difficult to verif}· by the prediction of failure load alone because, oftentimes,
these m.odels contain empirical parameters which are adjusted to best
correlate the experimental results. Minguet's Blodel [70] is the only one
that captures the failure mechanislD of an iInpact-darnaged sandwich panel
under uniaxial compression. However, even in this case, the validity of the
lllodel was verified by m.atching the experimental failure stress alone. The
evolving shape of the dimple as predicted by the model was not compared
with experimental data because quantitative measurements of the shape of
the evolving dimple do not exist. Hence, there is a need for such
quantitative experiIllental data to verify the dimple propagation model in a
more rigorous manner.
Lastly, all reviewed analyses on damage tolerance of sandwich panels
ignore either facesheet damage [70] or core damage [28, 37 t 64] in order to
reduce the mathematical complexity of the model. It is important to
investigate the relative importance of facesheet damage and core damage
and when such assulIlptions cease to be valid
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Chapter 3
Approach
As Dlentioned in Chapter 1, the present investigation has four m.ain
objectives: (i) to characterize the dam.age in the sandwich panels due to
indentation/iDlpact loading, (ii) to characterize failure Dlechanisms of such
daIIlaged panels under uniaxial compression, (iii) to investigate separately
the contributions of facesheet damage and core datnage to the failure
rnechanisDl and final failure, and (iv) to predict the failure DlechanisDl and
failure load of such daD18ged panels. The motivation for the present work is
provided by the needs in the areas of inlpact daIllage resistance and daDl8ge
tolerance of cODlposite sandwich panels as identified in Chapter 2. A
combination of experiDlental investigation and analytical Illodelling was
used to achieve the aforelIlentioned research goals. The overall approach for
the present work is explained and outlined in this chapter while the
specifics of the analytical IIlodels and experiDlental procedures are given in
Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
3.1 Overview
The plain weave graphite/epoxy fabric AW193/3501-6 was chosen 8S
the facesheet material and the Nomex honeycomb core of 48.1 kg/m3 (3
Ib/ft3) density and a cell size of3.18 rom (0.125 inch) as the core Dl8terial for
the sandwich panels used in the present work. The speciInen configuration
is depicted ill Figure 3.1. Two layups were used for the facesheets: (0/90)
and (±45). The above material system and the specimen configuration were
chosen for two reasons. First, the failure mechanisIIls of such sandwich
panels has been identified and qualitatively described (see Chapter 2); one
T
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Figure 3.1 Specimen configuration
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of the objectives of the present work is to quantitatively characterize such
failure rnechanisDl8. The Eecond reason for choosing the above IIlaterial
system and specinten configuration is that previous work in TELAel has
established a fairly good data base on the SaIIle Dlaterial system and it is
desirable to build upon that data base. The previous work includes: (i)
extensive illlpact testing followed by uniaxial compression tests to evaluate
residual strength [28], (ii) indentation tests on sandwich panels with
different facesheet thicknesses, core thicknesses, and indentor sizes [58],
and (iii) strength data of sandwich panels with open holes [59]. With the
m.aterial system and specimen configuration decided, the experimental
procedures are outlined next.
Static indentation tests were used to create three different damage
states, corresponding to three different indentor sizes, in the sandwich
panels. These statically indented panels were then examined carefully in
order to characterize the amounts of different damage types present.
Inform.ation from such a characterization process was used to design
sandwich panels with "simulated damage types". These panels had either
the core damage or the facesheet damage as observed in the indented
panels.
All panels were eventually tested under uniaxial compression to
failure. The uniaxial compression tests were monitored by the shadow
moire method which provides quantitative measurements of the out-of-
plane deformation of the sandwich panels. By comparing the failure
mechanisms and failure loads of panels with static indentation damage,
1 Technology Laboratory for Advanced Composites, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA. -location of the present work.
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simulated facesheet dalllage, and siDlulated core dalIlage, the effects of
facesheet d8Dlage and core damage were evaluated.
The experimental results are com.pleDlented by analytical modelling.
Two existing analytical models were adapted to predict the failure loads of
th.e sandwich panels. One of the Dlodels accounts for the facesheet daIIlage
only while the other aCCOllnts for core damage only. Comparing the
experilllental data with the predictions of the lllodeis should shed some light
on the validity of the models and the relative iDlportance of facesheet
daDlage and core daIIlage in reducing tile compressive strength of the
sandwich panels.
3.2 Damage States and Characterization
As discussed in Chapter 2, static indentation tests provide greater
controllability and repeatablity in creating dalllage than impact tests. It
has also been shown that the amount, types, and location of damage in
static indentation tests and impact tests correlate well for a given applied
force. Therefore, static indentation tests were used in the present work to
create different daIIlage states in the sandwich specimens.
Since OIle of the objectives of the current work is to investigate the
separate contributions of the facesheet damage and core damage, it is
desirable to have daDlage states with different amounts of each damage
type. A total of three damage states was created by three different
hemispherical indentors of diameters 12.7 mm, 25.4 nun, and 38.1 nun. All
indentors were driven to the same indentation depth. Based on previous
work on the sante material system [33], a depth of 3 mIn was chosen. Such
combinations of indentor diameters and indentation depth create damage
states with three different proportions of facesheet damage and core damage
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in these particular configurations. In particular, at a 3 nun indentation
depth, the 12.7 nun indentor produces easily visible facesheet daIllage, the
25.4 1Il!Il indentor produces barely visible facesheet daIllage, and the 38.1
nun indentor yields no visible facesheet dmnage.
After the indentation tests, the 8JIlount, types and location of daIllage
in the sandwich panels were carefully characterized. There are two generic
types of daIllage in sandwich panels: facesheet daDlage and core daIllage.
As illustrated in Chapter 2, researchers llave spent more effort on
characterizing facesheet dmnage than on core daDlage. In particular, to the
authorJs best knowledge, the geometric profile of the permanent dent
resulting from impact/indentation has never been characterized. Since the
geometric profile of the dimple is believed to affect the failure mechanisms
of the sandwich panels chosen for the present investigation, the profile of
the dimple is carefully quantified. In particular, the depth of the dimple is
measured along the two orthogonal tows that go through the center of the
dimple. Measuring the profiles along two orthogonal directions is a
practical compromise for a three-dimensional map of the profiles.
Besides measuring the profiles of the dimple, conventional damage
inspection techniques are used to characterize other damage types. X-
radiography and thermal deply techniques are used to quantify facesheet
damage. A combination of sectioning and optical microscopy is used to
exallline core damage. The characterization procedures described above
serve to quantify the damage types in the three damage states and to
provide the information for designing sandwich panels with "simulated
damage".
In addition to considering the effects of the actual damage which
results from an impact/indentation event, the effects of facesheet damage
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and core damage was to be separately assessed. Statically indented panels
and iIllpacted panels have a combination of" two damage types: facesheet
damage and core damage. In order to separately exanllne the effects of
these two damage types, it was necessary to Dlanufncture and test sandwich
panels with only (simulated) core damage and panels with only (simulated)
facesheet damage. Effort was spent in the present work to design and
manufacture these panels with the appropriate siInulated damage type.
The silDulated core damage speciDlens have a pennanent dent/dimple
with the same geometric profiles as those in the indented panels. In order
to avoid damaging the facesheet, a special procedure is used to cure the
facesheets of these simulated core damage specimens tsee Chapter 5). In
order to obtain core damage similar to that in the static indentation damage
states, the core underneath the dimple is crushed with the same indentot·s
to the same depth (3 nun) as that in the indented panels. Thus, specimens
with siIIlulated core daIIlage have daDlage in the form of crushed core and
an initially defonned facesheet.
The simulated facesheet damage specimens, on the other hand, are
designed to include facesheet damage obs~rved in the indentation damage
states, but without the associated core damage. Hence, the fracture pattern
observed in the indentation damage states is introduced in the simulated
facesheet damage specimen by cutting thl~ough-thicknes8 slits :..:. the
facesheets. The core of these siIllulated facesheet damage panels is
undamaged and the specimens do not have a perma,nent dent in the
facesheet. The manufacturing procedllres of these simulated damage
specimens are given in Chaptel· 5.
The contribution of the facesheet datnage and the COlee damage is thus
examined by comparing the failure mechanisms and failure loads of the
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static indentation daIlUlge panels, the siDlulated core daIllage panels, and
the siDlulated facesheet dmnage panels.
3.3 Failure Mechanisms
As discussed in Chapter 2, there has been little description of the
failure Dlechanisms of i:mpact-damaged sandwich panels under uniaxial
cODlpression, except for one specific configuration. hnpacted and indented
sandwich panels with thin (2 plies) fabric facesheets and honeycoDlb core
were observed to fail via propagation of the initial dent/dimple. One of the
objectives of the present investigation is to quantitatively characterize and
exanrine this failure m.echanism in relation to the final failllre of the
sandwich panel. A technique is thus required to measure the out-of-plane
displacement of the panel 8S a function of the applied compressive stress.
The quantitative experimental results thus obtained can also provide a
basis for the verification of analytical models designed to predict the failure
mechanisllls of iInpact-damaged sandwich panels. Hence) cODlpression tests
of all the damaged panels are monitored by the shadow moire Dlethod.
The shadow moire method has two advantages over conventional
strain gages: (i) it gives whole-field deformation patterns) (ii) it requires no
physical contact with the specimens. The shadow Illoire Dlethod is the
simplest member of a family of metrological techniques collectively called
Illoire Dlethods [71-73]. The more practical aspects of moire methods are
also given in most experimental handbooks) [e.g. 74) 75]. A comprehensive
review on the subject was given by Sciammarella [76]. Sciammarella &
Chiang [77] and Oplinger [78] provide examples of engineering applications
of moire methods. The shadow moire method, in particular, has widely been
used to observe buckling phenomena of various types: global buckling of
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stiffened panels [54], local bu.ckling of delaminated structures [79-81], and
iDlpact dam.age propagation [82]. The principle of the shadow moire method
and the experim.ental setup for the present work are dest=ribed in Chapter 5.
3.4 Analyses
As indicated in Chapter 2, all existing m.odels for predicting the
com.pressive residual strength of impact dam.age sandwich panels account
for only one of the two dam.age types: facesheet dam.age and core daIIlage.
In order to highlight the differences in dalDage types lDodelled and in the
subsequent failure predictions, two existing analytical models are used to
calculate the failure loads of all three types of dall1aged panels. The failure
load predictions of both models will be compared with the experimental
values to verify the applicability of the models to the three different dama.ge
states.
The first model is the Mar-Lin correlation originally derived for
predicting residual tensile strength of notched composite lalninates. The
model only accounts for facesheet damage and is empirical in nature. Its
usefulness in predicting the compressive residual strength of sandwich
panels with visible facesheet damage has been demonstrated in Lie's work
[28]. However, the exclusion of core damage in using the Mar-Lin
correlation to predict residual strength of sandwich panels may render the
method inadequate when the core damage is the more dominant damage
type.
The second model is based on a model by Minguet [70]. This dimple
propagation model only accountA for core damage and can simulate ttle
aforementioned failure mechanisms of an impact-damaged thin-faced
sandwich panel. However, the exclusion of the facesheet damage may
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render the model inadequate when the facesheet damage is the Illore
doDlinant daIDage type. Hence, the diInple evolution predicted by the
dimple propagation IIlodel will be cOIllpared with the Uloire measurements
froIn the present investigation to verify the accuracy of the model.
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Chapter 4
Analytical Methods
Two analytical techniques are used to predict the failure loads of
daDlaged sandwich panels under uniaxial compression. The first one is the
diDlple propagation model based on a siInilar Dlodel by Minguet [70] which
was used to predict the compressive residual strength of impact-dantaged
sandwich panels. The second technique is the MarogLin correlation [83]
originally developed to predict tensile strength of notched composite
lanrinates.
4.1 Dimple Propagation Model
The lIlodel considers the large deflections of a uniaxially-loaded
orthotropic plate with initial curvatures resting on a foundation which
provides supporting reaction characterized by two paraIDeters. When the
Illodel is applied to sandwich panels with impact or indentation damage, the
dam.aged facesheet of the sandwich parlel is represented by the orthotropic
plate while the core is Illodelled by the two-paraIIleter foundation. The
initial curvatures of the plate are used to model the shape of the dimple due
to illlpact/indentation. Also included in the model are core damage due to
impact/indentation and core damage due to subsequent dimple propagation.
In the following subsections, the details of the model are described: the
governing equations, the discretization procedures, the two-parameter
foundation, and the incorporation of core damage. Finally, a sample
problem is used to exallline the convergence of the model.
As mentioned earilier, the dimple propagation model is based on a
similar model by Minguet [70]0 A brief explanation of the diffel-ence
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between the two IIlodels is in order. In Minguet's Dlodel, the core of the
sandwich panel is IIlodelled 8S an orthotropic continuwn while the present
Illodel uses a two-paraDleter foundation to Dlodel the core. The switch from
the continuUDl to the two-parameter foundation is due to two reasons.
First, it requires nine experimentally-deternrined elastic constants to
characterize an orthotropic continuUID. Such elastic constants do not exist
for a honeycomb core because honeycombs have n.ever been characterized as
an orthotropic continuum, nor has it been proven that honeycolllbs can be
characterized as such. The continuum representation of the core, therefore,
m.ay not be realistic. Furthermore, such a representation complicates the
DlatheIIlatics of the Dlodel. SecoIld, in Minguet's model the deformation of
the core is defined by the displacement variables in three orthogonal
directions. In order to couple the facesheets to the core, the displacement
variables iri the core are expressed in terms of the displacements in the
facesheets. However, the large deformation plate theory used for the
facesheet is based on a stress function formulation. It is unclear to the
author how the coupling between the facesheet and the core is achieved
with the different variables used.
4.1.1 Governing equations
The governing differential equations are those for large deflections of
an initially deformed orthotropic plate resting on an elastic foundation. The
derivation of the equations can be found in most books on nonlinear plate
theories, e.g. [84]. The coordinate system shown in Figure 4.1 is used where
the origin is at a corner of the plate and the xy-plane is the mid-plane of the
plate. The governing differential equations can thus be written as:
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Figure 4.1 Coordinate system used for dimple propagation Inodel.
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Dt lW,.D:U +2(Dt2 + 2D66 )w,.uyy +D.22W ,yyyy +k1w + k2V2w =
h[F,yy (~+ w),xx +F,xx (~+w),yy -2F,xy (~+w),xy1
and
h[A~lF,yyyy+(2A~2 +4)F,.uyy+AnF,.aa]=
w,i.Y+2~,xyw,xy -W'xx W,yy-~,yyW'xx -~'xx w,"
where:
(4.1)
(4.2)
Dij = elements ofD-matrix in Classical Laminated Plate Theory (CLPT)
Aij =elements of inverse of A-matrix in CLPT
w(x,y) =out-of-plane displacement of plate
F(x,y) = Airy stress function
~(x,y) =initial deformation of the plate
h = thickness of the plate
k1, k2 = parameters that characterize the reaction of the foundation
( )'x =partial derivatives with respect to the subscripted variable
SilIlilarities between this set of equations and that of von Karman [85] for
isotropic plates can readily be recognized. Equation 4.1 is the equilibrium
equation in the thickness direction of the plate while Equation 4.2 is the
cOIIlpatibility equation. The Airy stress function F(x,y) is related to the
stress resultants Nxx' Nyy and Nxy in Classical Laminated Plate Theory by
the following equations:
(4.3)
(4.4)
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Nxy =-2hF,XJ
The initial dent shape ~(x,y) is assumed to be:
where:
(4.5)
(4.6)
~o =initial dent depth at the center of the panel
R][ ,1\ =the in-plane dimensions of the dent
a =diIllension of plate along x-axis
b =dilllension of plate along y-axis
The values of ~o' Rx and I\ are chosen to best match the experimentally
lDeasured shape of the dimple.
4.1.2 Discretization of stress function and displaceDlent
function
1'he problem. is discretized by assuming the following expansions for
w, F, and~:
(4.7)
( ) ~ ~ . i1CX . jtryw x,y = ~~WijSln-;;Slnb"
I }
i,j =1,3,5, ... (4.8)
~(x,y)=~~ ~ij sin i: sin j:,. i,j = 1,3,5,...
, }
(4.9)
where <Jxx is the applied far-field stress while Fij and Wij are the unknown
modal amplitudes for F(x,y) and w(x,y), respectively. The ~j are the modal
8IDplitudes of the initial deformation, given by:
4 ba ..~ij =-JJ~(x,y)sin 11rX sin Jtry dxdy
00 00 a b
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(4.9a)
The symmetries of the problem require w. (Jxx. and (Jyy to be symmetric
about x=al2 and y=bl2. Hence. only even terDls are needed for F(x.y) and
only odd tenns for w(x,y) and ~(x,y). Substituting Equations 4.7 through
4.9 into Equations 4.1 and 4.2, and collecting terms give:
~ ~[c..w.. + hC1 (~ .. + w.. )(itr)2]sin in sin jtry =~~ 'J IJ .a IJ 'J a a b
• J
LLLL { ( ) · mlrX · ntry i1a jrcyhO·· F·· J; + W Sln--Slll-COS-COS-'JIM IJ '='nvs ntII b b
; j m ft a a
( ) . iTa . ircy m1rX n1CY }- 2hH·· F·· j:. + W Sln-Sln-cos--cos-
'.JIM 'J ~1M '"" a b a b
and
i1CX jrcy
LLhlijFijcos-cos- =LLLL
ij a b ijmn
{[( . )2( )2 ]..11C ntr . l1CX . lrcy . m1CX . ntry- - -- w··w + G·· w··]:. Sln-Sln-s:n--Sln--a b IJ mn IJInn IJ'='mn a b a b
( ~ ) i1CX jtry m1CX nrcy}+H·· 2): +w w··cos-cos-cos--cos-
'JIM '='mn mn IJ a b a b
where:
(4.10)
(4.1 i)
(4.10a)
(4.10b)
(4.10c)
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Using the three trigonoUletric identities:
. ita mta 1[ . (i + m)1rX . (i - m)1rX]Sln-cos-- = - sIn + sln-------
a a 2 a a ,
. iJa . mtrx 1[ (i - m)1tX (i + m)1tt] dSln-Sln-- = - cos - cos , an
a a 2 a a
i1rx m11X 1[ (i - m)1CX (i + m)1CX]
cos--cos-- =- cos + cos ,
a a 2 a a
(4.11a)
the right hand sides of Equativns 4.10 and 4.11 can be converted into the
SaIne form as the left hand sides. Hence, Equation 4.10 becolDes:
~~(CijWij + hUxx (~ij + wij )(i1C)2JSin i11X sin jtryb =:~~LL
') a a IJmn
{ J( ) · (i+m)m: . (j+n)tryFij(~mn+wmnt Gijmn -2Hijmn sm a Sin b
( ) . (i + m)ta . (j - n)1r)'- Gijmn +2Hijmn sIn sIn
a b
( ) . (i-m)1tX . (j+n)1r)'- Gijmn + 2Hijmn sIn Sln---
a b
( ) . (i - m)1rX . (j - n)1r)']}+ Gijmn - 2Hijmn Sin a Sin b
while Equation 4.11 becomes:
(4.12)
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(4.13)
(4.14)=
Coefficients of like tenns are equated to give two sets of nonlinear
algebraic equations in Fij and Wijo
rRr'(wij, Fij' ~ij'<Tn)1
Rf(Wij' Fij' ~;j' <Txr )
Fro R[(Wij J~ij )
Fro Rf(wij , ~ij )
MF = (4.15)
p .. R[ (WijJ~ij)lJ
where [Mw] and [MF] are diagonal matrices defined by:
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(4.16)
and
(4.17)
For a given value of the 8ubscript k, the subscripts i and j are uniquely
defined by the num.bering SysteDl shown in Table 4.1. The right hand sides
of Equations 4.14 and 4.15 are given by:
R'{ = hO'.u(~pq +wpq )(P1C)2+~LLLL
a 4; jmn
{Fij(~mn+wmn)(Gijmn -2Hijmn~i:tm=p +-Fij(~mn +wmn)(Gijmn +2Hijmn~i~.m=pJ+n=q IJ-n)=q
+- Fij(~mn + wmn)(Gijmn + 2Hijmn~I~-ml=p + Fij(~mn + wmn)(Gijmn - 2Hijmn~li~ml=p}
}+n=q Il-nJ=q
(4.18)
R[ =~~LL ([_(iTr)2(ntr)2 + Hijmn]Wijwmn +(-Gijmn +2Hijmn)Wij~mn 1.
• J mnab JI.-ml=p
Ij-nl=q
+ ([_(i1C)2(nTC)2 + Hijmn]WijWmn +(-Gijmn +2Hijmn)Wij~mn 1.
a b ~I.-ml=p
j+n=q
+([_(i:)2( n:)2 + Hijmn ]WijWmn +(-Gijmn + 2Hijmn)Wij~mn )i~m=p
IJ-nl=q
(4.19)
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Table 4.1 NUIllbering systelD of the 8s8UIlled Blodes for an N
by N analysis (for N>3)
Double Index (odd Dlodes) Double Index (even modes)Single Index
k
1
2
3
k
1
1
1
1
2a-l
.
J
1
3
5
2b-l
1
o
o
o
2(a-l)
.
J
o
2
4
2(b-l)
a =[kIN]
b =k-N([kIN]-l)
[kIN] = smallest integer larger than or equal to the quotient kIN
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For a given value of the subscript k, the subscripts p and q in Equations
4.18 and 4.19 are uniquely defined by the 8aJIle DUlllbering system shown in
Table 4.1. The right hand sides of EquatioDs 4.18 and 4.19 Bunt up terms of
which the subsripted variables satisfy certain specific conditions as specified
by the subscripted equations after the vertical bars (I). For example, the
term
on the right hand side of Equation 4.18 implies that only the terms where
(i+In=p) and (j+n=q) are considered in the sununation.
Since Equations 4.14 and 4.15 are nonlinear, an iterative solution
procedure is required to solve them. The forms of Equations 4.14 and 4.15
readily suggest the solution method of fixed-point iterations [86], also
known 8S the Illethod of successive substitutions [87]. Based on these
equations, the following iterative sequences are established:
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.24)
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At the nth iteration step, the differences between the current values of the
nlodal alDplitudes and the projected values, at the (n+l)th step, are
calculated:
()wll (n) WI 1 (n) W (n+l)11
cSw13 WJ3 W]3
= (4.22)
()w.. w·· w··I) IJ IJ
and
oFoo (n) Foo (n) Foo1(n+l)
8Fo2 Fm Fo'},
= (4.23)
DF·· F·· F··IJ IJ I}
.
J.4"ollowing comnlon practice in nUIIlerical computation, the SUIDS of the
squares of OWij and OFij, defined as I(OWijf I and I(OFij)21:
I(OWij )21 =(()wll)2 + (OWl3)2 +...
and
(4.25)
are used to monitor the convergence of the solution. When I (OWijf I and
I (OFijf I reach certain prescribed tolerances, the iteration is stopped.
4.1.3 Two-paraDleter foundation Dlodel
To use the dimple propagation model to analyze sandwich panels, a
two-paraIlleter foundation was chosen to model the elastic behavior of the
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core. A description of the two-param.eter foundation IIlodel is in order.
A nUIllber of researchers, especially those in civil engineering, have
spent a considerable am.ount of effort examining various elastic foundation
models [88-91]. The simplest of these models is the Winkler foundation
model [92] where the fOllndation is modelled as a group cf independent
linear springs. At the other end of the spectnun are models where the
foundation is treated as an anisotropic continuUDl. The two-parameter
Illodel used in the present investigation is, in cOIllplexity, between the
Winkler foundation and the continuum foundations. The model was
previously proposed by Filonenko-Borodich [93] and Pasternak [94]. The
model provides a "membrane-type" interaction among the linear springs
used in the Winkler model. Such interaction is governed by the curvatures
at the surface of the foundation. The foundation reaction is characterized
by:
(Jzz(X,y) =ktw(x,y) + k2V2w(x,y) (4.26)
The foundation parameters k 1 and k2 are calculated as follows in the
current work. An existing elasticity model [52] is used to calculate the
stress distribution and displacement distribution at the interface between
the core and the facesheet of the sandwich panel for a Hertzian contact
loading on the facesheet~ A least-squares fit of the form of Equation 4.26 is
performed using the stress distribution and the displacement distribution in
order to obtain the parameters k 1 and k2 ,
4.1.4 Core dam.age Dlodel
The formulation thus far has used an elastic foundation to model the
core of the sandwich panel. In reality, the core underneath the dimple has
been damaged by indentation or impact. The behavior of this initial region
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of damaged/crushed core is not elastic and rJeeds to be accounted for in the
dinlple propagation lIlodel. Also, as the dim.ple propagates, core crushing
can occur outside the initial region. This progressive core crushing must be
accounted for as well. The foundation is, therefore, assUIIled to behave in
one of the following three ways. First, if the core is undamaged, it will
behave elastically and the reaction, (Jzz' is given by Equation 4.26. Second,
within the initial region of crushed core due to indentation or iIIlpact, the
core sustains no reaction, i.e. (Jzz is equal to O. Lastly, if the core is
subsequently crushed «Jzz is greater than the compressive strength) during
the dimple propagation, the core sustains a constant reaction given by the
"plateau stress" of the core. The "plateau stress" is the reaction of the core
after it is crushed and its value is obtained from a flatwise compression test
of the core [58]. Figure 4.2 is a sketch of the stress-strain curve of a bare
core under flatwise compression which shows how the compressive strength
and the plateau stress of the core are defined.
The initially crushed core due to indentation and the subsequently
crushed core due to dimple propagation are modelled differently for the
following reasoning. When the indentation load is released after the
maximUID indentation depth is reached, the facesheet will rebound and pull
the buckled cell walls up from the maximum indentation depth. These
"pulled-up" cell walls can support no load. On the other hand, the core
subsequently crushed during the dimple pl·opagation stays at the depth at
which cruslling occurs. The subsequently crushed core can, therefore,
support a load in the same way as in a flatwise compression test as
illustrated in Figllre 4.2. It should be noted, however, that if the
displacement within the initial region of crushed core exceeds that
corresponding to the shape of the initial maximum indentation, the reaction
(Jplateau
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Strain
Figure 4.2 Sketch of stl)eSs-strain curve of flatwise compression test
of bare Nomex honeycomb core (actual data can be found
in [58]).
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of the core should be equal to the plateau stress. However, such large
displacement was never achieved in all the speciInens tested.
The initially crushed core due to irldentation and the subsequently
crushed core due to dimple propagation are modelled differentl:y for the
followirlg reasoning. When the indentation load is released after the
II1aximUIll indentation depth is reached, the facesheet will rebound and pull
the buckled cell walls up from the m.anmuIll indentation depthL These
"pulled-up" cell walls can support no load. On the other hand, the core
subsequently crushed during the dimple propagation stays at the depth at
which crushing occurs. The subsequently crushed core can, therefore,
support a load in the same way as in a flatwise compression test as
illustrated in Figure 4.2. It should be noted, however, that if the
displacement within the initial region of crushed core exceeds that
corresponding to the shape of the initial maximum indentation, the reactioIl
of the core should be equal to the plateau stress. However, such large
displacelllent was never achieved in all the specimens tested.
The core da:mage is incorporated into the analytical model as follows.
First, the facesheet is divided into a uniform grid and the reaction between
the facesheet and the elastic foundation, (Je' is calculated at the nodal points
of the grid. Second, such reaction is modified at nodal points within the
region of initial crushed core and at nodal points where (Jult is exceeded.
This is achieved by superimposing a complementary stress distribution, 0'c'
onto the reaction between the facesheet and the elastic foundation such that
the desired stress distribution is equal to the sum of 0'e and 0'c' Third, the
complementary stress distribution is augmented into the equilibrium
equation in the iteration process to ensure that equilibrium is satisfied once
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convergence is achieved. The m.athematica1 details of the above process are
described next.
The facesheet is divided into a uniform. rectangular grid with the
same number of nodal points (xi'Yj) as the number of modes used in the
expansion (Equation 4.8) for the displaceDlent function w. At each iteration
step, a zz at the interface between the foundation and the facesheet is
calculated at the nodal points assuming an elastic foundation. This is given
by the reaction of the two-param.eter foundation from Equation 4.26:
0"" (Xl'Yl) w(Xl'Y1) W(Xl'Yl)
(Ju(X1'Y2) W(Xl'Y2) w(Xl'Yz)
=~ +~V2 (4.27)
O"zz(x;'Yj) w(x;,Yj) w(x;'Yj)
Substituting the expansion for w(x,y) of Equation 4.8 and performing the
appropriate differentiations for the Laplace operator give:
O""(Xl'Yl)
0"" (Xl'Yz)
=
• 1C.Xi • tryjsIn-sIn
a b
where,
• 1CX1 • 31l}'1sIn-sIn--
a b
· 1CX1 • 31l}'2Sln-Sln--
a b
1rX. 3try .
sin--' sin:....:..:..:..L
a b
· m1CX1 • n1l}'lSln--Sln--
a b
• m1CX1 • n1l}'2Sln--Sln--
a b
. m1CX. . ntry.Sln--' sln:":":":'::"
a b
.J
(4.28)
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JIl) k11W l1zz
J13) ki3W 13zz
=
U(mn) kmnwmnzz
\.
(4.28a)
and
(4.28b)
Equation 4.28 plays a very iIIlportant role in the core daDlage model. It
relates the "modal aDlplitudes" of the reaction stress of the core, (J(~n), to
the corresponding "nodal amplitudes" (Jzz(xi'Yj). He"lce, the complementary
stress distribution in the "nodal space" is evaluated and the corresponding
lIlodal amplitudes are obtained by inverting the matrix in Equation 4.28.
Based on the experimental measurement, an initial region of crushed
core, Ro' is identified. Note that the model can be adapted for other shapes
of initial crushed core. At the nodal points within this region,
compielllentary stresses are calculated as the negative of the reaction of the
elastic foundation so that the sum of the elastic stress arid the
complementary stress is equal to the desired value of zero. The nodal points
at which ozz exceeds the strength of the core, (Jult' during subsequent
loading are also identified. At these nodal points, the complementary
stresses are calculated as the difference between the reaction of the elastic
foundation and (Jplateau. The complementary stress distribution can be
written as a stress vector:
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c
(4.29)
o
where the superscript "c" stands for "compleDlentary". In this illustrative
case, the nodal point (xi'Yj) is within the initial region of crushed core,
(xm,Yn ) is a nodal point at which the core strength is exceeded during
subsequent loading, and (xk,yl) is a nodal point where the core still behaves
elastically. The complem.entary stress vector shown in Equation 4.29 is
then transfonned back to the modal space using Equation 4.28:
JIl) C
zz
0'(13)
zz
=
• xx} . 31tYIsIn-sIn--
a b
• 1rX} • 31tY2SIn-SIn--
a b
. m1CXt · n1rY1Sln--Sln--
a b
. m1CXI . n1C}'2Sln--Sln--
a b
-1
O'zz(XI,YI) C
Gzz (Xl ,Y2)
.
'ft"'V 1nJ · 'ft"'V. 31r\1 0
sin-''''''''_i sin-"'J-J sin-'''''''-'sin-'-"Jj
a b a b
m1CX· n1rYJosin--
'
sin--
a b
(4.30)
These "Dlodal aDlplitudes" of the complementary stress are augmented to
the right hand side of the equilibrium. equation, Equation 4.20, at each
i te~..ation step.
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(11+1) Rr IMri (n) (J(11) I MW (II)WIt zz 11
WI3 RrlMn (1(13) I M Wzz 22
= (4.31)
w-- R;' I M;k Jpq) I M WIJ ZZ kk.
·
·
·
The iterative procedures are repeated until convergence is achieved.
4.1.5 Solution procedure
All cODlponents and relevant equations of the dimple propagation
model have been described. For a given applied stress, 0xx' the model is
used to solve for the modal amplitudes wij and Fij which can then be used to
calculate the stresses in the facesheet for damage prediction. The solution
procedures are outlined as follows:
(i) set all w·· and F.. to zero;IJ IJ
(ii) evaluate the complementary stress vector using Equation 4.29;
(iii) update the modal amplitudes w ij using Equation 4.31;
(iv) update the modal amplitudes Fij using Equation 4.21 with new wij on
the righthand side;
(v) calculate the sum of the squares of the residuals I(OWij~ I and
I(OFij~ I using Equations 4.24 and 4.25; and
(vi) check magnitudes of I(OWij~ I and I (OFij~ I; if they are greater than
the tolerances, go back to (ii).
There are no absolute tolerances for I(OWij~ I and I (OFij)21. The
tolerances change from case to case. fIowever, there are two rules of thumb
to help decide when to stop the iterative process. First, the value of
I(OFij~ I is always several orders of magnitude greater than the value of
I(OWij~ I. Therefore, the tolerance for I(OFijf I should be several orders of
magnitude greater than that for I(OWijf I. Second, the asymptotic values of
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I(8Wij~ I and I(8Fij~ I are usually four or five orders of magnitude smaller
than their starting values. Thus, for all cases presented, the iterations are
stopped after I(8Wij)21 and I(OFij~ I have decreased by four orders of
magnitudes.
It may happen that th.e iterative solution procedures described above
fail to give a converged solution. When this is the case, a lower applied
stress should be used to obtain a converged solutiCln. Then the applied
stress is increased with the Dlodal 8IIlplitudes of the previous converged
solution used 8S the starting point of the iterations. Such a process is
repeated until the desired applied load is reached.
4.1.6 Failure prediction
The failure of a sandwich panel is defined herein as a significant loss
of load-carrying capability. For undaIllaged sandwich panels, this usually
means fracture in both facesheets. For impact-damaged or indented
sandwich panels, failure usually means fracture of the initially damaged
facesheet. The dimple propagation model described thus far has not
addressed the failure of the facesheet due to uniaxial compression. A
disctlssiun of the issues and procedures involved in the failure prediction of
the sandwich panels is given in the present section.
In the original model by Minguet [70], failure of the sandwich panels
is defined as the unstable growth of the dimple perpendicular to the loading
(The definition of failure is not given explicitly in Minguet's paper. The
above definition is gathered by the author through private communication.).
The Ullstable growth is caused by the progressive crushing of the core all
the way to the edges of the sandwich panel. By adjusting the plateau stress
of the honeycomb core, rather than using an actual measured value,
Minguet managed to obtained fairly good correlation of the failure stress of
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the irnpact-daznaged panels. However, one im.portant aspect of the daznage
prediction process was not exanrined carefully in Minguet's paper: the model
predicts very high bending stress within the diIllple. Such high bending
stresses IIlay have exceeded the strength of the facesheet material before
the unstable growth sets in.
In the present work, the longitudinal stress au (loading is applied
along the x-axis) is used for failure prediction. In particular, the laminate-
level stress distribution au along the centerline perpendicular to the
loading is evaluated at the top, middle, and bottom surfaces of the facesheet
for the various applied stress levels. The peak values in the stress
distributions are compared with the failure stress of the Wldamaged panels.
This is, therefore, a laminate-level stress evaluation. This could be easily
extended to a ply-by-ply scheme. However, such a scheme is not necessary
herein due to the relatively thin facesheets and particular layups utilized.
4.1.7 CODlputer prograDl
The formulation of the dimple propagation model has been
implemented in a FORTRAN 77 computer program called GROWTH. The
program is compiled with the DEC Fortran compiler for ULTRIXIRISC
Systems v3.2 and is run on a DECstation 5000/133 workstation. A
flowchart for program GROWTH is depicted in Figure 4.3. The entire
prograID listing is given in Appendix A. Depending on the number of
iterations and the nUIIlber of modes used, the run tinle of GROWTH
typically varies between 5 minutes for 23 by 23 modes with 40 iterations to
15 nlinutes for 23 by 23 modes with 100 iterations. The numbers of modes
quoted here, and in all subsequent references, are the actual number of
modes used in the computation. Hence, a 23 by 23-mode analysis utilizes 23
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read input files
evaluate l; ij via Eq.4.9a
Initialize Wjj & ~j
factorize matrix in Eq.4.28
for inversion
identify nodal points with
crushed core and enforce
corresponding boundary
conditions
evaluate new W ij via
Eq.4.31
evaluate new Fij viaEq.4.21 CALL COMPATLTV
Evaluate \(ow..)4 & \(oF.. ~ IIJ IJ
Done
Figure 4.3 Flowchart for program GROWTH~
No
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by 23 odd modes of the expansion for w(x,y) and ~(x,y), but 23 by 23 even
modes oCthe expansion for F(x,y).
The nurin outputs of the prograDl are the Dlodal aDlplitudes for w(x,y)
and F(x,y). Once the modal amplitudes for w(x,y) and F(x,y) are found, all
stress and strain cODlponents in the facesheets can be calculated at any
locations desired using Eqs. 4.3 through 4.5, which relate the stress
resultants to the stress function F(x,Y), and Classical Laminated Plate
Theory. The user of the prograDl is free to decide what stress or strain
components to use for failure prediction, along with the failure criterion
chosen. Based on the failure mode observed (see Chapter 6) in the present
work, the longitudinal stress component, cr ,along the specimen centerline
xx
perpendicular to the loading direction is chosen to correlate residual
strengths of the specimens tested. The peak membrane value ofa
xx
is
identified by visual examination of the output file. The peak value is then
compared with the failure strength of the corresponding undamaged
speciIDens to decide whether failure has occurred. If the user of the
program wants to use other stress or strain components for failure
prediction, a new subroutine call easily be implemented to calculate the
desired stress or strain components in terms of the modal amplitudes for
W(X,y) and F(x,Y).
4.1.8 Convergence studies
In the present dimple propagation model, there are two types of
convergence that need to be delineated clearly. First, for a given number of
modes used in the expansion series given in Equation 4.8, the iteration
scheme described by Equations 4.31 and 4.21 drives the residuals Ow.. andIJ
OFij to approach zero and yields a converged solution. Such convergence is
referred to as "local convergence". A locally converged solution satisfies the
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govenring differential equations and the prescribed boundary conditions at
the nodal poillts for that partie' liar DUIllber of modes.
Second, 8S the DUlDber of modes is changed, a different "locally
converged" solution Dlay be obtained. As the nUDlber of modes changes. so
do the nUlIlber and locations of the nodal points. Since the bound.ary
condition at the plate-foundation interface is enforced at these nodal points,
the effective boundary condition changes with the changes in the locations
of the nodal points. As the number of modes is increased, these "locally
converged" solutions will approach an asymptotic value, i.e. a "globally
corlverged" solution. The results shown in this section are locally converged
solutions for a given nUlllber of modes. A saIIlple problem is examined to
stud}· the global convergence of the model as the number of modes is varied.
The salllple problem chosen for the convergence studies is that of a 89
mm by 85 Illm sandwich panel with (0/90) plain weave fabric facesheets and
a Nomex honeycomb core. The fabric material system is AW193PW/3501-6,
the properties of which are given in Chapter 6. The necessary input
paraIIleters for the computer program are given in Table 4.2. One variable
is left out in Table 4.2: the radius of the initial region of crushed core Ro'
Two values ofRc, (5 nun and 10 mm) are examined in relation to the global
convergence of the model. These two values of R
o
are typical measurements
of the regiori of crushed core observed experimentally (see Chapter 6).
The dimensions of the model we~e chosen to reduce the number of
required modes. In this a.nalysis, more modes are required to obtain a
converged soltltion as the in-plane dimensions increase. This is a direct
consequence of approximating a localized function (i.e. the dimple profile)
with a double Fourier series over a large domain (i.e. the dimensions of the
model). In the present work, since the dimple propagation is primarily
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Table 4.2 Input param.eters for 8aDlple problem
Parameter Value
a 89mm
b 89 nun
Rx 11 nun
Ry 11 nun
;0 -0.2 nun
h O.35mm
All 22.92 MNm-1
A12 3.437 MNm-
1
A l6 0.0 MNm-
1
A22 22.92 MNm-
1
A26 0.0 MNm-
1
A66 2.195 MNm-
1
DII 0.2339 Nm
D 12 0.0351 Nm
D16 O.ONm
D22 0.2339 Nm
D26 O.ONm
D66 0.0224 Nm
<Ju1t 1.8 MPa
<fplateau 1.4 MPa
k1 20.53 GNm-3
~ -28.27 kNm-1
°xx -250 MPa
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along the direction perpendicular to the loading, the dimension chosen along
the y-axis is the actual nominal width (89 IIlIIl) of the specimens tested. The
dimension along the x-axis is also chosen to be 89 IIlIIl, which is smaller
than the nominal gage length (203 ID.nl) of the test specimen, to reduce the
nwnber of modes required to obtain a converged solution. Since virtually no
propagation occurs in the x-direction, this should have no bearing on the
results.
The dimple profiles (sum of initial deflections and additional out-of-
plane displacements due to applied in-plane loads) along the centerline
perpendicular to the loading for different numbers of modes used are shown
in Figures 4.4 and 405 for the two different values of Roo Note that, for
clarity, the y-axis has been shifted by b/2 80 that the center of the panel is at
y equal to O. It can be seen from Figures 4.4 and 4.5 that a converged
solution is obtained with 23 by 23 modes for both values of Roo A larger
initial region (R
o
equal to 10 mm) of crushed core is seen to promote greater
propagation of the dimple than a smaller initial region (R
o
equal to 5 mm) of
crushed core. "The resulting dimple is also deeper.
The distributions of the core reaction stress, 0zz' along the centerline
perpendicular to the loading are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for the two
values of Roo It can be seen that the stress component, being related to the
second derivatives of the stress function and the displacement function, is
not 8S converged as the displacement. The model is, however, quite
successful in enforcing the zero-reaction condition within the initial region
of cru8hed core as indicated by the values of cr near the center of the panel
zz
in these figures. The high compressive stress at the tips of the dimple
explains why progressive core crushing occurs.
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Figure 4.4 Predicted dimple profile, for various num.bers of Illodes,
along centerline perpendicular to loading in a (0/90)
sandwich pane] loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of5 m.m.
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Figure 4.5 Predicted dimple profile, for various nUIDbers of modes,
along centerline perpendicular to loading in a (0/90)
sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 10 nun..
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Predicted through-thickness stress «J )distribution, for
. . zz
vanous nwnbers of modes, at Interface between core and
facesheet along centerline perpendicular to loading in a
(0/90) sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 5 1llID.
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Figure 4.7 Predicted through-thickness stress «Jzz) distribution, for
various nwnbers of modes, at interface between core and
facesheet along centerline perpendicular to loading in a
(0/90) sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 10 IIlII1.
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The longitudinal stress, cr
xx
' distributions along the centerline
perpendicular to the loading at the top surface of the facesheet are shown in
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 for the two values of Ro• The solution shows the
redistribution of stress around the dimple and the recovery of uniform far-
field stress. Lastly, the longitudinal stress, crxx ' distributions along the
centerline perpendicular to the loading at the bottom surface of the
facesheet are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
This sample problem shows that the diIIlple propagation model is
capable of simulating the propagation of the dimple, as observed in
experiments, due to the applied in-plane compressive load. The model is
also capable of incorporating core damage due to initial indentation and due
to subsequent dimple propagation. The sample problem shows that a 23 by
23 modes analysis is sufficient to produce a converged solution for values of
Ro between 5 mIn and 10 mIn.
4.2 Mar-Lin Correlation
The Mar-Lin correlation [83] is a semi-empirical model originally
proposed to predict the tensile strength of notched composite laminates. It
has been used with reasonable success in correlating tensile strength of
notched composite laminates with circular holes as well as those with slits.
It has also been used to correlate compt·essive strength of sandwich panels
with a circular hole in one of the facesheets [59] and compressive strength of
sandwich panels \\·ith impact damage [28]. The Mar-Lin correlation can be
expressed in the following form:
(4.32)
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Figure 4.8 Pre~cted longitudinal stress (Oxx) distribution, for
vanOU8 nwnbers of modes, at top surface of facesheet
along centerline perpendicular to loading in an (0/90)
sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 5 mnl.
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Figure 4.9 Predicted longitudinal stress (a
xx
) distribution, for
various nUDlbers of modes, at top surface of facesheet
along centerline perpendicular to loading in an (0/90)
sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 10 nun.
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Figure 4.10 Predicted longitudinal stress (<J
xx
) distribution, for
various nwnbers of modeB, at bottom surface of
facesheet along centerline perpendicular to loading in an
(0/90) sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 10 nun.
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Figure 4.11 Pre~ctedlongitudinal stress (a
xx
) distribution, for
vanous nwnbers of modes, at bottom surface of
facesheet along centerline perpendicular to loading in an
(0/90) sandwich panel loaded to -250 MPa for an initial
crushed core radius of 10 IDlIl.
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where Of is the strength of the notched laminate, He is the composite
fracture parameter, 2a is the length of the discontinuity (e.g. hole diameter,
slit length), and m is related to the order of the singularity at the crack tip
at a fiber/m.atrix interface [83]. The model is senri-empirical because the
parameters He and m have to be calculated a priori from experimental data.
This is usually accomplished by performing a least-squares fit on the
experimental data in the logarithmic farID of Equation 4.32:
InUt = In He -mln2a (4.33)
However, variation in the experimental data can cause wide swings in the
derived value of m. Therefore, Lagace [95] adopted the theoretical value of
m [96] for the particular material system and utilized Equation 4.32 as a
one-parameter curve fit. In the present investigation, Equation 4.33 is used
as a one-parameter fit wisth the theoretical value of m equal to 0428 for the
particular material system used [95]. The parameter 2a for the present
investigation is the in-plane dimension of facesheet damage measured
perpendicular to the loading direction from X-radiographs.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Procedures
As stated in Chapter 3, a combination of experim Jntal investig~tion
and analytical modelling was used to achieve the researcl.. goals. The
analytical Dlodels are aescribed in Chapter 4 while the experimental
procedures are presented in this chapter. The contents of this chapter
include descriptions of the material system and specimen configuration, the
test matrices, the manufacturing procedures of test specimens, the test
procedures, the experimental setup, and techniques of damage
characterization.
5.1 Specimen Description
The facesheets of all sandwich specimens are made of graphite/epoxy
plain weave fabric AW193IPW3501-6 manufactured by Hercules!. The
material was receivsd in preimpregnated form (prepreg) on a 1.22 m (48
inch)-wide roll. The fabric has white tracer fibers running in both the warp
and the fill directions. The spacing between the tracer fibers in the warp
direction is 229 mID while that between the tracer fibers in the fill direction
is 3,05 mm. The fabric has a resin content of 34.6%, an areal weight of' 191
g/m2, and is a no-bleed material system. The nominal ply thickness is 0.35
mm. The 25.4 mm (1 inch)-thick Nomex honeycomb core used for all
specimens is manufactured by Ciba-Geigy. The density and the cell size of
the honeycomb core are 48.1 kg/m3 (3 pct) and 3.18 Inm (118 inch),
1 A l1.8t of addresses and phone nurrlbers for material and equipment
suppliers is given in Appendix B
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respectively. The filDl adhesive used to bonel the facesheets and the core is
FM123-2 mallufactured by AInerican Cyanamido The density of the film
adhesive is 290 g/m2 (0.06 Ib/ft2). As explained in Chapter 3, these
materials were chosen because previous work in TELAe [28, 33, 59] has
established a fairly extensive data base on the iInpact resistance and
damage tolerance of sandwich panels made of the SaIlle material system.
The present work can therefore build on the results. of this previous work.
All specimens tested under uniaxial compression are nominally 356
mm (14 inches) long and 89 mm (3.5 inches) wide. The loading is applied
along the longer dimension. Loading tabs, 76 mm in length, are used to
reduce stress concentrations at the grip, giving a test section which is 203
mm long. The generic specilllen configuration is depicted in Figure 5.1. The
core of the sandwich panels is made from three separate pieces as indicated
in Figure 5.1. The high density (22.1 kg/m3) aluminum honeycomb is
needed to resist gripping pressure of the hydraulic testing machine. The
two layups chosen for the facesheets are (0/90) and (±45). The specimen
configuration and layups chosen for the present investigation are the same
as those used in previous work [28, 59].
5.2 Test Matrices
Three groups of specimens were manufactured. Indentation d.amage
was introduced in the first group of specimens which was used for damage
characterization. The second group was tested to obtain basic material
properties of the material system. The third group of specimens contain
various damage types and was tested under uniaxial compression for tIle
damage tolerance iIlvestigation.
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One of the objectives of the present work is to characterize damage in
sandwich panels due to impact/indentation loadirtg. The approach, outlined
in Chapter 3, is to create three damage states using three different
hemispherical indentors, 12.7 mm, 25.4 IDlll, and 38.1 IDlll in diameter,
driven to an indentation depth of 3 l1lIl1. Two 82nd,,?ickl pa!le18~ one with
(0/90) facesheets and the other (±45), were inflicted with these three damage
states. These daIllage states were eXaIllined through a variety of damage
inspection techniques (see Section 5.6) to characterize the different damage
types present. A total of nine indentation tests were performed on each
panel: three with each of the three indentors. The nine indentation tests
were done on nine different locations spl·ead out over the 356 mm by 305
mm area of the panels to avoid possible interaction between adjacent
danlage sites.
As explained in Chapter 3, the Inaterial system for the present work
was chosen to continue to expand the database established in TELAC on the
impact resistance and damage tolerance of sandwich panels. It is, therefore,
important to ensure that the properties of the specimens used in the present
work are comparable to those obtained previously. A group of sandwich
specimens of the generic configuration shown in Figure 5.1 v/ere tested
under uniaxial compression to obtain material properties for the material
system. These specimens and the properties sought are listed in Table 5.1.
The specimens tested in the damage tolerance part of the
investigation are listed in Table 5.2. The undamaged specimens were tested
8S a control. 'l'he specilnens with static indentatioIl damage had the
damage states characterized in the impact resistance part of the
investigation. These damage states are referred to as SIDl (12.7 mm
indentor), SID2 (25.4 mm indentor), and SID3 (38.1 mm indentor). After
356
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T
76
203
film adhesive
facesheet
film adhesive
high density
aluminum
honeycomb
Nomex
honeycomb
~ 89 -4
all dimensions in mm
epoxy layer
fiberglass
loading
tab
Figure 5.1 Illustration of specimen configuration.
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Table 5.1 Test lIlatrix for material property evaluation
Facesheet Nlunber of specimens
3
3
3
Properties measured
EL~ VLT
E'f' VTL
GLT
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Table 5.2 Te~tmatrixa for daIllage tolerance investigation
Damage Levelb
Damage Type
None
Static Indentation
Sim.ulated Core
Simulated Facesheet
o
3
1
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
a Matrix repeated for (0/90) and (±45) facesheets
b Damage key: level 0 - undamaged; level 1 - caused by 12.7-mm diameter
indentor; level 2 - 25.4-mm diameter indentor; level 3 - 38.1··lI1m diameter
indentor.
C Num.ber of speciInens testedw
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the damage characterization process and examination of the results (see
Chapter 6), three more damage states were created to simulate the core
daDlage observed in the indented panels. They are the simulated core
dalllage (SCD) specimens and are labelled as SCDl (simulating SID I),
SCD2 (simulating SID2), and SCD3 (simulating SID3). A third set of
specimens was created to siInulate the facesheet danlage observed in SIDle
They are the specimens with simulated facesheet dam.age and are referred
to 8S SFDI. Only one type of specimens with simulated facesheet damage
was created because X-radiographs of the indented panels show no well-
defined damage pattern in the facesheets indented by tIle 25.4 mm-diameter
indentor and the 38.1 mm-diameter indentor. Thus, only the 12.7 mm-
diameter indentor created facesheet damage that could be physically
modelled
5.3 Manufacturing Procedures
The general procedures presented in this section are those used to
manufacture undamaged specimens. The manufacturing procedures of
specimens with different damage types involve variations of, or additional
steps to, the general procedures. These variations and additional steps are
described in subsequent sections. The reader is reminded that the
specimens with simulated core damage and the specilllens with simulated
facesheet damage were designed based on the damage characterization
results of the indented specimens. Hence, the manufacturing procedures for
the specimens with simulated core damage and for the specimens with
simulated facesheet damage were decided after the results of the damage
characterization of indented specimens (see Chapter 6) were examined.
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5.3.1 General procedures
The manufacturing process of undamaged sandwich panels can be
divided into five stages: layup, laminate curer secondary bond cure, loading
tab bond cure, and milling. In the remaining part of this section, these five
stages are deRcribed in the order they were performed. The reader is
rerrrinded that this section is not a step-by-step instruction manual for
manufacturing composite sandwich panels. The information contailled
herein should be complemented with additional details of the
manufacturing procedures found in Ref. [97].
The prepreg was taken out of the freezer and allowed to warm up for
45 minutes to an hour. Th~~ prevents moisture in the air from condensing
onto the prepreg. The prepreg is then taken out of the storage bag and laid
out on a table. Individual plies are cut out from the fabric using Stanley
utility knives. An aluminum template, 356 mm by 305 mm (14 inch by 12
inch), covered with teflon was used to facilitate accurate cutting. Plies with
different orientations are put together to form the desired laminates. A 381
mm by 330 mm sheet of clear fluorocarbon release film was placed on the
two surfaces of the laminate. The FEP A5000 release film is a product of
DuPont and has a nominal thickness of 0.0254 mID. It is generally used for
no-bleed material systems to minimize the loss of resin during the cure.
After the release film is put on the laminates, it is trimmed along three
sides of the facesheet while one of the shorter sides is left untrimmed for
ease of handling. This concludes the process of layup.
The laminates, each sandwiched between two pieces of release film,
are placed on an aluminum caul plate together with other curing materials
as shown in Figure 5.2. A vacuwn of 737 mIn to 762 nun (29 inch to 30 inch)
of mercury was maintained inside the vacuum bag throughout the cure.
12
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~ aluminum caul platewith spray-on/ mold release
1 = vacuum bag
2 = 3-4 layers of fiberglass cloth
3 = porous teflon
4 = guaranteered nonporous teflon (GNPT)
5 = GNPT
6 = GNPT
7 = aluminum top plate
8 = fluorocarbon release film
9 = graphite/epoxy prepreg
10= fluorocarbon release film
11 = cork dam
12=GNPT
1
3
5
7
9
11
Figure 5.2 Illustration of cure assembly for lwninate (facesheet)
C11re of specimens with no damage, static indentation
daDlage, and siInulated facesheet damage.
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The sam.e cure cycle used for this system by previous researcllers in TELAC
[28, 58, 59] was used in the present work. The nominal temperature and
pressure hiAtories of the lanrinate cure are given in Figure 5.3. The cured
laminates are then postcured for 8 hOllrs at 350°F at ambient pressure.
Details of the preparation of the caul plate and the operation of the
autoclave can be found in Ref. [97].
The postcur€J lanrinates are trim.rned along all four edges to remove
epoxy "ridges". The trim.ming was done on a milling nlachine equipped with
a diam.ond-grit cutting wheel and water cooling. Because the facesheets are
thin, they are trimmed in pairs with a table feed of 279 mm /min (11
inch/min). The thickness of the trimmed laminates was measured at 27
locations with a micrometer as depicted in Figure 5.4. 'fhe average
thickness of all lam.inates is 0.348 mm with a coefficient of variation of
3.6%. This value is consistent with the nominal value of 0.350 film. The
laminates are wiped with cheesecloth soaked with methanol to provide a
grease-free surface for bonding. The laminates are now ready to be bonded
to the honeycomb core.
A 356 mm by 305 mm by 25.4 mm thick honeycomb core was
assembled from two pieces of high density (22.1 kg/m3) aluminunl
honeycomb and one piece of Nomex honeycomb. The high density
aluminwn honeycomb was cut into strips of 63.5 mIn by 305 nun, with the
ribbon direction along the 63.5 mm dimension, using a handsaw. The 25.4
mm-thick Nomex honeycomb was cut into rectangular pieces measuring 305
mm by 229 mm with the ribbon direction along the 229 mm dimension using
a handsaw equipped with a wavy-edged blade. The two pieces of aluminum
core and the piece of Nomex core were bonded together using Epoxi-Patch®
produced by Dexter Corporation to form a core with nominal in-plane
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Figure 5.3 Nominal tempel·ature and pressure histories for
laminate cure.
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305 ~I
+ location for thickness measurements
all dimensions in mm
Figure 5.4 Locations for thickness measurements of undamaged
facesheets.
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dimensions of 305 nun by 356 IllIIl. The three pieces of core were placed in a
core assembly jig which applies slight pressure to keep the separate pieces
together when the epoxy is curing. The cure takes about four hours at room
temperature.
The core was bonded to the facesheets with film adhesive in a
secondary bond cure. The film adhesive used for the bond cure was taken
out of the freezer and allowed to warm up for 45 nrinutes to an hour. Tllis
prevents moisture in the air from condensing onto the film adhesive. The
film adhesive was then taken out of the storage bag and laid out on a table.
The facesheets, having been degreased with methanol, are put onto the film
adhesive and used as templates for cutting. The facesheets wit}l the film
adhesive on one side are then put on the two surfaces of the core. A great
deal of care was exercised to align the facesheets relative to each other. The
sandwich panels were then placed on an aluminum caul plate for the bond
cure. Specially machined aluminum dams are placed around the sandwich
panels as shown in Figure 5.5 to prevent the autoclave pressure from
crushing the Nomex honeycomb along the edges. The dams also provide a
gentle slope for the vacuum bag to conform to in going from the surface of
the panels to the caul plate. The arrangement of the sandwich panels and
the cure materials is shown in Figure 5.6. The nominal temperature and
pressure histories for the bond cure are given in Figure 5.7. The vacuum
bag is vented to atmospheric pressure fOil all bond cures. The cured panels
are then ready to have fiberglass loading tabs put on them.
The loading tabs used are ScotchplyTM 1002 manufactured by 3M and
are made of fiberglass in a cross-ply layup. All loading tabs used for the
present work are 7-ply thick (1.78 mm). The fiberglass was received in
sheets of 381 mm by 305 mm. The sheets are cut into 308 rom by 76 nun
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~o view side view
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Figure 5.5 Location of aluminwn daIIls used for secondary bond
cure and loading tab cure.
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!j;!jj!jj //////////~/jal~minu.m caul platewith spray-onJ 1-1 I/ / / / / / mOIO ra ease
1 = vacuum bag
2 = 3-4 layers of fiberglass cloth
3 = steel top plate
4 =guaranteed nonporous teflon (GNPT)
5 = facesheet
6 = film adhesive
7 = honeycomb
8 = film adhesive
9 = facesheet
10 = GNPT
11 = GNPT
12 = aluminum dam
Figure 5.6 Illustration of cure assembly for secondary bond cure.
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Figure 5.7 Nominal temperature and pressure histories for
secondarj bond cure and loading tab cure.
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strips using a bandsavl equipped with a carbide cutting blade. One of the
308 ram. sides was sanded to a 30° angle with a belt sander. The loading
tabs were used as templates to cut the film adhesive. The loading tab
strips, with filIIl adhesive on one side, are placed on the sandwicll panels
203 mDl apart and the whole assembly is put on the caw plate sun·ounded
by the same alunrinurn dams used for the bond cure. The layup of the
loading tab cure is depicted in Figure 5.8. The telllperature and pressure
histories used for the tab cure are the sam.e as those for the bond cure (see
Figure 5.7). This cure cycle was copied from previous work on the same
material systeIn [28, 59]~ It was later realized that the nominal pressure for
the loading tab bond cure should have been scaled to account for the
reduced contact area between the tabs and the steel plates. Since no
abnorDlality was observed with specimens in the previous work, the cure
cycle shown in Figure 5.7 was not changed. The vacuum bag is vented to
atmospheric pressure for all loading tab bond cures.
The resulting 356 mIll by 305 mDl (14 inch by 12 inch) panels with
loading tabs are cut into three 89 m.m by 356 mm specimells using the same
milling machine and diamond g~it cutting wheel for trimming the
facesheets. A table feed of 127 mm/min (5 inch/min) was used.
5.3.2 Specitnens with Static Indentation DSDlage (SID)
The manufacturing procedures for specimens with static indentation
damage are the same as those for undamaged panels (see Section 5.3.1).
The illdentation damage was subsequently introduced in the undamaged
specimens via static indentation tests, the procedures of which are described
in Section 5.5.1.
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/ I mold release / / I / I
1 = vacuum bag
2 = 3-4 layers of fiberglass cloth
3 = steel top plate
4 = guaranteed nonporous teflon (GNPT)
5 = loading tab
6 = film adhesive
7 = sandwich panel
8 = GNPT
9 =GNPT
10 =aluminum dam
Figure 5.8 Illustration of assembly for loading tab cU.re.
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5.3.3 SpeciJnens with SiDlulated Core Dantage (SCD)
The lllanufacturing procedures for the specimens with simulated core
dl1mage start with the preparation of a precrushed honeycomb core. Two
pieces of high density aluminum honeycomb and a piece of Nomex
honeycomb are bonded together the same way as for undamaged specimens,
as described in Section 5.3.1 t to forIll a core with nonlinal in-plane
dimensions of 356 nun by 305 m.m. The bare core is crushed locally at three
locations before it is bonded to a dimpled facesheet with the indentations
located such that they end up at the center of the three specimens which are
eventually cut from the panel. A piece of double-sided tape, approximately
50 IIlIl1 by 50 rUIn, was placed on the surface of the core at the locations
where it was to be indented. The core was indented to a depth of 3 nun with
the appropriate indentor following the procedures described in Section 5.5.1.
The double-sided tape served two purposes. First, it provided membrane
effect to spread out the crushed region. Second, it pulled up the crushed
core during unloading. This allowed a better contour fit in the later bonding
between the crushed core and the facesheet. The double-sided tape was
removed from the honeycomb after the indentation tests.
The layup of the facesheets for the specimens with simtllated core
damage was done in exactly the same way as that for undamaged specimens
and specimens with static indentation damage. However, for the laminate
cure, the prepreg was placed on top of a specially designed cure plate, as
described later. The purpose of the cure plate is to allow the facesheet to
cure into a shape resembling that of the indented specimens, i.e. with a
cured "dent". The assembly of the laminate cure is shown in Figure 5.9.
'{'he vacuum bag was carefully smoothed as the vacuum vias pulled. This
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~aluminum caul platewith spray-on/mold release. . .11
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1 = vacuum bag
2 = 3-4 layers of fiberglass cloth
3 = porous teflon
4 = guaranteed nonporous teflon (GNPT)
5 = fluorocarbon release film
6 = graphite/epoxy prepreg
7 = fluorocarbon release film
8 = GNPT
9 = special cure plate
10 = cork dam
11 = GNPT
Figure 5.9 illustration of cure assembly for facesheets used in
specimens with siInlAlated core damage.
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was very important because the lanrinates did not have an alurrrinUlll top
plate in order to ensure a wrinkle-free surface. A female top plate was not
used because it is desirable to allow the facesheet to bridge over the
boundary of the tups so that a smooth and gentle slope can be formed,
similar to the profiles of the indented specim.ens. The SaIne cure cycle for
undamaged laDlinates (See Figure 5.3) was used for these "dimpled"
lanrinates. Only one of the facesheets of for each specimen was cured this
way. The other one was cured exactly like those for undamaged panels
because only one facesheet of the specimens with static indentation damage
was damaged. All face sheets were postcured for 8 hours at alllbient
pressure without the cure plates.
As indicated, two types of cure plates were used. The first type of
cure plate is made of 6061-T6 aluminUlll and was used to simulate core
damage induced by the 12.7 Inlll-diameter indentor and that by the 25.4
mDl-diam.eter indentor. The cure plate is 356 mm long, 305 mm wide, and
9.6 nun (3/8 inch) thick. The cure plate has three detachable alumillulll
tups in it. The detachable tups and the alUnlinum cure plate are illustrated
in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 respectively. The aluminum tups are screwed into
the three tapped holes in the cure plate. The tups are of two sizes: one for
simulating core damage induced by the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor and the
other for simulating core damage induced by the 25.4 rom-diameter
indentor. The SCDI specimens simulate the core damage induced with the
12.7 nun-diameter indentor; SCD2 specimens simulates the core damage
induced with the 25.4 mm-diameter indentor. The nose radii (Rj in Figure
5.10) are 6.35 mm and 12.7 rom for SCDl and SCD2, respectively. The
thicknesses (h in Figure 5.10) are 1 mm and 0.75 rom for SCDI and SCD2
respectively. The base radii (Rc in Figure 5.10) are 3.42 mm and 4.30 mm
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Figure 5.10 illustration of detachable tups for manufacturing SCDl
and SCD2 specimens.
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Figure 6.11 lliustration of special aluminum cure plate for
IIlanufacturing seD1 and SeDz spetimens.
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for SCDl and SCD2 respectively. The tups were Illachined using a special
radii-cutter Jllanufactured by RALMlKE. It was not possible to machine the
tup for the SCD3 specimens, which simulate core daIIlage induced with the
38.1 nun-diameter indentor, because the tup required was too thin (0.2 nun).
Therefore, a different m.ethod was used to llUUlufacture the cure plates for
the SCD3 specimens.
The second type of cure plate is made frOIll a casting compound,
DAPOCAST 38-3, produced by D-Aircraft. These cure plates were used to
siIllulate core dalIlage induced with the 38.1 mm-diameter indentor and
were manufactured as follows. Two sandwich panels, one with (0/90)
facesheets and the other with (±45) facesheets, were indented at three
locations with the 38.1 mm.-diameter indentor, following test procedures
described in Section 5.5.1. A dam was built around the edges of the panel
with alunrinuxn bars of cross-section 19.1 mm by 12.7 mm as shown in
Figure 5.12. The alum.inum bars were secured on tIle panel with double-
sided tape. Mold release l\lold Wiz® F57 produced by Axel was sprayed on
the indented surface of the sandwich panel and the dam. The casting
compound was poured into the mold formed by the panel and the dam. 1'he
casting compound was left at room temperature for 24 hours on a horizontal
surface. This was followed by 2 hours at 150°F inside an oven. The casting
compound, which had solidified at this point, was taken off the parlel and
replaced in the oven for another 4 hours at 350°F. The cured compound was
then postcured for 4 hours at 400°F. The casting compound has the male
shape of the female mold formed by the indented sandw~.ch panel. This
casting compound was used as a special cure plate for the SCD3 specimens.
The postcured dimpled facesheets were trimmed in the same way as
for undamaged laminates. Care was exercised not to crush the dimples
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Figure 5.12 Illustration of mold for m8.11ufacturing special cure
plates used in manufacture of SCD3 specimens.
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when clamping the lanrinates on the milling machine table. Thickness
measurements were made on the dimpled facesheets at locations shown in
Figure 5.13. Measurements at the eight locations around the dimple were
used to check any abnormality in tile thickness of the facesheets due to the
shape of the dimple. The average value of the thickness measurements
around the circunUerence of the dim.ple is 0.353 nun with a coefficient of
variation of 3.5%. This is consistent with the nonrinal value of 0.350 IIlID
and basically the Srllne thickness as for the flat facesheets.
The secondary bond cure of specimens with simulated core damage is
different from that for the undamaged and static indentation specimens.
The film adhesive was put on the dimpled facesheet and allowed to conform
around the dimple with the help of a heat gun. The facesheet was then
placed on the precrushed surface of the honeycomb core. A great deal of
care was exercised to align the dimples in the facesheets with the crushed
regions of the core. A masking tape was put on the facesheet through the
center of each of the three dimples. The locations of the regions of crushed
core were marked on the sides of the core. The facesheet was adjusted until
the masking tapes were aligned with the marks at the sides of the core. For
the secondary bond cure, the special cure plate used to cure the dimpled
laminates were placed on top of the sandwich panels as shown in Figure
5.14. The same temperature and pressure histories (see Figure 5.7) for the
secondary bond of undalIlaged panels were used.
The subsequent loading tab bond cure and the milling of the
specimens with simulated core damage are the same as for the undamaged
panels.
1--
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Figure 5.13 Locations for thickness measurements for dimpled
facesheets used in specimens with simulated core
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1 = vacuum bag
2 = 3-4 layers of fiberglass cloth
3 = special cure plate
4 = guaranteed nonporous teflon (GNPT)
5 = dimpled facesheet
6 = film adhesive
7 = precrushed Nomex honeycomb
8 = film adhesive
9 = undamaged facesheet
10 = GNPT
11 = GNPT
12 = aluminum dam
13 = region of precrushed core
Figure 5.14 Cure assembly for secondary bond cure of panels with
simulated core damage.
7
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503.4 Specbnens with SiDlulated Facesheet Damage (SFD)
The facesheets of specimens with siIllulated facesheet daDlage were
znanufactured in the same way as those of undaDlaged specimens. A pair of
slits in the Conn of· a cross was subsequently cut in the facesheets using a
Dremel® Moto-Tool® equipped with a 25 nun diameter, 0.6 mm thick
cutting blade (cut-off wheel #409). '"fhe lengths of the slits are all 10 mm
and the slits are a.ligned with the tows of the fabric facesheets 8S shown in
Figure 5.15. The Dremel Tool is mounted on a special jig (Figure 5.16) to
facilitate accurate a.nd stable cutting action. Since the cutting blade is
cIrcular, it does not Cllt through the facesheet nC3r the tips of the slits. A
jewelry saw was used to finish the tips to a pointed shape. The lengths of
the slits were measured with a pair of calipers. The reults are given in
Chapter 6. The secondai'Y bond cure and the loading tab cure are the same
as the undalllaged panels. On one of the specimens, film adhesive within
the slit was reDloved with an X-acto knife before the bond CUl<te so that the
slit was not filled with adhesive after the bond cure. Test results show that
the failure mode and failure load are not affected by the presence of film
adhesive in the slits.
5.4 Instrumentation and Surface Preparation
Strain gages w~re put on the undamaged specimens used for material
property evaluation (see Table 5.1) to obtain longitudinal and transverse
strain measu1<tements for evaluation of material properties. These gage
locations a"re depicted in Figure 5.17. A pair of back-to-back gages were put
on the undamaged specimens, specimens with static indentation damage,
sim.ulateJ core dam.age, and simulated facesheet damage (see Table 5.2) to
check for any bending during the uniaxial compression tests. These gage
(0/90) facesheet
r- 89 --1
~
356
10
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(+45) facesheet
all dimensions in mm
Figure 5.15 Slit locations for specimens with simulated facesheet
dam.age.
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to be cut connected toDremel Tool
Figure 5.16 Illustration ofjig used to Cllt slits in specimens with
simulated facesheet daDlage.
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Figure 5.17 Strain gage locations for undam.aged panels used to
evaluate Illaterial properties.
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locations are depicted in Figure 5.18 and are chosen such that the gages are
not affected by the induced damage, the loading tab, and the free edge.
These gages can therefore yield data to determine the modulus of each
specimen and provide specimen quality check. All strain gages used were
manufactured by the Micro-Measurements Division of Measurements
Group, Inc. and of the type EA-06-125AD-120. Procedures for attaching
strain gages can be found in Ref. [97].
The specimens with static indentation damage and those with
simulated core damage which \\·~re tested under uniaxial compression were
monitored by the shadow moire method. In order to observe moire fringes,
the daDluged surface of the sandwich panels was spray painted with matte
wh:te paint. 7he paInt ../as appliea in a lew (between 3 to ci) thin layers.
Each layer of paint was sprayed on after the previous layer was completely
dry. The strain gage was covered with masking tape when the specimen
was spray painted. The specimens with simulated facesheet damage were
also spray painted to help identify the fracture pattern at failure.
5.5 Test Procedures
Two types of tests were pel·formed: static indentation tests and
uniaxial compression tests. The test procedures, test setups, and
procedures of data reduction are described in this section.
5.5.1 Static Indentation Tests
All static indentation tests were performed USIng an MTS 810
uniaxial testing machine equipped with hydraulic grips. The load cell
(Model 661-23A-02) of the testing machine has a maximum calibrated
capacity of 444.8 kN (100,000 Ib). In order to increase the resolution of the
load data, a smaller load cell was used. The smaller load cell (Model
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Figure 5.18 Strain gage locations for specimens with static
indentation dmnage, simulated core damage, and
siDlulated facesheet damage.
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661.13A-04) has a DlaXimUID calibrated capacity of 8896 N (2000 lb). The
assembly of this load cell and the indentor is depicted in Figllre 5.19. The
hydraulic actuator (series 204) of the testing machine has a maximum
calibrated rallge of 127 nun (5 inches) and a maximUID stroke rate of 31.3
lIlm/sec (74 inches/min).
As explained in Chapter 3 t three indentors made of stainless steel
were used to create three different damage states. The indentors have
hemispherical nose diameters of 12.7 mm, 25.4 mm, and 38.1 mm
respectively. Although the present investigation does not include impact
testing, all three indentors were machinsd to a constant mass of 216 g so
that they could easily be used for future impact work. A scale drawing of
the three indentors is given in Figure 5.20. The tapped hole in the base of
the indentors allows them to be attached to a 25.4 Il1lIl diameter aluminum
rod which is placed in the hydraulic grips of the testing machine.
In the indentation tests, the sandwich specimens were placed on a
0.38 nlIll-thick steel plate which rests upon the lower grip of the testing
machine. The steel plate was in direct contact with the bottom facesheet of
the sandwich specim~n so that no global bending of- the sandwich structure
was allowed during the indentation tests. The upper grip was lowered until
the indentor was about 10 mm away from the surface of the sandwich panel.
The lower grip was then raised using the "zero" dial on the signal
conditioner of the load channel until the specimen surface was about 1 mm
away from the indentor. A piece of paper was then placed between the
indentor and the sandwich panel. The lower grip was raised even further
using the "set point" dial until the paper could barely be pulled out. At this
point the indentor is approximately a paper thickness (0.1 mm) away from
the surface of the sandwich panel and the test was ready to begin.
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Figure 5.19 illustration of experimental setup for static indentation
tests.
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The tests were run under stroke control at a s·troke rate of 3 IIlIllImin
(0.002 inch/sec). The tests were stopped manually when the indentation
reached 3 1I1Ill. The specimen was then unloaded at the same rate. Two
channels of data were recorded: load and stroke. The analog-digital board
used for data acquisition was MacADIOS 11/16 Dlanufactured by GW
Instnunents, while the data acquisition software used was LabVIEWTM
manufactured by National Instruments. The data acquisition system is
implemer!ted in a Macintosh IIx computer with 8MB RAM and an 80MB
harddrive. The 10% range on the smaller load cell gives a load resolution of
0.435 N per computer unit (0.435 N/c.u.). The 10% range on the stroke
transducer gives a stroke resolution of 0.0062 rom/c.u. The salllpling rate
was 3 Hz. Both the loading and unloading of the indentation process were
recorded.
0..5.2 Uniaxial CODlpression Tests
All the uniaxial compression tests were conducted in the SaIIle testing
In8chine as for the indentaion tests. The test procedures for the
cODlpression tests of the undamaged specimens and damaged specimens are
essentially the same. These general procedures are described in the present
section. However, the compression tests of the damaged panels were also
monitored by the shadow moire method as described in the next section.
The speciInen was put in the upper grip first. A grip pressure of 3.45
MPa (500 psi) was applied. A set square was used to align the specimen so
that it was perpendicular to the grip. The specimen was then lowered until
the bottom end was inside the lower grip. The back-to-back strain gages
were calibrated and zeroed with the specimen hanging from the upper grip.
When the lower grip was closed, the back-to-back strain gages were
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carefully monitored. If the difference between the two strain gage readings
differed by more than 200 microstrain for (0/90) specimens or 500
microstrain for (±45) specimens, masking tape was stuck on the lower
loading tabs to compensate for the misalignm.ent. This ensures that the
initial "bending strain" is less than 5% of the failure strain of the
corresponding undamaged specimens. The stroke rate used for all
compression tests was ~ mm/lIlin (0.002 in/sec), the SaIne as the stroke rate
used in previous work [28, 59]. Since the nom.inal gage length of the
specimens is 203 :mm (8 inches), the corresponding strain rate is "
approximately 250 microstrain/sec.
Recorded data include load data, stroke data~ and strain gage data.
SaIIlpling frequencies used were 10 Hz for the (0/90) specimens and 5 Hz for
the (±45) speciInens. The same data acquisition system was used as for the
static indentation tests. The compression tests were stopped manually
when the specimens failed. Failure was defined as a significant load drop
(by m.ore than 40%) and was always accompanied by a loud bang and visible
facesheet fracture. Although one of the facesheets Illight still be intact, the
test was stopped after this first failure. The damage mode of the specimen
was exanrined visually and sketched in the log book before the specimen
was unloaded. Photographs of the failed specimens were taken after they
were taken out of the testing machine.
5~5.3 Shadow Dloire lDethod
The shadow moire method utilizes the interference between a set of
closely spaced lines and its shadow to measure out-or-plane displacement.
In practice, a light beam is shined on a moire gratiIlg at an angle. The
grating is held closely to the surface of which the out-or-plane deformation is
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to be measured. The beam casts a shadow of the grating on the observed
surface. The interference between the grating and its shadow gives lise to
interference, or moire, fringes. These moire fringes are out-or-plane
displacement contours of the observed surface. An example of these moire
fringes is shown in Figure 5.21. The fringes correspond to a dimple/dent
machined in an aluminum plate using a ball-end Dlill.
The theory of the shadow moire method and its applications in
various engine~ring disciplines can be fou~~ in the references given in
Section 3.2. The out-of-plane displacement is calculated by the following
"field" equation:
w= Np
tan a (5.1)
where w is the out-of-plane displacement, p the pitch of the grating, a the
angle of incidence, and N the fringe order. The pitch of a grating is the
distance between the centers of two consecutive dark fringes. The angle of
incidence is the angle between the surface normal and tIle light source. The
zeroth order fringe is the datum from which the out-or-plane displacement is
measured. In the present investigation, the periphery of the dimple is used
as the datum and hence the outermost fringe that defines the circumference
of the dimple is the zeroth order fringe. The fringe next to the zeroth-order
fringe is the first-order fringe, and so on. The sample fringe pattern shown
in Figure 5.21, therefore, has eleven fringes from order zero to or~der ten. In
the present work, p is equal to 0.127 mm and a is equal to 35°. Thus, the
resolution for w (i.e. difference in w of one fringe ordel·) is 0.181 mm for the
present setup.
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Figure 5.21 Photograph of moire fringes ofa hemispherical dimple,
16 nun in radius and 2 nun deep, machined in an
alunrinUIn plate with a ball-end mill.
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The moire setup used in the present work consists of four
components: moire gratings, grating holder, video caD1era, and light source.
Moire gratings are essentially glass plates with black lines etched on the
surface. They are cOID.lIlercially referred to as "Ronchi rulings". Ranchi
rulings of density up to 1000 lines per inch are readily available from most
optical equipmerL~suppliers. The Ronchi ruling used for the presE:nt work is
a 50% grating (equal opaque wld transparent areas) with 200 lirtes per inch
(7.87 lines pel· ~). Tl~o gives the pitch of 12.7 nun indicated earlier. The
grating is 3.89 lnID thick and 102 IIlIll by 102 mm (4 inch by {inch). It was
purchased from Edmund Scientific, Inc. When the specimen failed, debris
would hit the grating which was placed very close to the surface of the
specimen. In order to avoid breaking a master grating in evel·Y test,
duplicates of the master grating were photographically reproduced and used
in the actual testing. Photo-sensitive glass plates (technical pan plates)
manufactured by Kodak were used for the reproduction. These glass plates
were 10.2 em by 12.7 em. by 0.15 em (4 inch by 5 inch by 0.06 inch) and were
received in a light-tight box of 36 plates. The master grating was
reproduced via a contact print onto the photo-plates.
The gratings were held in front of the sandwich panel by a specially
designed grating holder. The grating holder is made of aluminum and is
depicted in Figure 5.22. The jig sits on a linear translation stage which
allows two degrees of freedom: in-out and left-right as seen in the front
view. The side arm can be moved vertically along and rotated about the
support rod. The grating was first centered relative to the specimen by
adjusting the linear translation stage. It was then moved slowly toward the
specimen. Fringes would start to appear when the grating was about 1 em
from the speciInen because the grating was not parallel to the surface of the
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Figure 5.22 illustration of grating holder for the shadow ll10ire
setup.
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speciDlen. The side ann was then rotated about the support rod until all the
fringes appeared horizontal. At this point the grating was parallel to the
speciDlen aloIlg the horizontal axis. The adjustm.ent screws were adjusted
slowly until the horizontal fringes disappeared. At that point, the grating
was parallel to the surface of the sandwich panel. As the screws were being
adjusted, the grating was gradually moved closer to the specilllen. The
grating was eventually placed as close to the surface of the sandwich panel
as possible without touching the panel. The distance between the grating
and the specilllen Illust be small, otherwise blurry fringes result.
The light source is a commercial slide projector. It was placed on a
ladder at about the SaIlle height as the test specimerl and about 2 meters
frOID the testing machine. Since the distance between the projector and the
specilllen is Inuch greater than the width of the speciInen, the light from the
projector can be regarded as approximately collimated (i.e. a point source at
infinity). The axis of the slide projector was inclined at an angle of 35° with
respect to the surface of the sandwich panel. Incidence angles larger than
35° cause excessive shadow on the dimple while angles smaller than 35°
give lower resolution. The angle of incidence was measured by the angle
finder shown in Figure 5.23.
The entire com.pression test was recorded by a camcorder up to the
point of failure. The camcorder used is a Cannon Al MarkII 8 mm model. It
was placed on a tripod in front of the testing machine at a distance of about
1.2 Dl (four feet) from the test specimen. The axis of the camcorder is
normal to the surface of the specimen. The camcorder was connected to a
television so that the dimple propagation process could be viewed
simultaneously by the two experimenters who controlled the data
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Figure 5.23 lllustratioll of angle finder used for measuring angle of
incidence of light source for shadow moire method.
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acquisition and the testing lDachine respectiveiy. The 8chexnatic of the
:moire setup is depicted in Figure 5.24.
5.5.4 Data reduction
All data were taken in English units and then converted to SI units.
For the indentation tests, the load data were plotted against the stroke data
to give the load-indentation curves of the speciDlens. For the uniaxial
cODlpression tests, stress data were obtained by dividing the load data with
the total lDeasured cross-sectional area of the facesheets. The slope of the
stress-strain curves yields the modulus of the specim.e~'ls.
The videos of the moire fringes were played back on a television.
Given the saIllpling frequency used in the compression tests and using the
ta.pe counter on the TV screen, the load data were synchronized with the
video intages. Selected video images at different loads were digitized using
Com.puterEyes™ by Digital Vision and subsequently stored on computer
disks. These digitized iIllages were eventually printed out and the spacings
between the fringes measured along the x-axis (loading axis) and the y-axis
using a pair of Vernier caliperB. By combining the measure:ments of the
fringe spacings and calculating w via Equation 5.1, the profiles of the
diDlple along the x-axis and the y-axis are obtained for any given load. For
exam.ple, the measured profile along the horizontal axis (x-axis) of the
dimple shown in Figure 5.21 is given in Figure 5.25. Measurements taken
with a dial gage, as described in Section 5.6.4, are also included.
5.6 Damage characterization
Three damage inspection techniques were used to characterize
specilllen damage: X-radiography, microscopic inspection, thermal deply,
and dial gage m.easurements. X-radiography provides integrated in-plane
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Figure 5.24 Schematic of the moire setup.
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5.21).
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diIDensions of the facesheet daIllage. Microscopic inspection of cross-
sections of the damage location provides through-thickness information on
both facesheet and core daxnage. Thermal deply can reveal hard-to-detect
fiber dam.age which usually occurs away from the surface of the facesheet.
A dial gage was used to m.easure the cllinple profiles.
5.6.1 X..radiography
The X-ray machine used was the Torrex I5Dn X-ray inspection
system lDanufactured by Scanray Corporation. For all the X-radiographs
taken in the present work, the operating voltage was set at 50 kV and the
current at 3 rnA. The Timerad operating mode was used for all inspection.
In this operating DIode, a sensor inside the X-ray chamber stops the
exposure when a specified dosage of radiation is detected. The specified
dosage for all X-radiographs was set at 260 mR. The specimen was placed
on top of a radiation sensor and a Polaroid Type 52 film placed between the
sensor and the specimen. An X-ray opaque dye (l,4-diiodobutane) was
injected into the damage location and allowed to soak for 30 nrinutes. For
visible and barely visible facesheet damage, the dye was applied to the
surface with a syringe. For cases with no visible facesheet daDlage, holes of
diameter 0.6 Dlm were drilled in the facesheet to a depth just above the
adhesive layer. The twist drill bit was secured in a hand-held drill. The
handle of the hand-held drill was inserted into the chuck of a drill press.
The drill bit was marked at 0.35 mm from the tip to help gage the depth of
the hole. The drilling process was interrupted frequently to check that the
hole had not gone through the adhesive layer between the facesheet and the
cor~. The dye was introduced into the facesheet through these holes. It is
important not to flood the damage area with too much dye because it will
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m.ask the details in the X-radiographs. Vernier calipers were used to
Dleasure the dmnage lengths, if observable, in the X-radiographs. Typical
X-radiographs are shown in Figure 5.26.
5.6.2 Microscopic inspection
In order to examine the cross-sections, daDlaged specim.ens were
sectioned along the warp direction through the center of the daIIlage using
the saDle Drilling Dlachine described in Section 5.3.1. The cross-sections
were examined with an Olyxnpu8 SZ-Tr zoom-stereo microscope. The total
lDagnifieation of the m.icroscope is the product of the eye-piece
magnification, the zoom Inagnification, and the objective m.agnification. For
a given total magnification, the resolution increases with the objective
lDagnification and not with the eye-piece magnification. In the current
investigation, lOX eyepieces were used in combination with a lX objective.
The ZOOIll Inagnification was varied between O.7X and 4X which yields a
total :magnification between 7X and 40X. The extent of core damage
through the thickness and at the interface between the facesheet and the
core was noted. The dmnage in the facesheet was also examined. A small
scale (5 nun) printed on a strip of paper was placed near the damage site to
help obtain quantitative measurements.
Although the OlyIIlpuS microscope serves well for visual inspection, it
has problem.s taking photonricrographs with the OlyIIlpu8 OM2 camera.
There are two reasons for the preJblem. First, the OlyIIlpuS OM2 camera is
very difficult to focus when mou~nted on top of the microscope. Second, the
quality of photomicrographs is very dependent on good lighting conditions
which require considerable trial-and-error. Since the photographs require
development time, the results were not seen until after a few days. By that
12.7 mm
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Figure 5.26 Typical X-radiographs of the specilllens with (0/90)
facesheets indented with the three different indentors.
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time, it was often diffictut to reproduce the SaIne lighting conditions, let
alone to inlprove on it. Therefore, another camera, the Polaroid MP-3 Land
Canlera, was used to take pictures of selected cross-sections. Although the
Polaroid caJllera has a lower magnification power (between 2X and lOX)
than the Olympus caDlera, it has the advantage of allowing instant
photography and it is easier to focus. A photograph of a typical cross-section
is shown in Figure 5.27. Nate that ~he Polaroid CaIIlera was used to
dOCUDlent the qualitative appearance of the cross-section only. Quantitative
damage characterizatioll was done via the Olympus microscope as described
in the previous paragraph.
5.6.3 Thennal deply
In the thermal deply method, the resin IS burned off at high
temperature so that the plies can be separated for examining fiber damage
in the facesheet. For the current work, a 50 mIll by 50 nun square of the
sandwich specimen around the indentation daIllage was cut out and put on
a steel wire Dlesh. The specimen and the mesh were put in a furnace for 5
lIlinutes at 1000° F. The specimen was then taken out of the furnace and
allowed to cool down. At that point the core would be completely charred
and separated front the facesheet. The individual plies of the facesheet
were carefully separated by hand and then examined under the microscope.
The locations of fiber damage were noted. The thermal deply method
was very effective in locating facesheet damage that might be overlooked by
X-radiography and sectioning. This type of fiber damage usually occurred
in the bottom ply away from the inderlted surface. A sketch of t)'Pical fiber
damage is shown in Figure 5.28. The nunlber of "checkerboard squares"
which contained fiber daIIlage was recorded.
IIll!liilillli!ll!l!!!!!!!
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Figure 5.27 Typical sketch of fiber damage due to indentation 8S
observed in individual plies of the facesheets after
thennal deply.
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5mm
Figure 5.28 Photograph of typical cross-section of a specimen with
(0/90) facesheets indented with the 12.7 IIlIll-diaIlleter
indentor.
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5.6.4 Dial gage DleasureDlents
The shapes of the diJDples in speciDlens with static indentation
daDlage and specimens with silllulated core damage are characterized by
profile DleasureIllents along the t.ows of the fabric. The measurements were
made by Dleans of a dial gage mounted on a milling machine. The sandwich
panels were placed on the milling lIlachine table equipped with a digital
display for the table feed. The lowest point of the diDlple was first located.
The IIliIling Dlachine table was then Illoved along each of the two tow
directions in ten 1.27 nun (0.05 inch) intervals, followed by five 2.54 IIlIIl (0.1
inch) intervals. These locations for the dial gage measurements are
depicted in Figure 5.29. The readings of the dial gage were recorded by
hand at each stop.
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Figure 5.29 Locations for dial gage Dleasurement'i of the diDlple
profiles.
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Chapter 6
Results
All experilDental results and selected analytical results are presented
in this chapter. The results presented are divided into two categories:
iDlpact resistance and daDlage tolerance. The ilIlpact resistance results are
all experimental and consist of load-indentation data and dalllage
characterization of indented speciIllens and of specilIlens with simulated
daDlage. The daDlage tolerance results consist of both analytical and
experiDlental results. Experimental results include far-field stress-strain
data, dimple evolution data obtained by Illeasuring Illoire fringes"
postlDortem inspection of failed specimens, and cODlpressive strength of the
specilllens. Analytical results presented include predictions of the evolving
dimple profiles, through-thickness stress distributions at the interface
between the core and the facesheet, and longiturlinal stress distributions in
the facesheet. Where appropriate, analytical predictions are compared with
the corresponding experiJDental results. Data of aU speciInens tested under
uniaxial coxnpression are given in Appendix C. '
As explained in Chapter 3, the current material system was chosen to
continue to build on an existing data base in TELAe. In Chapter 5, a set of
xnaterial property evaluation tests was described.. These tests were useli to
verify that the Inaterial and man\~facturingprocedures used in the current
research are cODlparable with those in earlier works [28, 59]. The material
properties obtained frOID these Ulaterial property evaluation testa are shown
in Table 6.1. Also listed in Table 6.1 are the Dlaterial properties obtained by
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Table 6.1 Measured Ill8terial propertir -~ ofAW193/3501-6
Present Lie [28]
E L [GPa] 63.8 (2.7%)8 63.0 (2.2%)
ET [GPa] 63.6 (6.4%) 59.9 (2.8%)
vLT 0.15 (13.6%) 0.07 (26.2%)
VTL 0.11 (36.7%) 0.10 (15.3%)
GLT [GPal 6.27 (0.3%) 4.83 (-)
8nUDlbers in parentheses are coefficients of variation
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Lie [28] on the Sanle Illaterial SysteDl. Th.e two sets of results are the SaDle
within the scatter of experiDlental data.
6.1 Impact Resistance
Load-indentation data are presented first, followed by
characterization of the indentation damage, of the siIllulated core dmnage,
and of the sim.ulated facesheet damage. Load-indentation data are a
m.easure of the contact stiffness of the 8&'ldwich panel. This infonnation is
necessary for dynanric Dlodelling of the illlpact of the panels. The purpose of
the daDlage characterization of indented sandwich panels is to provide
infonnation on the damage types and the amount of each dam.age type
present in those panels. Such information was used to design sixnulated
damage types for the damage tolerance investigation.
6.1.1 Load-indentation data
The load-indentation data are very repeatable for a given facesheet
layup and indentor size. Therefore, only one set of results is presented for
each cOInbination of facesheet layup and indentor size. In particular, for
each facesheet layup, three load-indentation curves are presented: one for
the 12.7 IIlIl1-diaDleter indentor, one for the 25.4 IIlIl1-dianleter indentor, and
one for the 38.1 DlDl-diameter indentor. Both the loading and unloading
parts of the indentation tests are presented. Since the indentation tests
were started with the indentor at approximately 0.1 IllIn away from the
surface of the panel (see Section 5.5.1), the initial part of tIle loading curve
registers no load.
Typical load-indentation curves of specimens with (0/90) facesheets
indented with the tllree indentors are given in Figure 6.1. The loading part
of the curves are the SaDle for indentations less than 1 1IlIIl. Beyond 1 IIlm,
2.0
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Figure 6.1 Typical load-indentation curves of specimens with
(0/90) facesheets for different indentor diaDleters.
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the curve for the 38.1 m.rn-diameter indentor starts to stiffen more than the
ones for the 12.7 Dlm-diaDleter indentor and the 25.4 mm.-diameter
indentor. At about 550 N, the curve for the 12.7 m.m-diarneter indentor
shows a load drop and then stays approxiDlately at a constant load of 450 N.
A sinrilar load drop occurs at about 1150 N for the case of the 25.4 Dlm-
diameter indentor. No load drop is observed for the case of the 38.1 IIlID-
di8Dleter indentor and a DlaxiDlUDl load of approxilllately 1450 N was
achieved, which corresponds to the DlaxiIllUIIl indentation depth of 3 UlID.
When the indentation reached 3 nun. (about 3.1 m.m in the figure because of
the gap between the indentor and the sandwich panel at the start of the
test), the indentation test was stopped and the testing machine started to
unload the specilllen. All three indentors have an unloading curve different
fr'om the loading curve. For a given indentation, the load is smaller when
the indentor is unloading. The load reaches zero at an indentation of about
1.4 nun for the cases of the 12.7 mm-dialIleter indentor and the 25.4 mm-
diaDleter indentor. For the case of the 38.1 ll1In-diameter indentor, the load
reaches zero at an indentation of about 0.8 mm.
Typical load-indentation curves of specimens with (±45) facesheets
indented with the three indentors are given in Figure 6.2. The loading part
of the curves are the sam.e for indentations less than 1 m.m.. As in the case
of specimens with (0/90) facesheets, beyond 1 rom, the curve for the case of
the 38.1 nun-diaDleter indentor starts to stiffen more than the ones for the
case of the 12.7 rom-diameter indentor and the case of the 25.4 mm-
diameter illdentor. Beyond 450 N, the load for the case of the 12.7 mm-
diameter indentor remains approximately constant. A load drop occurs at
about 1000 N for the case of the 25.4 mm-diameter indentor. No load drop
is observed for the case of the 38.1 nnn-diameter indentor and a maximum
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Figure 6.2 Typical load-indentation curves of specimens with
(±45) facesheets for different indentor diameters.
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load of approxiDlately 1450 N was achieved, which corresponds to the
maxiIllUID indentation depth of 3 1IlIll. When the indentation reached 3 Dlm
(about 3.1 nun in the figure because of the gap between the indentor and the
sandwich panel at the start of the test), the indentation test was stopped
and the testing IIlachine started to unload the speciJnen. All three indentors
have an unloading curve different from the loading curve. For a given
indentation, the load is smaller when the indentor is unloading. The load
reaches zero at an indentation of about 1.4 IIlIIl for the cases of the 12.7 nun-
diameter illdentor and the 25.4 nun-diameter indentor. For the case of the
38.1 rnm-diameter indentor, the load reaches zero at an indentation of about
0.8 mIll.
The load-indentation curves of specimens with (0/90) and (±45)
facesheets are compared in Figures 6.3 through 6.5 for the three different
indentor diaIIleters. The load-indentation curves are essentially the same
within the scatter of the experimental data.
6.11>2 Characterization of static indentation d8l11age
The results presented include photographs and sketches of damage
patterns in the indented facesheets, in-plane X-radiographs of indented
facesheets, photographs of cross-sections througll the dmnage site, dial gage
measurements of dimple profiles, and amounts of fiber damage revealed by
the thermal deply method.
(0/90) specimens
The indented facesheets were examined both visually and under a
microscope. Permanent dents/dimples were seen in all iIldented facesheets
at the point of indentation. The boundary of thb dents were approximately
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Figure 6.3 Load-indentation curves of specimen.s with (0/90)
facesheets and with (±45) facesheets indented with the
12.7 nun-diameter indentor.
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Figure 6.4 Load-indentation curves of specimens with (0/90)
facesheets and with (±45) facesheets indented with the
25.4 nun-diaxneter indentor.
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Figure 6.5 Load-indentation curves of specimens with (0/90)
facesheets and with (±45) facesheets indented with the
38.1 nun-diaIlleter indentor.
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rectangular with the diagonals of the dents aligned with the tows of the
fabric facesheet as shown in Figures 6.6 through 6.8.
Under the nricroscope, Dl8trix cracks could be seen extensively within
the dim.ple in the case of indentation with the 12.7 nun-diaDleter indentor.
No faecsheet d8Dlage was observed outside the diInple. These lIlatrix cracks
were bnunded within the "checkerboard squares" (referred to 8S "squares" in
this section) fonned by the interweave of the tows. Each square is, thus,
fonned by a tow of fibers. Fiber dalllage was seen Dlainly along borders
between two adjacent tows as illustrated in Figure 6.9. The fiber daDlage
sites within individual squares coalesce to form. two "fractures" in the Carin
of a cross (see Figure 6.9). The fractures always run between two adjacent
tows and along the tow directions. A photograph of this typical fracture
pattern in specilIlens with (0/90) facesheets for the case of indentation with
the 12.7 nun-diaIIleter indentor is shown in Figure 6.10. The facesheet
daDlage inflicted by indentation with the 25.4 nun-diaDleter indentor looks
similar to tllat for the case of the 12.7 nun-diaDleter indentor except that
fewer Dl8trix cracks and less fiber daDlage were observed in the former case.
No facesheet daDlage was seen in the case of the 38.1 Illlll-diaDleter
indentor.
Typical X-radiographs of specimens with (0/90) face8heets indented
with the three different indentors are shown in Figt~.re 6.11. A cross-shaped
fl·acture pattern can clearly be identified for the case of indentation with the
12.7 nun-diaDleter indentor. This pattern is aligned with the tows of the
fabric facesheet. The tow directions of the facesheet are identified by the
tracer fibers running vertically and horizontally in the X-radiographs.
Facesheet damage can also be observed for the 25.4 nun-diameter indentor
but the cross-shaped fracture pattern can no longer be clearly identified. No
Figure 6.6
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9
10mm
Pennanent dent/dimple due to indentation with the
12.7 nun-diaxneter indentor in a speciInen with (0/90)
facesheets.
Figure 6.7
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•
10mm
Permanent dent/dimple due to indentation with the
25.4 nun-diameter indentor in a speciInen with (0/90)
facesheets.
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10mm
Figure 6.8 Permanent dent/dimple due to indentation with the
38.1 nun-diam.eter indentor in a speciInen with (0/90)
facesheets.
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e
10 mm
Figure 6.10 Photograph of facesheet damage due to indentation
with the 12.7 lllrn-diaIIleter indentor in a specimen
with (0/90) facesheets.
12.7 mm
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warp
25.4 mm
10 mm
fill
38.1 mm
Figure 6.11 Typical X-radiographs of the specimens with (0/90)
facesheets indented with the three different indentors.
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facesheet dam.age is observed in the X-radiograph for the 38.1 nun-diwneter
indentor.
SOllle indented speciIllens were sectioned along the warp direction of
the facesheet through the center of the dimple. These cross-sections are
shown in Figures 6.12 through 6.14. Core dam.age is lllanifested Inainly as
buckled/crushed cell walls. For the case of indentation with the 12.7 mIn-
diwneter indentor, some cell walls split along the thickness direction. The
in-plane extent of core daIIlage, as measured along the interface between
the core and the facesheet, is 10 nun for the case of the 12.7 nun-diam.eter
indentor, 13 Il1IIl for the case of the 25.4 nun-diameter indentor, and 16 mm
for the case of the 38.1 nun-diameter indentor. It should be pointed out that
quantitative IIleasurements of core damage made on cross-sections should
only be used in a relative sense because the measurements are affected by
factors that are difficult to COlltrol. First, the location of a section is difficult
to control precisely because of the use of visual alignment on the milling
Inachine table and the finite thickness (1.2 mm) of the cutting wheel.
Second, the honeycomb core is not a continuwn and, hence, the resolution of
the Dleasurements of core damage is limited by the size of the cells (3.18
rrtm).
Significant rebound of the indented facesheet from the 3 mm
indentation depth is observed for all three irldentor diameters. The 38.1
Illm-diallleter shows the most rebound, followed by the 25.4 mIll-diaDleter
indentor and the 12.7 nun-diwneter indentor. Quantitative measurelnents
of the dimple profiles are presented later in Section 6.1.3.
Fiber breakage and a pair of delaminations can be observed in the
facesheet of the specimen indented with the 12.7 mm-diameter indentor.
Each of these delaIllinations is less than 5 mm long and they are located
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Figure 6.12 Photograph of cross-section of a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets indented with the 12.7 nun-diameter
indentor.
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5mm
Figure 6.13 Photograph of cross-section of a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets indented with the 25.4 nun-diameter
indentor.
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5mm
Figure 6.14 Photograph of cross-section ofa specimen with (0/90)
facesheets indented witll the 38.1 nun-diameter
indentor.
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sym.rnetrica11y about the point of indentation. They are about 1 nun apart
and are separated by a region of fiber danlage. In the case of the 25.4 nun-
diaDleter indentor, the facesheet sustains sDlaller (less than 3 mm)
delanrinations which are, again, located synunetrically about the point of
indentation and about 1 nun apart. No facesheet daIllage was found in
cross-sections of specilIlens indented with the 38.1IllDl-diaIIleter indentor.
Results from thermal deply show that the top ply of the indented
facesheet always has less fiber daIllage that the bottom ply. The cross-
shaped fracture patterri observed in the X-radiograph of the specimen
indented with the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor consists of fiber breakage in
both plies in the indented facesheet. The top ply of the facesheet indented
with the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor has fiber damage in 4 to 6 squares
near the center of the dimple while the bottom ply has fiber damage in 6 to
8 squares. The top ply of the facesheet indented with the 25.4 rrun-diameter
indentor has fiber damage in 2 to 4 squares near the center of the dimple
while the bottom ply has fiber damage in 4 to 6 squares. The top ply of the
facesheet indented with the 38.1 mm-diameter indentor has no fiber
damage while the bottom ply has some fiber damage °mthin one square near
the center of the dimple.
(±45) specimens
The inder!ted facesheets wel·e examined both visually and under a
microscope. Perm.anent dents/dimples were seen in all indented facesheets
at the point of indentation. The boundary of the dents \vere approximately
rectangular with the diagonals aligned with the tows of the fabric facesheet
in a manner similar to the specimens with (0/90) facesheets.
Under the Inicroscope, matrix cracks could be seen extensively witllin
the dimple in the case of~ indentation with the 12.7 mm-diameter indentor.
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No facesheet damage was observed outside the dim.ple. These matrix cracks
were again bounded within the "checkerboard squares" formed by the
interweave of the tows. Each square is) thus, formed by a tow of fibers.
Fiber dalllage was seen mainly along borders between two adjacent tows.
The fiber damage sites within individual squares coalesce to form two
"fractures" in the fonn of a cross. The fractures always run between two
adjacent tows and along the tow directions. A photograph of the typical
fracture pattern in a specimen with (±45) facesheets for the case of
indentation with the 12.7 II1lI1-diameter indentor is shown in Figure 6.15.
The facesheet damage inflicted by indentation with the 25.4 Il1Ill-diameter
indentor looks sinrilar to that for the case of the 12.7 IIlIll-diameter indentor
except that fewer matrix cracks and less fiber damage were observed in the
former case. Once again, no facesheet damage dS seen in the case of the
38.1 lllID.-diameter indentor. Apart from being rotated by 45°, the fl"acture
patterns of the specimens with (±45) facesheets are not distinguishable from
the corresponding cases of the specim.ens with (0/90) facesheets.
Typical X-radiographs of specimens indented with (±45) facesheets by
the three different indentors are shown in Figure 6.16. A cross-shaped
fracture pattern can again be seen for the case of the 12.7 mm-diameter
indentor. The cross is again aligned with the tows of the fabric facesheet.
The directions of the tows can be recognized by tIle tracer fibers running at
45° angles. There are also tracer fibers running vertically and horizontally
in Figure 6.16. They belong to the bottom facesheet which has a (0/90)
layup. The cross-shaped fracture pattern is no longer recognizable for the
case of the 25.4 mill-diameter indentor although there continues to be
facesheet damage. No facesheet damage is observed in the X-radiograph for
the case of the 38.1 Il1Ill-diameter indentor.
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10 mm
Figure 6.15 Photograph of facesheet damage due to indentation
with the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor in a specimen
with (±45) facesheets.
12.7 mm
-177-
warp fili
25.4 mm
10 mm
38.1 mm
Figure 6.16 Typical X-radiographs of specimens with (±45)
facesheets indented with the three different indentors.
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Some indented specimens ,vere sectioned along the warp direction
through the center of the dimple. These cross-sections are shown in Figures
6.17 through 6.19. Core dam.age is again Dlanifested mainly as
buckled/crushed cell walls. For the case of indentation with the 25.4 nun-
diaIlleter indentor, some cell walls split along the thickness direction. The
in-plane extent of core damage, as measured along the intel·face between
the core and the facesheet, is 12 nun for the case of the 12.7 mIll-diameter
indentor, 14 IllIIl for the case of the 25.4 nun-di8Jlleter indentor, and 17 mm
for the case of the 38.1 m.m-diaIIleter indentol·. The measurements are the
same, within accuracy of the measuring method, as those made in the
corresponding specimens with (0/90) facesheets. It should again be noted
that quantitative measurements made on cross-sections should only be used
in a relative sense.
Once again, significant rebound of the indented facesheet from the 3
mill indentation depth is observed for all three indentor diameters. The
specim.en indented with the 38.1 mm.-diameter indentor had the most
rebound from the IIlaximulll indentation depth of 3 nun, followed by the
specimen indented with the 25.4 m.m-diameter indentor and the 12.7 rmn-
diameter indentor. Again, quantitative measurements of the dimple
profiles are presented later in Section 6.1.3.
Fiber breakage and a pair of delaminations can be seen in specimens
indented with the 12.7 mm-diameter indentor. Similar to the case of
specimen8 with (0/90) facesheets, each of these delaminations is less than 5
mm long and they are located s)'lIlIlletrically about the point of indentation.
They are about 1 mm apart and separated by a region of fiber breakage.
The facesheet indented with the 25.4 mm-diameter sustains smaller (less
than 3 IllIIl long) delaminations which are, again, located symmetrically
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5mm
Figure 6.17 Photograph of cross-section of a specimen \vith (±45)
facesheets indented with the 12.7 nun-diameter
indentor.
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5mm
Figure 6.18 Photograph of cross-section of a specimell with (±45)
facesheets indented with the 25.4 nnn-diameter
indentor.
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&
Figure 6.19 Photograph of cross-section ofa specimen with (±45)
facesheets indented witll the 38.1 IIlIIl-diallleter
indentor.
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about the point of indentation about 1 mID apart. A couple of
delanrinations, about 2 mm long, were found in the cross-section of a
specilllen indented with the 38.1 nun-diam.eter indentor. Matrix cracks
were also seen within one tow in the bottom ply near the point of
indentation but without connection to the delamination.
Results from thermal deply show that the top ply of the indented
facesheet always has less fiber dam.age that the bottom ply. The cross-
shaped fracture pattern observed in the X-radiograph of specimens indented
with the 12.7 mm-diameter indentor consists of fiber breakage in both plies
in the indented facesheet. The top ply of the facesheet indented with the
12.7 Innl-diameter indentor has fiber damage in 4 to 6 squares near the
center of the dimple while the bottom ply has fiber damage in 6 to 8
squares. The top ply of the facesheet indented with the 25.4 mxn-diameter
indentor has fiber damage in 2 to 4 squares 11ear the center of the dimple
while the bottom ply 11as fiber damage in 4 to 6 squares. The top ply of tIle
facesheet indented with tIle 38.1 mm-diameter indentor has no fiber
daIllage while the bottom ply has some fiber damage within one square near
the center of the dimple. The fiber damage revealed by the thermal deply
Illethod for specimens with (±45) facesheets is again basically the same as
that for specimens with (0/90) facesheets, when viewed relative to the tow
direction~8.
6.1.3 SiDlulated DaDlage Types
The results from the characterization process of static indentation
damage were used to design specimens with simulated core damage and
specimens with simulated facesheet damage. These simulated damage
types were examined via some of the damage characterization techniques
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used for indented speCImens. The results are compared with the
corresponding static indentation damage to vel-ify that these simulated
damage types are good physical representatioT1S of the facesheet demage
and the core daIIlage observed in the indented specimens.
Three specimens with simulated core d8l11age and (0/90) facesheets
were inspected by some of the techniques used for the static indentation
damage described in Section 6.1.2. Th.ese specimens represent the three
different damage levels used to simulate the core damage in specimens
indented with the 12.7 mm-diameter indentor (SCDl), specimens indented
with the 25.4 rom-diameter indentor (SCIJ:J), and specimens indented with
the 38.1 mm-dianleter indentor (SCD3). No facesheet damage was observed
in the X-radiographs of these specimens with simulated COl·e damage. The
cross-sections of these specimens are shown in Figures 6.20 through 6.22.
The in-plane extent of core damage, as measured along the interface
between the core and the facesheet, is 10 mm for the case of SCDI, 12 mm
for the case of SCD2, and 14 m.m for the case of SCD3. The core damage in
the specimens with simulated core damage, thus, show the same trend as
that in the specimens with static indentation damage wllere measurements
of 10 mm, 13 mm, and 16 mm were obtaiIled. The core damage in the
speciInens with simulated core damage is, however, more localized than the
corresponding one in the specimens with static indentation danlage in the
sense that the depth of crushed core decreases more quickly away from the
point of indentation, as illustated in Figure 6.23. The handline between the
crushed core and the facesheet is good for all three specimens with
simulated core damage. The method of double-sided tape succeeded in
pulling the crushed cell walls up from the maximum indentation depth in
order to allow it to bond with the facesheet. No facesheet damage was
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5mm
Figure 6.20 Photograph of cross-section of a specimen with level 1
simulated core damage and (0/90) facesheets~
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5mm
Figure 6.21 Photograph of cross-section of a specimen with level 2
simulated core damage and (0/90) facesheets.
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5mm
Figure 6.22 Photograph of cross-section of a specimen with level 3
simulated core damage and (0/90) facesheets.
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in-plane extent of
core damage
~mul ent~~n
undamaged core
Fifllre 6.23 Sketch illustrating relative in-plane extent and
through-thickness distribution of COl~e damage in
specimens with simulated core damage versus those
with static indentation damage.
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observed in the cross sections of any of these specimens with simulated core
damage.
One of the key issues in the specinlens with simulated core daIIUlge is
to simulate the profile of the dimple caused by static indentation. The
profiles of the dimples of both types of specimens were measured along the
tow directions of the facesheet through the center of the dimple by means of
a dial gage as described in Section 5106.4. The comparisons between the
profiles along the x-axis (warp direction) and the y-axis (fill direction) are
shown in Figures 6.24 through 6.29. A good correlation exists in all cases
between the specimens with static indentation damage and the specimens
with simulated core damage. Note that the axis system shown in these
figures has been shifted relative to the one used for the dimple propagation
model. The origin of the axis system in Figures 6.24 through 6.29 is at the
center of the dimple while that for the model is at one of the corners of the
panel.
In order to conserve the prepreg for further manufacturing and due to
tile satisfactory resu.lts shown by the specimens with (0/90) facesheets
which had simulated core damage, no specimens with simulated core
damage and (±45) facesheets were manufactured for sectioning. However,
the profiles of the dimples were again measured along the tow directions of
the (±45) facesheet8 through the center of the dimple in these specimens.
The profiles along the x-axis (warp direction) and the y-axis (fill direction)
are given in Figures 6.30 through 6.35. The axis system in these figures is
shifted such that the origin is at the center of the dimple. Once again, a
good correlation between the specimens with static indentation damage and
the specimens with simulated core damage is observed in all three cases.
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Figure 6.24 DiInple profiles along the warp direction of specim.ens
with (0/90) facesheets and level! static indentation
dam.age and level 1 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.25 DiInple profiles along the fill direction of specimens
with (0/90) facesheets and levell static indentation
damage and level 1 simulated core daIllage.
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Figure 6.26 DiInple profiles along the warp direction of speciInens
with (0/90) facesheets and level 2 static indentation
damage and level 2 simulated core daIllage.
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Figure 6.27 DiInple profiles along the fill direction of specimens
with (0/90) facesheets and level 2 static indentation
damage and level 2 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.28 Dim,le profiles along the warp directi.oIl of specimens
with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 static indentation
damage and level 3 simuleted core damage.
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Figure 6.29 DiInple profiles along the fill direction of upecimens
with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 static indentation
daIIlage and level 3 simulated core daIllage.
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Figure 6.30 Dinlple profiles along the warp direction of specilIlens
with (±45) facesheets and level 1 static indentation
daIllage and level 1 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.31 DiInple profiles along the fill direction of specimens
with (±45) facesheets and level 1 static indentation
daIllage and levell simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.32 DiInple profiles along the warp direction of speciJ11ens
with (±45) facesheets and level 2 static indentation
damage and level 2 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.33 DiInple profiles along the fill direction of specimens
with (±45) faceslleets and level 2 static indentation
daInage and level 2 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.34 DiInple profiles along the warp direction of specim.ens
with (±45) facesheets and level 3 static indentation
damage and level 3 simulated core dmnage.
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Figure 6.35 Dimple profiles along the fill direction of specimens
with (±45) facesheets and level 3 static indentation
damage and level 3 simulated core damage.
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Specimens with simulated facesheet d~mage
Characterization of the static indentation daInage (see Section 6.1.2)
shows that only the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor created a well-defined
daIllage pattern in the facesheet. Therefore, only one set of specimens with
simulated facesheet dam.age was manufactul·ed to simulate this case. As
described in Chapter 5, a pair of slits in the form of a cross was C'ut in the
facesheet. In accordance with the characteristics of the fracture pattern
observed in the specimens indented with the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor,
the cross is aligned with the to\\'8 of the fabric and runs between two
adjacent tows. The lengths of the slits \vere measured by a pair ofVerniel·
calipers and are giv~n in Table 6.2. The measured lengths are all within 4%
of the nominal length of 10 mID. Typical photographs of these slits before
the bond cure are shown in Figures 6.36 and 6.37.
6.2 Damage Tolerance
This section, which is divided into six subsections, contains both
analytical results and experimental results. In Section 6.2.1, the values of
the input parameters for the dimple propagation model are chosen based on
the characterization results of the specimens with different damage types.
Results of a parametric study of the effect of 0'plateau on the predictions of
the model are also presented. In Sections 6.2.2 through 6.2.5, results of the
uniaxial compression tests are presented. Results from these compression
tests include far-field stress-strain data, dimple evolution data, post-mortem
inspection of failed specimens, and compressive strength data. A total of 54
specimens wet<e tested to failure under uniaxial compression. Some of the
compression tests were monitored by the shadow moire method to give
quantitative measurements of the dimple propagation. Appropriate
-202-
Table 6.2 Measured slit lengths of specimens with
simulated facesheet dam.age
Tow direction
Facesheet ill Warp [mnl] Fill [Dllll]
d21-1a 9.6 10.7
d21-2 10.1 9.8
d21-3 9.6 9.7
c2-1b 11.0 9.8
c2-2 10.4 lO.l
c2-3 9.6 10.0
a all"d" facesheets are (0/90)
b all "e" facesheets are (±45)
-203-
1 mm
Figure 6.36 Photograph of simulated facesheet daIllage in (0/90)
facesheeta
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1 mm
Figure 6.37 Photograph of siIllulated facesheet damage in (±45)
facesheet.
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analytical results are included in Section 6.2.3 for comparison with the
expelimental results on the dimple propagation. In Section 6.2.6,
longitudinal stress distributions as predicted by the dimple propagation
model are exalIlined in an attempt to correlate the residual strength of the
dam.age speciInens.
6.2.1 Input param.eters for the dim.ple propagation m.odel
A convergence study was conducted in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.8). It
was found that a 23 by 23-mode analysis was sufficient to obtain a
converged solution for the displacement w(x,y) with the particular values of
the parameters chosen for the problem. After the results ot' damage
characterization were revie\ved, some of the values of the parameters given
in Table 4.2 were adjusted to better represent the behavior of the sandwich
panels tested.
The iltitial in-plane dimensions of the dimple are defined by the
parameters Rx and Ry ' while the initial depth of the dimple is given by ~o'
The values of these parameters for the specimens with simulated core
damage are shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. The same set of values were used
for the corresponding specimens with static indentation damage since it has
been shown (see Section 6.1.3) that the profiles of the dimples in these two
types of specimens correlate well. In Figures 6.38 through 6.43, the
assuIlled shapes of the various dimples are compared with measurements
along the tows of the fabric facesheets through the center of the dimple.
In the dimple propagation model, the initial region of clushed core is
assumed to be circular with a radius of Ro' The values of Ro used for
specimens with different types of damage are given in Table 6.5. The values
of Ro for specimens with simulated core damage are half of the extent of
Table 6.3
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Values of initial dimple parameters (R , R , and
~ )a which best match the experimen~lyy
~easured dimple profiles in specimens with (0/90)
facesheets
Damage Level
1 2 3
R
x
7 9 13
Ry 7 9 13
~o -1.00 -0.75 -0.20
aall dimensions in Illll1
Table 6.4
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Values of initial dimple parameters (~x: Ry ' and~o)a which best match the experimentally
measured dimple profiles in specimens with (±45)
faceslleets
Damage Level
1 2 3
R 9 11 13x
Ry 9 11 13
~o -1.00 -0.80 -0.30
aall dimensions in mm
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Figure 6.38 AssUIIled and measured shapes ~)f the dimple in
specimens with (0/90) facesheets ~=-:d levell simulated
core dmnage.
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Figur€: 6.39 AssuIned and measured shapes of the dimple in
speciInens with (0/90) facesheets and level 2 simulated
core dam.age.
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Figure 6.40 Assumed and measured shapes of the dimple in
specimens with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 simulated
core danlage.
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Figure 6.41 AssUIIled and measured shapes of the dimple in
speciInens with (±45) facesheets and level! simulated
core dmnage.
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Figure 6.42 Assumed and measured shapes of the dimple in
speciInens with (±45) facesheets and level 2 simulated
core damage.
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Figure 6.43 AssUDled and measured shapes of the dimple in
speciInens with (±45) facesheets and level 3 simulated
core daIIlage.
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Table 6.5 Values8 of the radius of the initial region of
crushed core, R , used in the dimple propagation
model for speci~ens with (0/90) facesheets and
those with (±45) facesheets
Damage Level
1 2 3
Static Indentation 6R 7 8
SiIIlulated Core 5 6 7
a all values in IIlIll
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core daIIlage observed in the cross-sections inspected as described in Section
6.1.3. Slightly higher values of Ro are used for specimens with static
indec.tation daDlage because these specimens had slightly more extensive
core dam.age than the corresponding specimens with siDlulated core damage
(see Section 6.1.3). Although tIle more extensive core damage observed in
specimens with static indentation daIIlage is manifested in the through-
thickness distribution of the crushed core rather than the in-plane extent of
the crushed core, the dimple propagation model can only account for such
difference by using a different value of Ro.
The values of the parameters cr ult and cr plateau used in the
convergence study are 1.8 MPa and 1.4 MPa respecti'"Jely. These values
were obtained by WilliaIllson [58] from flatwise compression tests on bare
25.4 mIll-thick Nomex honeycomb core. Later, it was realized that a higher
value of (Jult would be obtained if the core was "stabilized" by bonding it to
two facesheets. Thus, the manufacturer's value of 2.4 MPa fur the stabilized
strength is used for crnlt in all analytical predictions pr.esented in this
chapter.
Since the manufactul~erdoes not provide data on the plateau stress
crplateau' the same value as that of the bare core, 1.4 MPa, is used. A
paranletric study of the effect of crplateau on the results of the model was
performed with three values of crplateau: 1.2 MPa, 1.4 MPa, and 1.6 MPa for
the case of a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 simulated core
damage. The applied stress used is -310 MPa which is high enough to cause
significant progressive core crushing beyond the initial region of crushed
core. The dimple pl~ofiles, the through-thickness stress, cr ,distribution at
zz
the interface between the core and the facesheet, and the longitudinal
stress, 0xx' distributions are given in Figures 6.44 through 6.47. The
-216-
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Figure 6.44 Predicted diInple profiles of a specimen witll (0/90)
facesheets and level 3 siInulated core damage at an
applied stress of -310 MPa for three values ofO'plateau'
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Figure 6.45 Predicted through-thickness stress distribution of a
specim.en with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 simulated
core damage at all applied stress of -310 MPa for three
values of OpIateau'
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Figure 6.46 Predicted membrane stress distribution of a specimen
with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 siInulated core
dam.age at an applied stress of -310 MPa for three
values of<Jplateau.
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Figure 6.47 Predicted bending stress distribution of a specimen
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results indicate that the range of values for crplateau has little influence on
the predictions of the model.
The values of the input parameters to the dimple propagation model
for specimens with (0/90) and (±45) faceslleets are sununarized in Tables
6.6 and 6.7.
6.2.2 Far-field stress-strain data
Far-field back-to-back strain gages were placed on all specimens to
check for bending during the uniaxial compression tests as well as to
determine the Dlodulus of the specimens. Typical stress-strain results are
presented in this section. Slopes of these stress-strain curves are calculated
as the moduli of the specimens. Average values of tIle moduli or the
speciDlens with different damage types are also compared.
For specimens with (0/90) facesheets) typical stress-strain results of
an undamaged specimen, a specimen with static indentation damage, a
speciIllen with simulated core damage, and a specimen with simulated
facesheet damage are shown in Figures 6.48 through 6.51. Data beyond the
point of failure were deleted from these figures. All stress-strain curves are
linear up to the point of failure. The average moduli of the specimens are
given in Table 6.8. The overall average value of 65.9 MPa is consistent with
that predicted via Classical Laminated Plate Tlleory (64.0 GPa) using the
material properties from the material property evaluation tests. The data
also show that the various damage types did not affect the far-field strain of
the sandwich panels. In all but two cases, the difference between the
moduli of the two facesheets of a specimen is less than 10%.
For specimens with (±45) facesheets, typical stress-strain results of
an undaDlaged specimen, a specimen with static indentation damage, a
-221-
Table 6.6 Input param.eters for the diInple propagation
model used for specimens with (0/90) facesheets
Paranleter Value
a 89mDl
b 89 Il1Ill
Rx see Table 6.3
Ry see Table 6.3
~o see Table 6.3
Ro see Table 6.5
h 0.35 IIlm
Au 22.92 MNm-1
A 12 3.437 MNm-
1
A16,1\6 0.0 MNm-
1
A22 22.92 MNm-
1
A66 2.195 MNm-
1
Du 0.2339 Nm
D 12 0.0351 Nm
D 16, D26 O.ONm
D22 0.2339 Nm
D66 0.0224 Nm
(Jult 2.4 MPa
<Tplateau 1.4 MPa
k1 20.53 GNm-
3
~ -28.27 kNm-1
(J'xx -250 MPa
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Tables 6.7 Input parwneters for the diInple propagation
Dlodel used for specim.ens with (±45) facesheets
Parazneter Value
a 89 lllIll
b 89 DlDl
Rx see Table 6.4
Ry see Table 6.4
~o see Table 6.4
Ro see Table 6.5
h 0.35 IIlID
Au 15.37 MNm-1
Al2 10.98 MNm-1
A l6, ~6 0.0 MNIIl-1
A22 15.37 ~l~m-l
A66 9.739 MNln-
1
Du 0.1569 Nm
D l2 0.1121 Nm
D l6, D26 0.0 NIll
D22 0.1569 NIIl
D6B 0.0994 Nm
cru1t 2.4MPa
O'plateau 1.4 MPa
k1 20.53 GNm-
3
~ -28.27 kNm-1
(jxx -250 MPa
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Figure 6.48 Typical stress-strain results of an undamaged
specimen wittl (0/90) facesheets.
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Figul·e 6.49 Typical stress-strain results of a speciIllen with (0/90)
facesheets and static indentation damage.
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Figure 6.50 Typical stress-strain results of a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets and siInulated core daJl1age.
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Figure 6.51 Typical stress-strain results ofa speciIllen with (0/90)
facesheets and sim.ulated facesheet d8JIlage.
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Table 6.8 Compressive moduli of specim.ens with (0/90) facesheets
D8Il1age Type
None
Static Indentation
Simulated Core
SiIIlulated Facesheet
Modulus [GPa]
66.2 (4.3%)8
65.5 (4.4%)
65.1 (6.4%)
66.9 (5.1%)
8 nurnbers in parentheses are coefficients ofvariation
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simulated core damage specim.en, and a specimen with siInulated facesheet
dam.age are shown in Figures 6.52 through 6.55. All stress-strain curves
are nonlinear and show a softening characteristic as the load increases.
Such behavior is consistent with observations made by other researchers
[59, 98]. The first linear section of the stress-strain curves was identified by
the computer prograIIl LIN6 [99]. The moduli of the specimens, defined 8S
the slope of the first linear section, are given in Table 6.9. The overall
average value of 22.9 MPa is consistent with that predicted via Classical
Laminated Plate Theory (21.5 GPa) using the material properties frOID the
material property evaluation tests. The data also show that the various
damage types did not affect the far-field strain of the sandwich panels. In
all but one case, the difference between the moduli of the two facesheets of a
specimen is less than 10%.
6:.2.3 DiDlple propagation
As described in Section 5.5.4, the uniaxial compression tests of some
damaged panels were monitored by the shadow moire method. These
include most of the specimens with static indentation damage and all -the
specixnens with siInulated core damage. The first specimen with simulated
facesheet damage tested was monitored by the shadow moire method and no
out-of-plane deformation was observed. All subsequent specimens were,
therefore, not monitored using the shadow moire method.
Moire fringes developed 8S the dimple propagated and the evolution
of these moire fringes was recorded with a camcorder. Selected video
images were digitized and measured. The video images were selected at
intervals of approximately every two new fringes generated. Moire
measurements of the dimple profiles are compared with the corresponding
-229-
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Figure 6.52 Typical stress-strain results of an undamaged
speciInen with (±45) facesheets.
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Figure 6.53 Typical stress-strain results of a specimen with (±45)
facesheets and static indentation daIllage.
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Figure 6.54 Typical stress-strain results of a specimen with (±45)
facesheets and siInulated core damage.
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Figure 6.55 Typical stress-strain results of a speciIllen with (±45)
facesheets and sim.ulated facesheet dalDage.
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Table 6.9 Compressive moduli of specimens with (±45) facesheets
Dam.age Type
None
Static Indentation
SiInulated Core
Simulated Facesheet
Modulus [GPa]
22.6 (6.3%)8
23.1 (6.4%)
22.8 (2.6%)
23.0 (2.3%)
8nUDlbers in parentheses are coefficients of variation
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analytical predictions at various applied stress levels. In all profile data
sho\vn, the symbols are the experimental results while the lines are the
corresponding predictions of the dimple propagation model. The highest
applied stress level shown is always the failure stress of the specimen.
Hence, tile corresponding dimple profiles are those just before catastrophic
failure occurred. Occasionally, some data points are missing from the
experimental results because the fringes are too blurry to be measured. It
should also be noted that, for the presentation of the profile data, the x-axis
and the y-axis are shifted so that the origin is at the center of the dimple.
A typical set of digitized fringe patterns id shown in Figure 6m56 for a
specimen with (0/90) facesheets and indented with the 12.7 mm-diameter
indentor. The loading axis in such figures is along the vertical direction. In
agreement with observations by other researchers (28, 41], the dimples
propagated mostly perpendicular to the loading. 'rhe shape of the initial
dent/diIIlple changes from circular to elliptical and finally to an elongated
diaIDond with rounded corners. Similar evolution patterns are also
observed in specimens with simulated core damage as shown in Figure 6.57.
The characteristics of the dimple propagation do not change qualitatively
with damage levels. The moire measurements made along the x-axis
(loading direction) and the y-axis (perpendicular to loading direction) are
given in Figures 6.58 and 6.59 for the fringe patterns shown in Figure 6.56.
It can be seen from the moire measurements that negligible propagation
occurred in the loading direction (i.e. along the x-axis).
Additional dimple profiles of specimens with various levels of static
indentation damage are shown in Figures 6.60 through 6.65 for specimens
with (0/90) facesheets. The corresponding analytical predictions by the
dimple propagation model are also included. It can be seen from these
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Figure 6.56 Digitized moire frillge patterns at various applied
stress levels for a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and
indentation daIllage inflicted with a 12.7 l11lll-daimeter
indentor.
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Figure 6.57 Digitized Dloire fringe patterns at various applied
stress levels for a speciInen with (0/90) facesheets and
level 1 simulated core daIllage.
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Figure 6.58 Measured dimple profiles along centerline in loading
direction at various loads for a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets and level 1 static indentation dam.age
(corresponding Dloire fringe patterns shown in Figure
6.56).
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Figure 6.59 Measured dimple profiles along centerline
perpendicular to loading directioll at various loads for
a speciDlen with (0/90) facesheets and level 1 static
indentation dam.age (corresponding moire fringe
patterns shown in Figure 6.56).
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Figure 6.60 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and with
level 1 static indentation damage.
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Figure 6.61 Experixnental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (0/90) facesheets and with levell static
indentation damage.
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Figure 6.62 Experimental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimell with (0/90) facesheets and with
level 2 static indentation daDlage.
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Figure 6.63 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (0/90) facesheets and with level 2 static
indentation daDlage.
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Figure 6.64 Experimental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and with
level 3 static indentation damage.
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Figure 6.65 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (0/90) facesheets and with level 3 static
indelltation dam.age.
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figures that the dimple primarily propagates perpendicular to the loading
direction (i.e. along the y-axis) regardless of the danlsge level. Tile dimple
propagation model shows the SaDle trend as that of the experimental data,
but underpredicts the propagation of the diInple for all three daIIlage levels.
Additional diIllple profiles of specimens with various levels of
siInulated core damage are shown in Figures 6.66 through 6.71 for
specim.ens with (0/90) facesheets. The corresponding analytical predictions
by the dim.ple propagation model are also included. Once again, the dimples
propagate primarily along the y-axis regardless of the damage level. The
predictions of the dimple propagation model match fairly well with the
experimental resulte. In the case of level 3 simttlated core damage, the
model requires an applied stress of -320 MPa to match the measured
profiles at an applied stress of -310 MPa. The dimple propagates further
before catastrophic failure in the specimens with static indentation damage
than in the corresponding specimens with simulated core damage for all
dalDage levels. This observation is quantitatively exanrined later in this
section when the dimensions of the dimples just before catastrophic failure
are compared between these two groups of specimens.
The dimple propagation data can be presented in an alternative way
by plotting the applied stress level against the dimension of the dimple
perpendicular to the loading direction, the primary direction of propagation.
The dimension of the dimple is measured at the first-order fringe of the
moire patterns. The first-order fringe is chosen over the zeroth-order fiinge
because it can be measured more accurately than the zeroth-order fringe.
Sometimes in level 3 damage, the first order fringe is not measurable
because the dimple is too shallow and its maximum nOlninal depth of 0.2
nun is very close to the resolution of the moire measurements (0.181 mm).
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Figure 6.66 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and with
level! simulated core dam.age.
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Figure 6.67 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
specinlen with (0/90) facesheets and with levell
siIIlulated core dalIlage.
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Figure 6.68 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and with
level 2 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.69 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
specimen with (0/90) facesheets and with level 2
siIIlulated core dantage.
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Figure 6.70 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specilllen with (0/90) facesheets and with
level 3 sim.ulated core daIllage.
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Figure 6.71 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
specim.en with (0/90) facesheets and with level 3
siDlulated core damage.
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In those cases, the value of zero is assigned to the diDlension of the dilllple
as defined by the boundary of the first order fringe.
The applied stress level is plotted against the dimension of the diInple
perpendicular to the loading direction in Figures 6.72 through 6.74 for a
group of speciIllens with (0/90) facesheets and various levels of static
indentation dalllage and siIllulated core dam.age. The eorresponding
analytical predictions for speciInens with simulated core daIllage is also
included. It can be seen frolll these figures that speciDlens with. static
indentation damage have greater propagation for a given applied stress
level than the corresponding specimens with simulated core damage. Tile
analytical predictions also xnatch the corresponding experimental data
fairly well and correctly show the trend of propagation observed in the
experiments. The diDlple profile data are plotted in Figures 6.75 and 6.76
according to the damage types in specimens with (0/90) facesheets. It can
be seen in Figure 6.76 that specimens with level 2 and level 3 silllulated
core daDlage have very similar dimple evolution.
A typical set of digitized fringe patterns is shown in Figure 6.77 for a
specilllen with (±45) facesheets and indented with the 12.7 rnrn-diameter
indentor. As in the case of (0/90) faceslleets, the initial dent/dimple changes
from. circular to elliptical and finally to an elongated dimnond with rounded
corners. Similar evolution patterns are also observed in specimens with
siIllulated core daDlage as sl10wn in Figure 6.78. The characteristics of the
diInple propagation do not cllange qualitatively with damage levels.
Dimple profiles of specimens with various levels of static indentation
daInage are shown in Figures 6.79 through 6.84 for specimens with (±45)
facesl1eets. The corresponding analytical predictions by the dimple
propagation model are also included. The dimples again propagated
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Figure 6.72 Predicted and measured dimension of diInple along
centerline perpendicular to loading at various applied
stress levels for specimens with (0/90) faceslleets and
level 1 daInage.
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Figure 6.73 Predicted and measured dimension of diInple along
centerline perpendicular to loading at various applied
stress levels for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and
19vel 2 damage.
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Figure 6,74 Predicted and measured dimension of cliInple along
centerline perpendicular to loading at variO'UB applied
stress levels for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and
level 3 danlage.
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Figure 6.75 Dim.ension of dimple along centerline perpendicular to
loading at various applied stress levels for specimens
with (0/90) facesheets and static indentation danlage.
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Figure 6.76 Dimension of dimple along centerline perpendicular to
loading at various applied stress levels for specilIlens
with (0/90) facesheets and simulated core daIl1age.
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Figure 6.77 Digitized IIloire fringe patterns at various applied
stress levels for a specimen with (±45) facesheets and
indentation daDlage inflicted with a 12.7 nun-daimeter
indentor.
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Figure 6.78 Digitized moire fringe patterns at various applied
stress levels for a speciInen with (±45) facesheets and
level 1 siIIlulated core damage.
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Figure 6.79 Experitnental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (±45) fafcesheets and with
level 1 static indentation damage.
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Figure 6.80 ExperiInental and predicted dimpli.: profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various ioads for a
specimerl with (±45) facesheets and with levell static
indentation damage.
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Figure 6.81 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (±45) facesheets and with
level 2 static indentation damage.
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Figure 6.82 Experim.ental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (±45) facesheets and with level 2 static
indentation d8lllage.
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Figure 6.83 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (±45) facesheets and with
level 3 static indentation damage.
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Figure 6.84 ExperiIllental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (±45) facesheets and with level 3 static
indentation damage.
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priDlarily along the y-axis regardless of the daIIlage levels. The dimple
propagation IIlodel predicts the same trend, but underpredicts the dimple
propagation as it did for the case of specimens with (0/90) facesheets and
static indentation damage.
Additional dimple profiles of specimens with vaMaus levels of
simulated core damage are shown in Figures 6.85 through 6.90 for
specimens with (±45) facesheets. The corresponding analytical predictions
by the dimple propagation model are also included. Once again, the dimple
propagates primarily perpendicular to the loading direction (i.e. along the y-
axis) for all damage levels. The analytical predictions match the
experimental results quite well for intermediate load levels: -205 MPa for
level 1 simulated core damage, -190 MPa for level 2 simulated core damage,
and -220 MPa for level 3 simulated croe damage. However the model
underpredicts the dimple propagation at the experimental failure stress for
specimens with level 2 and level 3 simulated core damage. The dimple in
specimens with level 1 simulated core damage showed very little
propagation before failure. Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate the
accuracy with which the model predicts this particular dimple propagation.
Once again, the dimple propagates further before catastrophic failure in tIle
specimens with static indentation damage than in tIle corresponding
specimens with simulated core damage. This observation is quantitati.vely
exanrined later by cOInparing the dimensions of the dimples just before
catastrophic failure for different specinlen types.
The applied stress level is plotted against the dimension of the dimpl~2
perpendicular to the loading direction in Figures 6.91 thrOugh 6.93 for a
group of specimens with (±45) facesheets and various damage levels. Once
again, specimens with static indentation damage have more extensive
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Figure 6.85 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (±45) facesheets and with
level 1 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.86 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (±45) facesheets and with level!
simulated core damagelt
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Figure 6.8·7 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (±45) facesheets and with
level 2 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.88 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
speciInen with (±45) facesheets and with level 2
silllulated core daIllage.
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Figure 6_89 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline perpendicular to loading direction at various
loads for a specimen with (±45) facesheets and with
level 3 simulated core daInage.
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Figure 6.90 ExperiInental and predicted dimple profiles along
centerline in loading direction at various loads for a
specim.en with (±45) facesheets and with level 3
simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.91 Dim.ension of dimple along centerlil'1e perpendicular to
loading at various applied stress levels for specimens
with (±45) facesheets and levell damage.
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Figure 6.93 Dimension of dilnple along centerline perpendicular to
loading at various applied stress levels for specimens
with (±45) facesheets and level 3 damage.
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dimple propagation at a given applied stress level than the corresponding
specifilens with siIIlulated core daxnage for all daxnage levels. This dimple
profile data is also plotted in Figures 6.94 and 6.95 according to dalIlage
types. It can be seen in Figures 6.94 and 6.95 that specimens with different
levels of siIIlulated core dam.,age can have very similar starting points and
subsequent dimple propagation. It is important to note that the in-plane
dimension of the dimple measured at the surface of the specimens, as
indicated by the dial gage nleasurements in Section 6.1.3, differs more
aInong the different damage levels: level 3 has the largest dimple, followed
by level 2 and level 1 damage, than do the measurements shown in Figures
6.94 and 6.95. This is due to the fact that the dimple for level 3 damage has
the smallest slope at the surface while that for level 1 damage has the
greatest slope. Hence, the dimensions of the dimple measured at the depth
cf the first-order fringe for the three different damage levels are closer to
one another than the corresponding measurements made at the depth of the
zeroth-order fringe.
Two additional parameters are used to compare the dimple
propagation in the specimens with static indentation damage alld the
specimens with sim.ulated core damage. The first parameter, Y *t' is thecrl
dimension of the dimple along the y-axis just before catastrophic failure
occurred. The second parameter, Zcrit' is the depth of the dimple just before
catastrophic failure occurred. Catastrophic failure is defined on the
videotape of the nl0ire fringe patterns by the transition from a well-defined
moire fringe pattern to an across-width fracture ·within one video frame (i.e.,
1130 second).
The values of Ycrit of specimens with (0/90) facesheets and of
specimens with (±45) facesheets are shown in Figures 6.96 and 6.97,
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Figure 6.97 Dimension of dimple perpendicular to loading direction
just before catastrophic failure, Ycrit' for speciInens
with (±45) facesheets versus simulated/actual indentor
di81Ileter.
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respectively. Also included in Figure 6.96 are the initial dimensions of the
diDlples as measured with the dial gage 0 The results for specimens with
siInulated core damage show more scatter than those for static indentation
speciDlens, with the exception of specimens with (±45) facesheets indented
with the 25.4 mm-diameter indentor (level 2 damage). The static
indentation specimens always have greater values of Ycrit than the
corresponding specimens with simulated core daIllage for both facesheet
layups. AInong specimens with (0/90) facesheets and static indentation
damage, damage level 1 has the lowest average Ycrit value of 27 mm while
level 2 has the highest average of 44 mm and level 3 has the intennediate
average of 39 mDl. For specimens with (0/90) facesheets and simulated core
damage, damage level 1 has the lowest average of 21 mm, followed by level
3 with 28 mm, and level 2 with 31 ronl. Among specimens with (±45)
facesheets and static indentation damage, damage level 1 has the lowest
average value of 43 IIlm followed by level 2 with 44 nun and level 3 with 54
IIlIl1. For specimens with (±45) facesheets and simulated core damage,
damage level 1 has the lowest average of 20 mm, followed by level 2 with 22
mm, and level 3 with 44 nun.
The values of Zcrit of specimens with (0/90) facesheets and of
specimens with (±45) facesheets are shown in Figures 6.98 and 6.99,
respectively. Specimens with (0/90) facesheets and static indentat)'.on
damage show greater values of Zcrit than the corresponding specimens with
simulated core damage for the case of the 25.4 mm-diameter indentor and
the case of the 38.1 mm-diameter indentor (level 3 dama,ge). Specimens
with (±45) facesheets and static indentation damage show greater values of
zcrit than the corresponding specimens with simulated core damage for the
case of the 38.1 mm-diameter specinlens. For specimens with simulated
-282-
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Figure 6.98 Depth of dimple just before catastrophic failure, zcrit'
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets versus
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Figure 6.99 Depth of dimple just before catastrophic failure. zcriV
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simulated/actual indentor diameter.
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core damage, the values of Zcrit are approxim~tely the same for all three
damage levels and both facesheet layups. For specimells with (0/90)
facesheets and static indentation damage, damage level 2 has slightly
higher Zcrit than damage levels 1 and 3. For specimens with (±45)
facesheets and static indentation damage, the value of Zcrit increases
slightly in going from damage level 1 to level 2, and finally to level 3.
6.2.4 Post-DlorteDl inspection of failed speciJnens
All specimens were tested to failure. Failure always occurred with a
sudden load drop and the emission of a loud noise. Results of post-mortem
examination of failed specimens are presented in this section. The phra8e
"failure modes" is used in this section to refer to the final damage state of
the failed specimens. It is different from "failure mechanism" which is the
process that leads to final failure of the damaged specimens, i.e. the dimple
propagation described in Section 6.2.3 for specimens with static indentation
damage and those with simulated core damage.
(0/90) specimens
The failure mode of the undamaged specimens with (0/90) facesheets
is facesheet fracture perpendicular to the loading direction as shown in
Figure 6.100. Both facesheets failed in all the undamaged specimens. The
fracture went through both plies in the facesheets. Two different failure
modes were observed in the core. Little or no core damage was observed
from the edges of the panels beneath the fracture in one of the facesheets.
On the other hand, core tearing vias evident beneath the fracture in the
other facesheet. Core tearing is a tensiOll failure of the core in the thiclUlesB
direction as illustrated in Figure 6.101. Such core tearing failure is a
secondary failure catlsed by bending when the front facesheet fails [59].
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10 mm
Figure 6.100 Photograph of failure mode of an undamaged specimen
with (0/90) facesheets
front face
fractured with
little core
damage
-286-
-j ~-
back face
fractu red with
Cafe tearing
Figure 6.101 Sketcll of core tearing observed in failed sandwich
panels.
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The failure modes of the specimens with static indentation damage
and those with simulated core damage are similar. Damage inspection
before the specimens were unloaded revealed the presence of a depression
as a result of the dimple propagation. The depression/dimple extended
completely to the edges in specimells with level 3 simulated core damage
while it only extended part way for other damage types. These two different
failure modes are illustrated in Figure 6.102. Core tearing and core
crushing could be observed from the sides of the specimens when the dimple
extend~d completely to the edges as illustrated in Figure 6.103. The
"humps" depicted in the figure was formed as a result of the core tearing
when the specimen failed. Such humps were not observed during the
dimple propagation.
The final failure IS a straight fracture across the width of the
specimen in the damaged facesheet as shown in Figure 6.104, for a typical
specimen with static indentation damage, and ill Figure 6.105, for a typical
specimen with simulated core damage. This final failure mode is
unchanged with initial damage level. The white paint at the center section
of the specimen was used to enhance the contrast of the moire fringes (see
Section 5.4). In all Specimens with static indentation damage, the back
facesheet was still intact after the front facesheet (i.e. the facesheet with the
indentation damage) failed. In all but two of the specimens with simulated
core damage, the bacl{ facesheet was still intact after the front facesheet (i.e.
the facesheet with the simulated core damage) failed.
As briefly stated in the beginning of Section 6.2.3, the failure
mechanism of specirrlens with simulated facesheet damage is different from
that of the other two types of specimens. No out-of-plane deformation was
observed in the specimens with simulated facesheet damage. The failure
dimple extending
part way to the
edges
D
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dimple extending
completely to
the edges
D
depression as a result of dimple
propagation
facesheet fracture
Figure 6.102 Sketch of failure modes in specimens with (0/90)
facesheets and static indentation damage as well as
specimens with simulated core damage.
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core
tearing
core
~ crushing
Figure 6.103 Sketch of core tearing and core crushing observed at
edges of some failed specimens with static indentation
damage and specimens with simulated core dam.age
when dimple propagated t{) the edges.
-10 mm
Figure 6.104 Photograph of a typical straight-line fracture
perpendicular to the loading direction for a specirrlen
with (0/90) facesheets and static indentation damage.
Figure 6.105
-10 mm
Photograph of a typical straight-line fracture
perpendicular to the loading direction for a specimen
with (0/90) facesheets and simulated core daIllage.
mode of these specimens, however, is not distinguishable from those with
static indentation damage and simulated core damage described earlier.
These specimens with simulated facesheet d.amage failed by developing a
fracture across the width in a catastrophic manner. The fracture always
originated from the tips of the horizo&tal slit. A photograph of a typical
specimen after failure is shown in Figure 6.106.
(+45) specimens
The failure Illode of the undamaged specimens with (±45) facesheets
is facesheet fracture at 45° angles to the loading direction (ioe. along the
tows of tile fabric facesheet). The fracture could be a straight line, as shown
in Figure 6.107, or it could be in a "zig-zag" pattern, as shown in Figure
6.108. Both facesheets failed in all the undamaged specimens. Two
different failure modes were observed in the core. Little or no core damage
was observed from the edges of the panel beneath one of the facesheet. Core
tearing was evident beneath the fracture in the other facesheet.
Once again, the failure modes of the specimens with static
indentation damage and those with simulated core damage are similar.
Dalllage inspection before the specimen was unloaded again t·evealed the
presence of a depression as a result of dimple propagation. The
dimple/depression extended completely to the edges in specimens with all
three levels of static indentation damage and those with level ~. simulated
core daIllage. These two failure modes are illustrated in Figure 6.109. Core
tearing and core crushing could sometimes be observed froln the sides of the
specimens when the dimple extended to the edges.
The final failure is a fractul"e across the width of t.he specimen in the
damaged facesheet. When the dimple extended completely to the edges of
the specimen, a straight line fracture completely across the width of tIle
Figure 6.107
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-10 mm
Photograph of failure mode of an undaDlaged specimen
with (±45) facesheets showing a straight-line fracture
along one of the tow directions.
-z~o-
-10 "1m
Figure 6.108 Photograph of failure mode of an undaIllaged specimen
with (±45) facesheets showing a "zig-zag" fracture
along one of the tow directions.
dimple extending
part way to the
edges
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dimple extending
completely to
the edges
depression as a result of dimple
propagation
facesheet fracture
Figure 6.109 Sketch offailure mode in specimens with (±45)
facesheets and static indentation damage or simulated
core daIllage.
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8pecim~1~ resulted as shown in Figure 6 110, for a typical specimen with
static indentation daIl1age, and in Figure 6.111, for a typical specimen with
simulated core daIIlage. If the dimple did not extend completely to the
edges, a straight iine fracture occurred at the bottom of the depression and
branched out at 45° angles beyond the extent of the depression as shown in
Figures 6.11.:6 and 6.113. In all specimens with static indentation damage,
the back facesheet was still intact after the front facesheet (i.e. the facesheet
with the indentation damage) failed. In all but five specimens with
simulated core daIIlage, the back facesheet was still intact after the front
facesheet (i.e. the facesheet with the simulated core damage) failed.
As briefly stated in the beginning of Section 6.2.3, the specimens with
simulated facesheet damage failed via a different mechanism from the
specimens with static indentation damage and specimens with simulated
core daIllage as no out-of-plane deformation was observed. Two of the three
speciInens with simulated facesheet damage failed by developing fracture at
45° angles to the loading direction as shown in Figure 6.114. This is in
contrast with the failure mode of specimens with simulated core damage
and that of specimens with static indentation damage which has straight-
line fracture perpendicular to the loading direction. The fracture always
originated from the tips of the slits in a stable manner first, followed by
catastroptlic failure. The stable growth of the slits was captured on the
videotape while the catastrophic failure occurred within one video frame
(i.e. 1130 second). During the stable growth; the slits extended in short
increments (less than 10 mm) in a zig-zag manner at 45° angles, as
illustrated in Figure 6.115. One specimen with simulated facesheet damage
failed in the facesheet without the slits. The sketch shown in Figure 6.116
highlights the different failure modes in the specimens with simulated
-298-
--10 mm
Figure 6.110 Photograph of failure mode of a speciInen with static
indentation damage and (±45) facesheets showing a
straight-line fracture perpendicular to the loading
direction.
Figure 6.111
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-10 mm
Photograph of failure mode of a speciInen with (±45)
facesheets and simulated core damage showing a
straight-line fracture perpendicular to the loading
direction.
Figure 6.112
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-10 mm
Photograph of failure mode of a specimen with (±45)
facesheets and static indentation damage showL'1g a
straight-line fracture at center and "branched" fracture
beyond the extent of the dimple propagation.
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-10 mm
Figure 6.113 Photograph of failcre mode of a speciInen with (±45)
facesheets and simulated core damage showing a
straight-line fracture at center and "branched" fracture
beyond the extent of the diInple propagation.
Figure 6.114
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-10 mm
Photograph of fracture pattern of a specimen with
(±45) facesheets and simulated facesheet damage.
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)(
ao < 0"1 < 0'2 < ()3
subsequent damage
propagation
----- initial slits
--10 mm
Figure 6.115 Sketch of the propagation of the slits in 8pe~imen8with
(±45) facesheets and simulated faceslleet dam.age.
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specimen with
simulated core
damage
specimen with
simulated facesheet
damage
depression as a result of dimple
propagation
facesheet fracture
Figure 6.116 Sketch of failure modes of specimens with (±45)
facesheets and simulated facesheet damage and
speciInens with simulated cere daIIlage.
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facesheet dam.age and in the specimens with sinlulated core daIllage and
with the diIllple extending part way across the width.
6.2.5 COID.pl~ssivestrength results
The com.pressive strength data of specim.ens with (0/90) facesheets
are presented first, followed by those of specimens with (±45) facesheets.
The strength is calculated by dividing the failure load by the Illeasured
cross-sectional area <thickness times width) of the facesheets.
Tl.te cODlpressive strength of all specimens with (0/90) facesheets are
shown in Table 6.10 and Figure 6.117. The coefficients of variation are all
below 7% except for the specimens with level 1 static indentation damage.
An explanation for this higher coefficient of variation is given later. Atnong
the specilllens with simulated core damage, those with level 1 damage
(SCDl) have the highest average failure stress of 360 MPa. The specimel~8
with level 2 and level 3 dalIlage (SCD2 and SCD3) have approximately the
sam.e average failure stress of 315 MPa and 309 MPa respectively. The
specim.ens with static indentation damage have approximat~ly the same
residual strength of 267 MPa for level 1 damage, 264 MPa. for level 2
daIllage, and 265 MPa for level 3 damage. One of the specimens with level 1
static indentation dam.age failed by developillg in-plane fracture on one side,
as shown in Figure 6~118, instead of by dimple propagation like all other
specimens. This speciInen has the lowest failure stress anlong all specinlens
with level 1 static indentation damage. If the failure load of this specilnen
is ignored, the average failure stress for the remaining two specimens is 281
MPa (5.28%). All specimens with static indentation damage have lower
failure stresses than the corresponding specilnens with simulated core
d8lllage. The specimens with level 1 simulat(~d facesheet damage have
-306-
Table 6.10 Com.pressive strengths of specimens with (0/90) facesheets
Level
Dmnage Type None 1 2 3
None
Static Indentation
SiDlulated Core
SiJmulated Facesheet
403 (l.4%)a
267 (11.7%) 264 (2.1%)
360 (2.4%) 315 (1..4%)
291 (6.1%)
265 (4.0%)
309 (1.5%)
-:_----~-------------------------
8 nu.mbers in parentheses are coefficients of variation
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Figure 6.117 Compressive strength of specimens with (0/90)
facesheets versus simulated/actual indentor diwneter.
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215 MPa
220 MPa
225 MPa
Figure 6.118 Digitized video image of the specimen with (0/90)
facesheets and level 1 static indentation damage that
failed by developing a fracture on on side of the dimple.
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approximately the same residual stregth as those with level 1 static
indentation damage.
The compressive strength of all specimens with (±45) facesheets are
shown ir! Table 6.11 and Figure 6.119. The coefficients of variation are all
below 6% except for the specimens with level 3 indentation damage. An
explanation of this higher coefficient of variation is given later. The
specimens with simulated core damage have approximately the same failure
strength. The static indentation specimens show a decline in strength with
greater simulated/actual indentor diameter. One of these specim' 18 with
level 3 damage failed with the dirllple propagating to the edge on one side
only while the other two of these specimens with level 3 damage failed with
the dimple propagating to the edge on both sides. This former specimen has
the highest failure stress of 229 MPa among the three. If the failure load of
this specilnen is ignored, the average failure stress for the remaining two
specimens is 196 MPa (2.02%). All specimens with simulated core damage
show slightly higher residual strength than the corresponding specimens
with static indentation damage. The specimens with level 1 simulated
facesheet damage have approximately the same residual stregth as those
with level 1 static indentation damage.
6.2.6 Predicted stress distributions and prediction of failure
stress
In Chapter 4, the convergence study showed th.at significant
longitudinal stresses, (Jxx' can develop along the centerline through the
dimple and perpendicular to the loading. Such a finding is consistent with
the final failure mode of specimens with static indentation damage and
those with simulated core damage, which is facesheet fracture, generally
perpendicular to the loading direction and throngll the CCllter of the dimple.
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Table 6.11 Compressive strength of specimens with (±45) facesheets
Level
Damage Type None 1 2 3
None 247 (O.92%)a
Static Indentation 221 (4.9%) 211 (5.5%) 204 (8.2%)
Sinlulated Core 240 (1.5%) 226 (1.3%) 234 (1.7%)
Simulated Facesheet 221 (3.1%)
anum.bers in parentheses are coefficients of variation
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Figure 6.119 COlllpressive strength of specimens with (±45)
facesheets versus simulated/actual indentor di8Dleter.
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Such a fracture would most likely be attributable to the longitudinal stress.
It is, therefore, suggested that the longitudinal stress distribution be
examined to predict the residual strengths of the damaged panels under
uniaxial compression.
The longitudinal stress distriblltions are thus calculated along the
centerline through the center of the dimple and examined in an attempt to
correlate failure of the damaged sandwich panels. Two components, the
membrane stress and the bending stress, of the longitudinal stress are
examined as well as the total longitudinal stress. 1"1he membrane stress is
related to the stress resultant, N ,which can be calculated from the stress
xx
function, F(x,Y), as defined in Chapter 4:
.-menzbrane - N / h - F
U xx - xx - 'yy (6.1)
The bending stress is related to the moment resultant, M , which can be
xx
calculated at any through-thickness location z in the laminate from the
curvatures, w, and w, ,as in Classical Laminated Plate Theory:
xx yy
(6.2)
for the particular laminates utilized herein and where h is the laminate
thickness. The total longitudinal stress is the sum of the membrane
component and the bending component.
Twelve cases are exanlined in this section, six with (0/90) facesheets
and six with (±45) facesheets. For each facesheet layup, results for all three
levels of simulated core damage and all three levels of static indentation
dalnage are presented, including distributions of the nlembrane stress, the
bending stress, and the total longitudinal stress. The bending stress is
-313-
calculated at the top surface of the facesheet, where z is equal to h/2, while
the total stress is calculated at both the top and bottom surfaces of tIle
facesheet, where z is equal to h/2 and -h/2, respectively. In each case, the
stress distributions are shown at two applied stress levels for which the
particular dimple profiles were presented earlier in this chapter. The
higher of these two applied stress levels is the residual strength of the
corresponding specimen.
The longitudinal stress distributions in the specimens with (0/90)
facesheets and simulated core damage are shown in Figures 6.120 through
6.128. The membrane stress distributions show a redistribution of stress
around the dimple and arl increase in magnitude near the boundary of the
dimple along the y-axis for both applied stress levels. On the other hand,
stress relaxation can be observed within the dimple. For all three damage
levels, the magnitude of the stress relaxation increases as the applied stress
level increases such that the stress level at the center of the dimple remains
approximately the same. The magnitudes of the maximum membrane
stress are approximately 400 MPa fOl· level 1 damage, 420 MPa for Ie'vel 2
damage, and 400 MPa for level 3 damage when the applied stress levels are
equal to the corresponding residual strengths of the specimens (i.e. at
failure). These values are very close to the average compressive strength of
the undamaged specimens (403 MPa), as given in Table 6.5. In other words,
the maximum membrane stress levels at failure correlates well with the
residual strengths of these specimens with (0/90) face sheets and simulated
core damage. The locations of the maximum membrane stress at failure for
all three levels of simulated core damage occurred at about 15 mm from the
center of the dimple, or 30 mm apart. The llloire measurements sho\v that
the average width of the dimple, measured at the depth of the zeroth order
-314-
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Figure 6.120 Membrane stress distribution at two applied stress
levels in a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and level 1
simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.121 Bending stress distribution at top surface for two
applied stress levels in a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets and level 1 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.122 Total longitudinal stress distribution at top and bottom
surfaces for two applied stress levels in a specimen
with (0/90) facesheets and levell sinlulated core
daDlage.
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Figure 6.123 Membrane stress distribution at two applied stress
levels in a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and level 2
simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.124 Bending stress distribution at top surface for two
applied stress levels in a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets and level 2 simulated core damage.
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Figure 6.125 TotaIlongitudinal stress distribution at top and bottom
surfaces for tV/O applied stress levels in a specimen
with (0/90) facesheets and leve12 sinlulated core
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Figure 6.126 Membrane stress distributioll at two applied stress
levels in a specimen with (0/90) facesheets and level 3
simulated core damage,
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Figure 6.127 Bending stress distribution at top surface for two
applied stress levels in a specimen with (0/90)
facesheets and level 3 simulated core damage.
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fringe, just before catastrophic failure in these speCImens with (0/90)
facesheets and sirnulated core damage is 21 mm for level! damage, 31 mm
for level 2 damage, and 28 mm for level 3 damage. The locations of
calculated peak stress are, therefore, outside or very close to the extent of
the dimple propagation as measured experimentally. Note, however, that
these locations of maximum menlbrane stress occur within the calculated
extent of the dimple propagation.
The bending stress distributions at both applied stress levels for
specimens with levelland level 2 simulated core damage show a bimodal
shape symmetric about the center of the specimen. For the specimen with
level 3 simulated core damage, only the distribution at failure shows the
bimodal shape. At fa:lure, the magnitudes of the maximum bending stress
are approximately 1200 MPa for level 1 damage, 1100 MPa for level 2
damage, and 900 MPa for level 3 damage. The correspondir!g locations of
the maxilDum bending stress are about 4 mm from the center of the dimple
for level 1 damage, and 7 mm for levels 2 and 3 d~.mage. These lorations of
maximum bending stress are well withill the extent of the dimple
propagation.
'!'he longitudinal stress distributions in the specimens with (0/90)
facesheets and static indentation damage are shown in Figures 6.129
tllrough 6.137. Grice again, the membrane stress distributions show a
redistribution of stress around the dimple and an increase in magni tude
near the boundary of the dimple along the y-axis for both applied stress
levels. Stress relaxation is again observed within the dimple. The
magnitudes of the maximum membrane stress at failure are approximately
320 MPa for level 1 damage, 320 MPa for level 2 damage, and 330 MPa for
level 3 damage. The magnitudes of the maximum membrane stress are all
-324-
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considerably lower than the average failure stress of the undamaged panels
(403 MPa). In other words, the dimple propagation model overpredicts the
residual strength of the indented specimens if the membrane stress is used
to correlate the residual strength as it would require further loading to
increase the maximum membrane stress to the strength of the undamaged
specimens. This is not surprising since the dimple propagation model
underpredicts the propagation of the dimple in such specimens with static
indentation damage. The locations of the maximum menlbrane stress at
failnre are approximately 7 mm from the center of the dimple for damage
levels 1 and 2, and 11 mm for level 3 damage. '.[\he moire measurements, as
shown in Figure 6.96, show that the average width of the dimple just before
catastrophic failure in specimens with (0/90) facesheets and stptic
indentation damage is 27 m.m for level 1 damage, 44 m.m for level 2 damage,
and 39 m.m for level 3 dalnage.
The bending stress distributions show similar bimodal shape as those
for specimens with simulated core damage. The maximum bending stress
levels at failure are about 810 MPa for level 1 static indentation damage,
620 MPa for level 2, and 600 MPa for level 3. All these values, again,
exceed the average failure stress of tlle undamaged specimens which is 403
MPa. The corresponding locations of maximum bending stress are
approximately 4 mm from the center of the dimple for all three damage
levels.
The longitudinal stress distributions are plotted along the centerline
perpendicular to the loading in Figures 6.138 through 6.146 for specimens
with (±45) facesheets and simulated core damage. Once again, stress
concentration is observed in the membrane stress distributions near the
boundary of the dimple while stress relaxation is seen further within the
-334-
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dinlple. 1'he maximUIn membrane stress levels at failure are 300 MPa for
damage levels 1 and 2, and 270 MPa for level 3 damage. Hence, at failure,
the maximUIn membrane stress predicted by the dimple propagation model
is higher than the average failure stress of the corresponding undamaged
specimens (250 MPa). In other words, the dimple propagation model
underpredicts the residual strengths if the peak membrane stress is used as
the basis for comparison. The corresponding locations of the peak
membrane stress are about 7 nun from the center of the dimple for all three
damage level. The moire measurements show that the average width of the
dimple just before catastrophic failure in these specimens with (±45)
facesheets and simulated core damage is 20 mm for level 1 damage, 22 mm
for level 2 damage, and 44 nun for level 3 darnage.
The bending stress distribution at failure shows a bimodal shape for
levelland level 2 damage. The maximUIn bending stress at failure is 360
rvlPa for damage level 1, 330 MPa for level 2, and 280 MPa for damage level
3. The cOl·responding locations of the peak stress are about 4 nun from the
center of the dimple for damage levels 1 and 2, and at the center of the
dimple for level 3.
Finally, the longitudinal st14 ess distribution is plotted along the
centerline perpendicular to the loading in Figures 6.147 through 6.155 for
specimens with (±45) facesheets and static indentation damage. Once
again, stress concentr&tion is observed in the membrane stress distributions
near the boundary of the dimple while stress relaxation is seen further
within the dimple. The maximum membrane stress levels at failure are 290
MPa for damage levels 1, 270 MPa for damage level 2, and 220 MPa for
level 3 dall1age. The corresponding locations of the peak stress are about 7
mm from the center of the dimple for all three damage levels. 'l'he moire
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measurements show that the average width of the dimple just before
catastrophic failure in these specimens with (±45) facesheets and static
indentation damage is 43 nun for levell damage, 44 nun for level 2 damage~
and 54 IllIll for level 3 damage.
The bending stress distribution of these speCImens with (±45)
facesheets and static indentation damage at failure shows a binlodal shape
for levelland level 2 damage. The maximum bending stress at failure is
380 MPa for damage levell, 290 MPa for level 2, and 230 MPa for damage
level 3. The correspondirlg locations of the peak stress are about 4 nun from
the center of the dimple for damage levels 1 and 2, and at the center of the
dimple for level 3.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
Important findings of the present investigation are discussed in this
chapter. Relevant results presented in Chapter 6 are used to pt·ovide
evidence for the discussion. The discussion is oriented towards assessing
the progress IIlade in achieving the four research goals listed in Chapter 3.
These research goals are: (i) to characterize the damage in the sandwich
panels due to indentation/impact loading, (ii) to characterize failure
mechanisms of such damaged panels under uniaxial compression, (iii) to
investigate separately the contlibutions to the failure mechanism and final
failure of facesheet damage and core damage, and (iv) to predict tile the
failure mechanism and failure load of such damaged panels. The first
research goal is addressed in Section 7.1 where results of the impact
resistance part of the present investigation is discussed. The remaining
three research goals are addressed in Section 7.2 where results of the
damage tolerance part of the investigation is discussed.
7.1 Impact Resistance
Three controlled damage states were created by means of static
indentation tests. Damage characterization results of these indented
damage states show that they have the desirable characteristics of having
different combinatiorls of facesheet damage and core damage. In particular,
indentation damage inflicted with the 12.7 mm-diameter indentor has a
very localized and deep dimple shape in combination with significant
facesheet damage. On the other hand, indentation damage inflicted with
the 38.1 mm-diameter indentor has a more spread-out and shallow dimple
-355-
shape in combination with virtually no facesheet damage. Such resulting
combinations of geometric profile of the dent/dimple and the corresponding
amount of facesheet damage are explained as follows. If significant
facesheet damage occurs in the indentation process, the facesheet becomes
more compliant locally around the point of indentation. The more compliant
the facesheet, the less capable it is to rebound to the originally flat position.
Hence, the deepest dent is accompanied by the most extensive facesheet
damage in the case of the 12~7 nun-diameter indentor while the shallowest
dent is accompanied by the least facesheet damage in the case of the 38.1
mm-diameter indentor. As shown in the results of the damage tolerance
study, these different damage states are instrumental in isolating the
effects of core damage and facesheet damage on the failure mechanism and
on the residual strength of indented/impacted thin-faced sandwich panels.
Besides having diff~rent combinations of facesheet damage and core
damage, the three different damage states have detectability ranges from
easily visible (Levell) to barely visible (Level 3). However, such
categorization of damage is not indicative of the extent (depth and width) of
the core damage in the specimens since the core was cruslled to the same
depth (3 mm) for all three damage levels. Moreover, the barely visible
damage state (Level 3) can cause eqaally significant or greater reduction in
the compressive strength of the sandwich panels as the easily visible
damage state (Levell); this is demonstrated in the damage toleraIlce part of
the investigation. The use of visibility as an indicator of the amount of
damage is, therefore, questionable in the context of damage tolerance.
The indentor diameter is another possible metric to be used in regard
to the impact/indentation damage. The dimensions of the dimple
perpendicular to the loading direction is plotted against the indentor
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diameter in Figure 7.1 for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and static
indentation damage. Also included in Figure 7.1 is a straight line of unit
slope. It can be seen from the figure that the relative increase in the
indentor diameter for the three damage levels is larger than the
cOl·responding increase in the in-plane dimension of the dimple. In other
words, the in-plane dimension of the dimple does not Increase
proportionately with the dianleter of the irldentor. If the dimension of the
dimple is measured at the depth (0.181 nun) of the first-order fringe 9 the
difference among the three different indentor sizes or damage levels
becomes even smaller, as illustrated by the initial measurements in the
load-y plots shown in Chapter 6 (Figures 6.76 and 6.95). Also, the
subsequent propagation of the dimple as measured at the depth of the first-
order fringe can be very similar for the different damage levels. Thus, the
use of indentor diameter as a metric in damage tolerance studies should be
exercised Vwith caution.
The special manufacturing procedures described in Section 5.3.3, for
specimens with simulated core damage and those with simulated facesheet
damage are mostly proven successful. For example, specimens with
simulated core damage had dimples that closely resemble the dimple shapes
in corresponding indented specimens as verified by the dial gage
measurements of tlle profiles. Also, these specimens with simulated core
damage show no sign of any facesheet damage and, hence, succeed in
isolating the core damage observed in the indented specimens. However,
the core damage in specimens with simulated core damage is more localized
that in the corresponding indented specimens. The is due to the differerlt
methods by which tIle core damage was introduced in these two types of
specimens. In the indented specimens, the core was crushed by pressure of
-357-
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the indentor transmitted via the facesheet while in the specimens \vith
simulated core damage, the core was crushed by pressure of the indentor
transmitted via the dOllble-sided tape before the core was bonded to the
facesheets (see Section 5.3.3). The graphite/epoxy facesheet induces a more
uniformly-distributed pressure than the double-sided tape which has a
much lower bending stiffness than the facesheet.
Another less than ideal situation occurred for speCImens with
simulated facesheet damage which were designed to simulate the facesheet
damage pattern of the indented specimens. Ideally, three levels of
simulated facesheet damage should be used to model separately the
facesheet damage in the three levels of indentation damage. However, the
facesheet damage pattern in level 2 indentation d.amage is not well defined
while that in level 3 indentation damage was barely detectable. Hence, only
the facesheet damage pattern inflicted with the 12.7 nun-diameter indentor
was possible to sinlulate physically. These specimens with level 1 simulated
facesheet damage had slits which are a fairly good representation of the
facesheet damage in specimens indented with the 12.7 mm-diameter
indentor. The lengths of the slits were close (witllin 4%) to the nominal
length (10 mm) of the cross-shaped fracture pattern measured in the
indented specimens. The slits were cut along boundaries between two
adjacent tows, consistent with the location of the fiber damage observed in
the illdented specimen. However, the slits were wider than the cross-
shaped fractures in the indented panels due to the finite thickness of the
cutting wheel (0.6 rnm). This is not considered as a significant lirrlitation on
the effectiveness of these specimens with simulated facesheet damage in
modelling the facesheet damage in the corresponding indented specimens
since earlier work on notched strength of composite laminates has shown
that the critical characteristic is the dimension of the notch perpendicular to
the loading and not the actual shape of the notch [83]. However, since the
slits were cut through the thickness of the facesheet, the two plies of the
facesheet have essentially the same ~mount of fiber damage while the
bottom ply of an indented facesheet has more fiber damage than the top ply.
Such a "gradient" in damage through the thickness of the facesheet is due to
the bending stress induced by the indentation. The distribution of damage
through the thickness in monolithic composite laminate has beell shown to
be dependent on the thickness of the laminates [100]. Through-tllickness
variations of damage distribution are also observed in the facesheets of
sandwich panels with differellt facesheet thicknesses [58]. The effect of the
through-thickness damage distribution on the failure mechanism of these
damaged sandwich panels needs to be further investigated, possibly by
testing sandwich panels with thicker facesheets.
Thus far, the damage types in the sandwich panels have beell
categorized as either facesheet damage and core damage. The initial out-of-
plane deformation, i.e. the dent/dimple, has been associated with the core
damage. As later discussion illustrates, the categorization by facesheet
damage and core damage is not sufficient to explain the failure mechanism
of these sandwich panels. A more thorough categorization is herein
proposed which consists of~ three different danlage types: material facesheet
damage, geometric facesheet damage, and core damage. Material facesheet
damage includes the more "traditional" facesheet damage such as fiber
damage, dela1ninations, and matrix cracks, while geometric facesheet
damage refers to the (initial) out-of-plane deformation, i.e. the shape of the
dimple/dent. Core damage includes mainly buckled/crushed cell walls.
Under t}liR new categorization, specimens with simulated core damage
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actually also contain geometric facesheet damage while specimens with
simulated facesheet damage contain only material facesheet damage.
In sununary, static indentation tests were successfully used to create
three damage states with the desirable combinations of facesheet damage
and core damage. These damage states were thoroughly examined,
including three dimensional characterization of the dent shape and extent of
core damage. The simulated damage types are capable of simulating
separately the important characteristics of the facesheet damage and the
core damage observed in the indented panels.
7.2 Damage Tolerance
The dimple plltopagation model is assessed qualitatively in Section
7.2.1 while quantitative predictions of the model are compared with the
corresponding experimental results in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3. The effects
of the facesheet damage and core damage on the failure mechanism and the
final failure of the damaged sandwich panels are discussed in Sections 7.2.2
and 7.2.3, respectively.
7.2.1 Assessm.ent of the dim.ple propagation Dlodel
The analytical results alone show that the dimple propagation model
can qualitatively siInulate the propagation of the dimple whicll is mostly
perpendicular to the loading direction. The model predicts a redistribl1tion
of longitudinal stress around the dimple resulting in stress concentration
near the edges of the dimple. High compressive tht-ough-thickness stresses
at the interface between the core and the facesheet are also predicted at the
edges of the dimple along the centerline perpendicular to the loading
direction. These results are consistent with those predicted with the model
by Minguet [70]. The combination of in-plane load redistribution and the
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initial out-of-plane deformation, i.e. geometric facesheet damage, causes
local bending within the dimple. This local bending, ill turn, triggers the
pl·ogressive crushing of the core and, hence, the propagation of the dimple
perpendicular to the loading direction. The quantitative comparison
between the predicted dilnple propagation and the corresponding
experimental data is discussed in Section 7.2.2.
The load redistribution around the dimple gives rIse to high
longitudinal stress along the centerline through the center of the dimple
and perpendicular to the loading directionc The presence of these high
longitudinal stresses is consistent with the fact that nlost specimens with
simulated core damage and static indentation damage failed through the
center of the dimple and perpendicular to the loading direction.
Quantitative failure predictions based on the longitudinal stress
distributions are discussed in Section 7.2.2.
There are a few implicit assumptions in the dimple propagation
model for which justification is provided by some of the experimental
observations. The dimple propagation ignores the global bending of the
sandwich panel by modelling only the damaged facesheet. The st:'ain gage
data of the back-to-back far-field gages verifies that global beIlding was
indeed negligible for all specimens tested under uniaxial compression.
Global bellding, however, might be an issue for sandwich panels with
thinner cores. The effect of such global bending on tIle fllilure mechanism
and the final failure of sandwich panels needs to be examined. Also, the
model assumes that there is an initial region of cruslled core which provides
zero supporting reaction to the facesheet. The load-indentation curves of
the specimens indicate that during unloading the indentation load reaches
zero before the indented facesheet rebounds to the corresponding depths of
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the permanent dimple. Lastly, the consistent values for the modulus of the
sandwich specimens obtained [rorn the far-field gages indicates tllat the
various damage types did not affect the far-field stress/strain. This
experimental observation justifies the application of a uniform far-field
applied stress in the dimple propagation model.
7.2.2 DiDlple propagation
The previously identified failure mechanism of dimple propagation in
impact-damaged thin-faced sandwich panels was successfully quantified by
tIle shadow moire method. The major limitation of the current moire setup
is the loss of accuracy when the surface slope of the dimple beconles too
small or too big. When the surface slope is too small (e.g. for most cases
herein with level 3 damage where the resulting dimples are very shallow),
only one or two fringes were observed. These fringes are usually very wide
and posseSB fuzzy boundaries. These factors make it very difficult,
sometimes impossible, to obtain in...plane measurements of the locations of
the fringes. On the other hand, when the surface slope is too big (e.g. near
the center of the dimple in specimens with level 1 damage at high applied
stress levels), the fringes become so close to one another that it is not
possible to resolve them visually.
Comparing tIle failure mechanism of specimens with simulated
facesheet damage a.nd that of specimens with static indentation damage
indicates that material face sheet damage alone did not cause dimple
propagation; the permanent dent, i.e. geometric facesheet damage, and
initial core damage are necessary to induce the dimple propagation observed
in indented/impacted sandwich panels. However, the dent shape and core
damage are not the only factors that aff~ct the dimple propagation as shown
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by the quantitative difference in the failure mechanism between specimens
\\rith static indentation damage and those with simulated core damage. The
quantitative difference is reflected in the rate of propagation with respect to
the applied stress. The plots of applied stress against the dimension of the
dimple perpendicular to the loading (load-y plots) show a greater slope for
specimens with simulated core damage, indicating less propagation per unit
increase in applied stress level. Also the propagation became unstable (i.e.
the slope of the load-y plots approaches zero) at a lower applied stress level
for specimens with static indentation damage than for specimens with
simulated core damage. This difference in the dimple propagation process
between specimens with static indentation damage and those with
simulated core damage reduces as the damage goes from level 1 to level 3
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets. This is clearly a consequence of the
material facesheet damage being present in the specimens with static
indentation damage; level 1 static indentation damage has the most
extensive material facesheet damage while level 3 static indentation
damage has virtually no material facesheet damage.
The effect of the material facesheet damage is further demonstrated
by the fact that the predictions of the dimple propagation model nlatch the
experimental data well for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and simulated
core damage but underpredicts the dimple propagation in specimens with
(0/90) faceslleets and indentation damage since the dimple propagation
n10del does not include any material facesheet damage. It is hypothesized
that the material facesheet damage around the point of indentation causes a
locall·eduction of stiffness in the indented facesheet, which in turn promotes
further redistribution of longitudinal stress around the dimple. In the
presence of the dimple, such a redistribution of longitudinal stress provides
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further momentum for local bending within the dimple and, hence, for
dimple propagation. The effect of facesheet damage on the local stiffness of
the indented facesheet was also used in Section 7.1 to explain the
rebounding of the indented facesheets.
For specimens with (±45) facesheets, the dimple propagation model
underpredicts the dimple propagation of both the indented specinlens and
those with simulated core damage. While the discrepancy in the case of
indented specimens may be attributable to the presence of material
facesheet damage in the indented specimens, the discrepancy in the case of
specimens with simulated core damage appears puzzling since the n.'<ldel
works well with specimens with simulated core damage and (0/90)
facesheets. This originally unexpected observation is explained by the
nonlinear stress-strain response of the specimens with (±45) facesheets. All
the stress-strain data of the specimens with (±45) facesheets show a
softening characteristic. The resultant shear stress in an undamaged
specimen with (±45) facesheets undeor uniaxial compression is plotted
against the shear strain in Figure 7.2. The tangent sheal~ modulus, defined
as the slope of the curve at a given point on the curve, decreases with
increasing shear stress. Since the resultant shear stress is half of the
applied uniaxial compressive stress, the data imply that the sllear modulus
of the fabric facesheet decreases with increasing applied stress. If the shear
modulus of the facesheet is reduced, different elemerlts of the A-matrix and
D-matrix are generated. This change in the input parameters to the dimple
propagation model is likely to affect the predictio11s of the dimple
propagation model, as shown in the following example.
The shear modulus at an applied stress of 240 MPa is about 1 MPa
(cf. an initial value of 6.27 MPa). The elements of the D-matrix and A-
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matrix corresponding to this reduced shear modulus are given in Tables 7.1
and 7.2 respectively. The new values of Du and Au represent a reduction
of approximately 12% from the old values given in Table 6.7. The prediction
of the dimple propagation model with this new set of inputs is compared
with the corresponding experimental result as well as with the original
prediction in Figure 7.3 for the case of level 3 simulated core damage. It can
be seen that with the new set of inputs, the model gives results which are
closer to the experimental data. However, the analytical prediction is still
not satisfactory. This is likely due to the fact that the local variation of the
stress field around the dimple requires a nonuniform adjustment of the
shear modulus.
The above calculation demonstrates the effect of global reduction in
the stiffness of the facesheet on the dimple propagation process. It is safe to
assume that a local reduction in the stiffness of the facesheet would have a
similar effect on the dimple propagation process. Hence, the fundamental
effect of facesheet damage in specimens with (0/90) facesheets and
indentation damage is the same as that of nonlinear stress-strain beb.avior
in specimens with (±45) facesheets: the local reduction in the stiffness of the
facesheet which causes further redistribution of the longitudinal stress and
thereby increases the propensity of the dimple to propagate, as explained
earlier. Since the dinlple propagation Inodel does not account for this local
reduction in the stiffness of the facesheet, it underpredicts the dimple
propagation for all specimens with (±45) facesheets and for specimens with
(0/90) facesheets and static indentation damage. Implementation of local
reduction in facesheet stiffness is, thus, necessary for better analytical
predictions and further study of this phenomenon is warranted.
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Table 7.1 Elements ofD-matrix ofa (±45) facesheet with a
reduced shear modulu8 of 1.0 GPa
Matrix element Value [Nm]
DIl 0.1381
D22 0.1381
D66 0.0994
D 12 0.1309
D I6 0.0
D26 0.0
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Table 7.2 Elements of A-matrix of a (±45) facesheet with a
reduced shear modulus of 1.0 GPa
Matrix element
Au
A22
A66
A12
A 16
A26
13.53
13.53
9.74
12.83
0.0
0.0
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7.2.3 Final failure
The discussion of the dimple propagation in the previous section
covers the failure mechanism up to the point of catastrophic failure. Since
the catastrophic failure happens within one video frame, the only
experimental information abiJut the final failure of these specimens is
obtained via post-mortem inspection. The depression revealed by post-
mortem inspection of specimens with static indentation damage and those
with simulated core damage is a measure of the final in-plane extent of the
dimple propagation. Experimental data suggest that this final extent of the
dimple propagation differs for the two different layups. The specimens with
(±45) facesheets tend to propagate completely to the edges more often than
specimens with (0/90) facesheets. For the specimens with (±45) facesheets,
the dimple propagated completely to the edges in tIle cases with all three
levels of static indentation damage, and in the case with level 3 simulated
core damage. For specimens with (0/90) facesheets, only those with level 3
simulated core damage propagated completely to the edges. This difference
in the final extent of the dimple propagation between the two layups is
likely related to the material nonlinearity of the (±45) facesheets which, as
explairled earlier, causes local reduction in the stiffness of these facesheets
resulting in more severe redistribution of longitudinal stress around the
dimple and, hellce, f~urther dimple propagation. However, the more
significant implication of the results of the post-mortem irlspection is the
possible presence cf finite width effects in some of the specimens tested.
Finite width effects have traditionally been related to testing of
notched specimens with a finite dimellsion perpendicular to the loading
direction. Although the dimple due to indentation/impact is different from a
notch or an open hole, it has a similar effect of redirecting tIle load path
around itself and hence giving rise to stress concentrations. The presence of
stress concentrations may interact with the free edges of the specimen and,
thus, the rate of propagation and the residual strength of the damaged
specimens may vary with the specimen width. It is unclear, with the
available experimental data from the present investigation, how the
residual strength of the specimens is affected by the finite width of the
specimen. From the analytical predictions, which have accounted for the
finite width of the specimens in determining the stress distributions, if the
far-field longitudinal stress is recovered beyond the extent of the dimple
perpendicular to the loading at the failure stress, it is safe to assume that
the residual strength is not affected by the finite width of the specimen, as
in specimens with (0/90) facesheets and level 1 simulated core damage.
However, if the Inodel predicts a dimple propagation completely to the edges
of the specimen at the failure stress, further investigation is required to
assess the effects of finite width. One option is to increase the in-plane
dimensions of the model and check if the results are affected by such an
increase. However, as explained in Chapter 4, that requires more modes to
achieve a converged solution. Another option is to perform experiments on
specimens with different widths and compare their residual strengths.
Specimens with simulated facesheet damage showed a very different
failure mechanism from that of specimens with static indentation; no Qut-of-
plane deformation was observed in specimens with simulated facesheet
damage for both facesheet layups. For specimens with (0/90) facesheets,
this results in similar failure modes between specimens with static
indentation damage and those with simulated facesheet damage, both of
which consist of an across-width fracture. For specimens with (±45)
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facesheets, however, the two different failure mechanisms lead to very
different failure modes in specimens with static indentation damage and
those with simulated facesheet damage. The former exhibits straight-line
fracture within the extent of the dimple propagation while the latter shows
a fracture pattern at 45° angles. The case of specimens with (±45)
facesheets illustrates the significant influence of failure nlechanisms on the
final failure modes. The local bending within the dimple during
propagation alters the stress state ill the facesheet and creates high
longit1.ldinal stress to cause failure.
The importance of understanding the failure mechanism of these
damaged sandwich specimens is further verified by comparing the residual
strengths of specimens with simulated facesheet damage with those with
static indentatioll damage. As mentioned earlier, material facesheet
damage alone does not induce the dimple propagation as specimens with
simulated facesheet damage did not have the same failure mecllanism as
Rpecimens with static indentation damage. However, despite the very
different failure mechanisms, specimens with simulated facesheet damage
have approximately the same failure stress as those with Ie·vel 1 static
indentation damage. Such an observation may explain why some
researchers have had some success in correlating residual strength of
impact-damaged sandwich panels with analytical models that only account
for facesheet damage. Material facesheet damage may be the clitical in
determining the residual strength of specimens with level 1 static
indentation damage. Models like that by Mar and Lin may be sufficient to
correlate this residual strength on an engineering basis. However, such
models can predict nonconservative residual strength for specimens with
other damage states, as for level 2 and level 3 static indentation damage in
the current work. This argument is further substantiated by the simple
calculations in the next paragraph.
If the data for level 1 static indentation damage in specimens \vith
(0/90) facesheets are used to evaluate the composite fracture parameter, H ,
c
in the Mar-Lin correlation, a vallIe of 535 MPamm-O.28 is obtained. If this
value of He is used to correlate the residual strength of specimens with level
2 static indentation damage, the value of 341 MPa is obtained, compared to
the experimental value of 264 MPa. For specimens with level 3 static
indentation damage, the material facesheet damage is ...,0 small (tiber
damage within one tow) that these specimens should have the same
strength of 403 MPa as the undamaged specimens, compared to the
experimental value of 265 MPa. This is because the damage width
parameter, 2a, for level 3 indentation damage is smaller tllan the "critical
damage size lt • The critical damage size is defined as the value of 2a at
which the Mar-Lin correlation curve intersects with the horizontal line
representing the streIlgth of the undamaged specimens [95]. Hence, the
residual strength of these panels with level 2 and level 3 indentation
damage are significantly overestimated. Different correlation parameters
are clearly required for different indentor sizes. More importantly, models
like the Mar-Lin correlation should only be used on data that are
representative of the failure mechanism uporl which the model is based on.
In the case of the Mar-Lin correlation, only the material facesheet damage
is accounted for while the geometric facesheet damage is completely
ignored.
For (0/90) and (±45) facesheets alike, the strength of specimens with
static indentatioll damage are always lower than those of the corresponding
specimens with simulated core damage. This is most likely due to the
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presence of facesheet damage which reduces tIle local stiffness. As
explained earlier, this local reduction in facesheet stiffness causes more
severe load redistribution, local bending, and hence further dimple
propagation. However, the similarity between the two layups ends at that.
For specimells with (0/90) facesheets, the interaction between facesheet
damage and core damage plays a role in the residual strengths of specimerls
with indentation/impact damage. The strength results of specimens witll
simulated cor~ damage show that the dent shape and the core damage in
specimens with level 1 static indentation damage should give the highest
residual strength among specimens with static indentation specimens.
However, the presence of material facesheet damage in specimens with
static indentation damage reduces the residual compressive strength of
these specimens (281 MPa) with only core dalnage closer to the same level
as those with level 2 (264 MPa) and level 3 (265 MPa) damage. The largest
reduction (79 MPa) with respect to the stren.gth of corresponding specimens
with simulated core damage is observed in specimens with level 1 static
indentation damage which also have the most extensive material facesheet
damage. The corresponding reductions for level 2 and level 3 damage are 51
~lPa and 44 MPa, respectively.
The residual strength results of specimens with (±45) facesheets
suggest that the interaction between the facesheet damage and the core
damage is less significant in that particular facesheet layup as the failure
strengths of all three groups of specimens fall within a fairly narrow band.
along the strength axis. Such an observation may be related to the notch
insensitivity of the fa.cesheet layup shown by other researchers [59, 95] who
have shown that the presence of an open hole in (±45) laminates/facesheets
causes a reduction of tellsile/eompressive strellgth proportional to the
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reduction of the cross-sectional area. It appears that this layup is also
insensitive to the presence of other types of damage as encountered in this
work.
The membrane stress distributions for specimens with simulated core
damage and (0/90) facesheets show stress concentrations near and within
the boundary of the dimple. The stress concentrations cause stress to rise to
a value close to the strength of the undamaged specimens. Hence, the
membrane stress is used to correlate failure in the specimens with
simulated core damage as follows. The maximum membrane stress is
calculated by the dimple propagation model at an applied stress level
slightly below the experimental failure stress. The applied stress level is
than increased at 5 MPa increments with the corresponding maximum
membrane stress recorded. The maximum membrane stress is plotted
against the applied stress level and examined in the next two paragraphs
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets.
The maximUID membrane stress along the centerline perpendicular to
the loading is plotted against the applied stress in Figure 7.4 for specimens
with simulated core damage and (0/90) facesheets. The horizontal line
representing the strength of undamaged specimens intersects the data for
level 1 simulated core damage at about -350 MPa, at about -315 MPa for
level 2 simulated core damage, and at about -320 MPa for level 3 simulated
COI-e damage. rrhese predictions are consistent with the experimental
failllre stress for these specimens as given in Table 6.9 which are -360 IvlPa
for level 1 damage, -315 MPa for level 2 damage, and -309 MPa for level 3
damage.
The maximum membrane stress along the cel1terline perpendicular to
the loading is plotted against the applied stress in Figure 7.5 for specimens
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with (0/90) facesheets and static indentation damage. The horizontal line
representing the strength of undamaged specimens intersects the data for
level 1 static indentation damage at about -325 MPa, at about -315 MPa for
level 2 static indentation damage, and at about -300 MPa for level 3 static
indentation damage. These predictions are higher than the experimental
failure stress for these specimens shown in Table 6.9 which are -267 MPa,
-264 MPa, and -265 MPa respectively for levell, level 2, and level 3
damage. The highest difference is for the specimen with level 1 damage
which also have the most extensive material facesheet damage.
In correlating the residual strength of damage specinlens using the
maximum membrane stress, the bending stress has been implicitly ignored.
A word of explanation is in order. The bending stress distributions at
failure for all specinlens have peak values much higher (two to three times
as high) than the strength of the corresponding undamaged specimens. It
suggests that the specimens would fail at a nluch lower applied stress level
if the bending stress is tIle critical stress component. It'urthermore, the high
magnitude of the bending stress indicates that there is a severe stress
gradient through the thickness of the facesheet, particularly since these
facesheets are relatively thin. Such a stress state is very different fronl that
in the facesheets of a specimen u11der uniaxial compression. Since the
failure strengths of the undamaged specimens are obtained under uniaxial
compression where there is little/no stress gradient tllrough the thickness,
comparing the predicted peak bending stress within the dimple with these
failure strengths of the undanlaged specimen might not be appropriate. In
general, researchers have not had much success in applying pointwise
failure critel·ia in regions where high stress gradients, either in-plane or
through-thickness, exist. More work needs to be done on understanding the
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implications of these high stress gradients In the context of failure
prediction.
The discussion on the dimple evolution of (±45) has indicated the
significant effect of material nonlinearity on the predictions of the dimple
propagation. Since such nonlinear effect is not included in the dimple
propagation model, it is not fruitful to try to correlate the residual strength
of these panels via the same procedures as for specimens with (0/90)
facesheets.
In summary, the failure mechanism of impacted/indented sandwich
panels with thin (2-ply) facesheets is via the propagation of the initial
denUdimple mostly perpendicular to the loading direction. The propagation
of the dimple causes stress concentrations near the edges of the dimple
which, in turn, trigger the final failure in the form of catastrophic facesheet
fracture. The combination of the initial dimple (i.e. geometric facesheet
damage) in the facesheet and core damage is necessary to cause the dimple
propagation. T~le presence of the material facesheet damage causes a local
reduction in facesheet stiffness which induces more severe load
redistribution around the dimple and, hence, promotes further dimple
propagation. Existing analytical models are not sufficient to predict
residual strength of impacted/indented specinlens in. general because they
are not able to include both facesheet damage and core damage.
The results of the damage tolerance part of the investigation also
bear important implications on the impa,ct damage resistance part. In
particular, all the possible damage types, including initial dent shape (i.e.
geometric facesheet damage), extent of core damage, and material facesheet
damage, affect the failure mechanism and final failure of impacted/indented
specimens. Three..dimensional characterization of tlle geometric facesheet
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and core damage should, therefore, be integrated in the impact damage
resistance study. Moreover, as mentioned earlier in Section 7.1, visibility
alone is not a good metric for damage tolerance studies since barely visible
damage can cause equally significant or larger reduction in compressive
strength than easily visible damage. Thus, the charatLt~rizationresults on
geometric facesheet damage, material facesheet damage, and core damage
have to be considered together to provide a full three-dimensional picture of
the damage state in order to properly assess damage tolerance.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
The presel1t work was conducted to investigate the impact damage
resistance and damage tolerance of thin-faced composite sandwich panels.
In particular, the research goals were (i) to characterize the damage in the
sandwich panels due to indentation/impact loading, (ii) to characterize
failure mechanisms of such damaged panels under uniaxial compression,
(iii) to investigate separately the contributions of facesh~etdamage and core
damage to the failure mechanism and final failure of suell damaged panels,
and (iv) to predict the failure mechanism and failure load of such damaged
panels. In this chapter, conclusions are drawn from the findings of the
present investigation and directions for future work are recommended.
8.1 Conclusions
The discussion presented in Chapter 7 leads to the following
conclusions from the present work:
1. Damage types in indented/impacted sandwich panels are categorized
as: geometric facesheet damage, material facesheet damage, and core
damage. Geometric facesheet damage refers to the three-dimensional
shape of the permanent dent/dimple in the indented/impacted
facesheet. Material facesheet damage refers to the "traditional"
damage types in the facesheet, e.g. delaminations, fiber breakage, and
matrix cracks, while core damage consists mainly of crushed/buckled
cell wall.
2. For a given indentation depth, indentors with different diameters
induce very different damage states in thin-faced sandwich panels.
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Inderltors with smaller diameters tend to leave a localized and deep
permanent dent with significant material facesheet damage while
indentors with lar-ger diameters tend to cause a spread-out and shallow
permanent dent with little or no material facesheet damage.
3. Vi.sibility of surface damage in not a good metric of damage for damage
tolerance study because barely visible damage can cause equally
significant or greater reduction in strength as easily visible damage.
4. Damage characterization of impacted/indented sandwich
configurations should include, among other parameters, measurements
of the three- dimensional shape of the permanent dent/dimple (i.e.
geometric facesheet damage) and the extent of the core damage
because they both affect the failure mechanism of these damaged
panels.
5. The failure mechanism of impacted/indented thin-faced sandwich
panels subjected to uniaxial compression is via dilnple propagation
perpendic1.11ar to the loading direction, followed by catastrophic failure
via facesheet fracture across the width of the specimens.
6. As verified by the failure mechanism of specimens witll simulated
facesheet dalnage, material facesheet damage alone is not sufficient to
cause dimple propagation; the combination of core damage and
geometric facesheet damage, i.e. dent/dimple, is llecessary.
7. The dimple propagation model, adapted from another existing
analytical model, indicates that the driving force of such a propagation
is the redistribution of the longitudinal stress within the dimple and
the presence of eccentricity which causes local bending and, hence,
dimple propagation.
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8. Specimens with static indentation damage show further dimple
propagation than the corresponding specimens with simulated core
damage because of the presence of material facesheet damage which
redllces the local stiffness of the facesheets and, hence, causes more
severe load redistribution alld local bending within the dimple.
9. The predicted dimple profiles at various applied stress levels match
well with the experilnental results for specimens with (0/90) facesheets
and simulated core damage.
10. 'fhe dimple propagation model underpredicts the dimple propagation in
specimens with (0/90) facesheets and static indentation damage as well
as specimens with (±45) facesheets because it does not account for the
local reduction of facesheet stiffness caused by material facesheet
damage and nonlinear stress-strain behavior. As explained earlier,
such local reduction of facesheet stiffness causes more severe load
redistribution and local bending within the dimple, thus resulting in
further dimple propagation.
11. Post-nlortem inspection of failed speCImens showed some d.imples
propagated completely to the edges of the specimens. The stress
redistribution around the dimple may interact with the free edges of
the specinlens, i.e. finite width effects. SllCh interaction can affect the
rate of propagation and failure stress of the specimens. Hence, the
residual strengths of the impacted/indented sandwich panels may vary
with tIle width of the panels.
12 The final failure of specimens with static indentation damage and
those with simulated core damage is facesheet fracture due to high
longitudinal stresses caused by dimple propagation/local bending.
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13. The geometric profile of the dimple (i.e. the geometric faceslleet
damage) and the corresponding core damage under the dimple affect
the failure stress of specimens with simulated core damage. Dimples
with more localized and deeper profiles fail at higher applied stresses
than dimples with more spread-out and shallower profiles because the
latter causes more severe load redistribution and, hence, higher stress
concentrations.
14. Spe<.:imens with different combinations of facesheet damage and core
damage can fail at approximately the same applied stress level because
the effect of the dent shape (i.e. geometric facesheet damage) and the
associated core damage as mentioned in (13) may be balanced by the
effect of material facesheet damage.
15. Specimens with simulated facesheet damage failed at approximately
the same failure stress as the corresponding indented specim~ns
although the failure mechanisms are very different; the former failed
via in-plane propagation of facesheet fracture while the latter failed via
dimple propagation which is essentially a local bending phenomenon
leading to final facesheet failure due to high longitudinal stress.
16. Correlative models should only be used to correlate strength data
resulting from a failure mechanism upon which the model is based.
Data representing different failure mechanisms cannot be correlated
using only one model.
17. For specimens with (0/90) facesheets and simulated core damage, the
applied stress at which the peak membrane stress along the centerline
through the dimple and perpendicular to the loading reaches the
strength of the undamaged specimens correlates well with the residual
strength of th~ specimens.
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18. The residual strength of specimens with (±45) facesheets is insensitive
to various damage levels. This is similar to the notch insensitive
characteristics demonstrated by that particular layup.
8.2 Recommendations
The present work raises a number of issues which require further
investigation. The following recommendations are therefore made:
1. Effective nondestructive illspection techniques need to be developed to
characterize core damage reliably since the present work has
denlonstrated the influence of core damage on the failure mechanism
and final failure of indented/impacted sandwich panels.
2. An appropriate and relative set of damage metrics needs to be
developed for all three damage types: geometric facesheet damage,
material facesheet damage: and core damage, in order to properly
characterize damage for better assessment of damage tolerance.
3. Work should be con.ducted on other discretization methods, e.g. finite
difference or some kind of global-local discretization techniques, which
may be more efficient in solving the governing equations of the dimple
propagation model, especially when the dimensions of the
model/structure are large compared with those of the dimple.
4. Local reduction in facesheet stiffness around the dimple needs to be
further investigated and also included in the analysis due to the
presence of facesheet damage and/or due to the nonlinear stress-strain
behavior of the facesheets.
5. There is a need to study the failure mechanisms and final failure
modes of sandwich panels with different combinations of core thickness
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and facesheet thickness because the effects of global bending ~lnd
through-thickness damage distribution in the facesheet may affect the
failure mechanism of dimple propagation or induce differ1ent
mechanisms (e.g. global buckling, delamination buckling).
6. There is a need to understand the implications of high through-
thickness stress gradients in predicting failure within regions where
severe bending stresses exist.
7. The effects of finite width on the dimple propagation and the residual
strength of impacted/indented panels should be studied by conducting
experiments on panels of various widths and performing analyses to
determine the variation of the stress fields at-ound the dimple as the
width of the specimen changes.
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Appendix A
Program Listing
The entire listing of the prograIll GROWTH is given in this appendix. The
prograDl is written in FORTRAN 77 and compiled on a DECstation 5000/133
workstation installed with the DEC FORTRAN cOIllpiler for ULTRIXIRISC
System v3.2.
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program growth
c
c This program simulates the failure mechanism of an impacted/indented
c thin-faced composite sandwich panels under uniaxial compression.
c The failure mechanism is via propagation of the initial dent/dimple
c mostly perpendicular to the loading direction.
c
c Some algorithms used were taken from "Numerical Recipes" by
c W. H. Press, B. P. Flannery, S. A. Teukolsky, and W. T. Vetterling
c Cambridge University Press (1989)
c
c Written by P. H. Wilson Tsang (1994).
c Original formulation by P. J. Minguet (1991).
c Adapted formulation by P. H. W. Tsang (1993).
c
c Copyright © 1994 Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
c
c Per~ssion to use, copy and modify this software and its
c documentation for internal purposes only and without fee is hereby
c granted provided that the above copyright notice and this permission
c appear on all copies of the code and supporting documentation. For
c any other use of this software, in original or modified form,
c including but not limited to, adaptation as the basis of a commercial
c software or hardware product, or distribution in whole or in part,
c specific prior permission and/or the appropriate license must be
c obtained from MIT. This software is provided "as is" without any
c warranties whatsoever, either expressed or implied, including but not
c limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for
c a particular purpose. This software is a research program, and MIT
c does not represent that it is free of errors or bugs or suitable for
c any particular task.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30, nfymax=30, nwxmax=30, nwymax=30,
& nnfmax~nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwYffiax)
real*8 cc(6,6},w2(nnwmax),zeta(nnwmax),f(nnfmax),rhsw(nnwmax),
& rhsf(nnfmax),wd(nnwmax),fft(nnwmax,nnwmax),
& bad(nnwrnax),zeta2(nnwmax)
integer indx(nnwmax),kbad(nnwmax),lbad(nnwmax),mbad(nnwmax),
& nbad(nnwmax)
character flag,fix(nnwmax),fname*ll,ansl,ans
common/fprop/alli,a22i,a12i,a66i,dl1,d22,d12,d66,tfl,tf2
cornmon/cprop/fsl,fs2,fult1,fult2,rcrush
pi=acos(-l.)
open (unit=11,file='growth7.inp',status='old')
open (unit=12,file='growth7.out',status='unknown')
open (unit=13,file='growth7.wij',status='unknown')
open (unit=14,file='growth7.fij',status='unknown')
open (unit=16,file='growth7.bad',status='unknown')
open (unit=19,file='growth7.y',status='unknown')
open (unit=20,file='growth7.x',status='unknown')
call datain (cc,tc,a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy,wdent,
& rx,ry,aload,layup)
nnw=nwx*nwy
dela=a/(nwx+l)
delb=b/ (nwy+l)
c
c expand initial deformation in double fourier series
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c
write(6,*) 'does modal amplitudes for initial dent shape'
& 'already exist? (yIn)'
read(S,103)ans
if (ans.eq.'y') then
writeC6,*) 'enter filename for modal amplitudes'
read(S,103)fname
open (unit=21,file=fname,status='old i )
ij=O
do 50 i=l,nwx
do 50 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
read(21,*)zeta(ij)
50 continue
endif
if (ans.eq.'n') then
write(6,*) 'evaluating modal amplitudes for initial dent shape ... '
if (layup.eq.45)
& call shape45 (zeta,a,b,rx,ry,wdent,nwx,nwy)
if (layup.eq.90)
& call shape90 (zeta,a,b,rx,ry,wdent,nwx,nwy)
write(6,*) 'do you want to save modal amplitudes for future use'
& '?(y/n)'
read(S,103)ansl
if (ansl.eq.'y') then
write(6,*) 'enter filename to store modal amplitudes'
read(S,103)fname
open (unit=21,file=fname,status='unknown')
ij=O
do 60 i=l,nwx
do 60 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
write(21,*)zeta(ij)
60 continue
endif
endif
c
c read in modal amplitudes w2(ij) and f(ij) or initialize them
c
call readfile (w2,f,nwx,nwy,nfx,nfy)
c
c read nodes at which sigma plateau is enforced
c
call readnode (fix,nwx,nwy,mbad,nbad,np)
c
c read in other parameters
c
rlxf=l.
rlxw=l.
flag='y'
write(6,*) 'input load ratio'
read(S,*)alpha
write(6,*) 'input no. of iterations desired'
read(S,*)ni
write(12,*) 'rlxf,rlxw,ni,alpha'
write(12,lOl)rlxf,rlxw,ni,alpha
write(6,*) 'writes every n iterations where n is:'
read(5,*)nit
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c
c factorize matrix that relates modal amplitudes and nodal amplitudes
c
call factor (a,b,nwx,nwy,fft,indx)
c
c start of loop to =01ve the coupled nonlinear equations
c
write{6,*) • iterating to solve coupled nonlinear equations ... •
istap~l
5 continue
wnorm=O.
fnorm=O.
c
c initialize rhs of compatability and z-equilibrium equations
c
update modal amplitudes w2(ij)
calculate residual due to core crushing
calculate rhs of z-equilibrium equation
call zequilm (w2,f,zeta,wd,a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy, rhsw, aload, alpha)
call crush (fft,indx,w2,f,wd,a,b,nwx,nwy,ifail,jfail,flag,
& kbad,lbad,bad,fix)
ij=O
do 15 i=l,nfx
do 15 j=l,nfy
ij=ij+l
rhsf(ij)=O.
15 continue
ij=O
do 17 i=l,nwx
do 17 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
rhsw(ij)=O.
continue17
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
ij=O
do 35 i=l,nwx
do 35 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
wnorm=wnorm+(w2(ij)-rhsw(ij»**2
w2(ij)=rlxw*rhsw(ij)
35 continue
c
c calculate rhs of compatability equation
c
call compatlty (w2,f,zeta,a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy,rhsf)
c
c update modal amplitudes f(ij)
c
ij=O
do 30 i=l,nfx
do 30 j=l,nfy
ij=ij+l
fnorm=fnorm+(f(ij)-rhsf(ij»**2
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f(ij)=rlxf*rhsf(ij)
30 continue
c
c write norm of change of modal amplitudes at each iteration step
c
if (mod (istep, nit) .eq.O.or.istep.eq.l)
& write(6,102)istep,wnorm,fnorm
c
c identify locations of crushed core at the end of iterations
c
if (istep.eq.ni) then
write(6,*) ' ... iterations done'
write(12,*) 'initial core failure at:'
do 90 i=l,np
write(16,*)mbad(i),nbad(i)
90 continue
write(6,*) 'subsequent core failure at:'
write(12,*) 'subsequent core failure at:'
do 80 i=l,jfail
write(12,104)i,kbad(i),lbad(i),bad(i)
write(6,104)i,kbad(i),lbad(i)
write(16,*)kbad(i),lbad(i)
80 continue
else
c
c otherwise continue to loop
c
istep=istep+l
gata 5
endif
c
c calculate output along center-lines
c
c
c
c
20
25
c
101
102
103
104
call centerl (f,w2,zeta,nwx,nwy,nfx,nfy,a,b,aload)
write(12,103) 'ifail,jfail'
write(12,*)ifail,jfail
write modal amplitudes to files
ij=O
do 20 i=l,nwx
do 20 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
write(13,*)w2(ij)
continue
ij=O
do 25 i=l,nfx
do 25 j=l,nfy
ij=ij+1
write(14,*)f(ij)
continue
fo~at(2e13.4,i4,f8.3)
format(iS,2e17.6)
format (a)
format(3i6,f8.2)
stop
end
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c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine datain (cc,tc,a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy,wdent,
& rx,ry,aload,layup)
c
c This subroutine reads in mechanical properties of the facesheets
c and the core from the input files and writes them
c to appropriate output files.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 cc(6,6)
character*50 titleO,titlel,title2,title3,title4
common/fprop/al1i,a22i,a12i,a66i,dl1,d22,d12,d66,tfl,tf2
common/cprop/fsl,fs2,fultl,fult2,rcrush
c
c read face properties
c
read(11,lOl)title4
read(11,lOl)titleO
read(ll,lOl)titlel
read(11,*)al1,a12,a16,a22,a26,a66
read(11,lOl)title2
read(11,*)dll,d12,d16,d22,d26,d66
read(11,lOl)title3
read(11,*)tfl,tf2,layup
c
c write face properties to output file
c
write(12,lOl)title4
write(12,*)
write(12,lOl)titleO
write(12,lOl)titlel
write(12,102)all,a12,a16,a22,a26,a66
write(12,lOl)title2
write<12,102)dl1,d12,d16,d22,d26,d66
write(12,lOl)title3
write(12,103)tfl,tf2,layup
c
c read core properties
c
read(11,lOl)titleO
read(11,101)titlel
read(11,*)ell,e22,e33
read(11,lOl)title2
read(11,*)g23,g13,g12
read(11,lOl)title3
read(11,*Jpnu23,pnu13,pnu12
read(11,lOl)title4
read(11,*)tc,fultl,fult2
c
c write core properties to output file
c
write(12,*)
write(12,lOl)titleO
write(12,lOl)titlel
write(12,104)ell,e22,e33
write(12,lOl)title2
write(12,104)g23,g13,g12
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write(12,lOl)title3
write(12,lOS)pnu23,pnu13,pnu12
write(12,lOl)title4
write(12,104)tc,fultl,fult2
c
c read other parameters
c
read(ll,lOl)titleO
read(11,lOl)titlel
read(ll,*)a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy
read(11,lOl)title2
read(ll,*)wdent,rx,ry
read(11,lOl)title3
read(11,*)aload,rcrush
c
c write other parameters to output file
c
write(12,*)
write(12,lOl)titleO
write(12,lOl)titlel
write(12,107)a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy
write(12,lOl)title2
write(12,104)wdent,rx,ry
write(12,lOl)title3
write(12,106)aload,rcrush
c
c read foundation stiffnesses
c
read(11,101)title3
read(11,*)fsl,fs2
c fsl=e33/tc
write(12,lOl)title3
write(12,106)fsl,fs2
101 format (a)
102 fo~at(6e13.4)
103 fo~at{2e13.4,i4)
104 format(3e13.4)
105 format(3f8.3)
106 format(2e13.4)
107 format(2e13.4,4iS)
c
c define core stiffness matrix cc(6,6)
c
do 20 i=1,6
do 20 j=1,6
cc(i,j)=O.
20 continue
pnu32=e33*pnu23/e22
pnu31~e33*pnu13/el1
pnu21=e22*pnu12/el1
delta=1.-pnu12*pnu21-pnu23*pnu32-pnu31*pnu13-2.*pnu21*pnu32*pnu13
cc(1,1)=(1.-pnu23*pnu32)*ell/delta
cc(1,2)=(pnu21+pnu31*pnu23)*ell/delta
cc(1,3)=(pnu31+pnu21*pnu32)*ell/delta
cc(2,1)=cc(1,2)
cc(2,2)=(1.-pnu13*pnu31)*e22/delta
cc(2,3)=(pnu32+pnu12*pnu31)*e22/ctelta
cc(3,1)=cc{1,3)
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cc(3,2)=cc(2,3)
cc(3,3)=(1.-pnu12*pnu21)*e33/delta
cc(4,4)=g23
cc(S,S)=g13
cc(6,6)=g12
c
c calculate inverse of a-matrix
c
det=all*a22-a12**2
al1i=a22/det
a22i=all/det
a12i=-a12/det
a66i=1./a66
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
sub~outine readfile (w2,f,nwx,nwy,nfx,nfy)
c
C This subroutine reads in the modal amplitudes for wand F from the
c previous iteration.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 w2(nnwmax),f(nnfmax)
character ans,fnwij*11,fnfij*11
write(6,*) 'do you want to read modal amplitudes from input files?'
& " (y In) ,
read(S,103)ans
if (ans.eq.'y') then
write(6,*) 'input filename for wij'
read(S,103)fnwij
write(6,*) 'input filename for fiji
read(S,103)fnfij
open (unit=17,file=fnwij,status='old')
open (unit=18,file=fnfij,status='old')
ij=O
do 40 i=l,nwx
do 40 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
read(17,*)w2(ij)
40 continue
ij=O
do 50 i=l,nfx
do 50 j=l,nfy
ij=ij+l
read(18,*)f(ij)
50 continue
else
ij=O
do 7 i=l,nfx
do 7 j=l,nfy
ij=ij+l
f(ij)=O.
7 continue
ij=O
do 10 i=l,nwx
do 10 j=l,nwy
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ij=ij+l
w2(ij)=O.
10 continue
endif
103 format (a)
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine readnode (fix,nwx,nwy,mbad,nbad,np)
c
c This subroutine reads in coordinates of the nodal points where the
c core is crushed.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwrnax=nwxmax*nwymax)
character fix(nnwmax),fname*11
integer mbad(nnwmax),nbad(nnwmax)
ij=O
do 5 i=l,nwx
do 5 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
fix(ij)='n'
5 continue
write(6,*) 'enter no. of nodes you want to relax'
read(S,*)np
if (np.ne.O) then
write(6,*) 'enter filename for failed nodes'
read(S,102)fname
open(unit=15,file=fname,status='unknown')
do 10 i=l,np
read(15,*)k,l
mbad(i)=k
nbad(i)=l
kl=(k-l)*nwy+l
fix(kl)='y'
10 continue
endif
102 format (a)
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine shape90 (zeta,a,b,rx,ry,wdent,nwx,nwy)
c
c This subroutine calculates the modal amplitudes of the initial
c dimple shape for specimens with (0/90) facesheets.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 zeta (nnwmax)
pi=acos(-l.dO)
r=.5*sqrt(rx**2+ry**2)
s=ry/2./r
c=rx/2./r
s2=2.*8*C
nx=int(a/2./rx)
ny=int(b/2./ry)
ij=O
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do 10 i=l,nwx
pia=(2*i-l)*pi/a
nipx=2*(nx+2*i-l)
delx=2. *r/nil)x
do 10 j=l,nwy
pjb=(2*j-l)*pi/b
nipy=2*(ny+2*j-l)
dely=2.*r/nipy
ij=ij+l
zeta(ij)=O.
do 20 k=O,nipx
x=-r+k*delx
if (k.eq.O.or.k.eq.nipx) then
coefx=l.
else
coefx=2.*(mod(k,2)+1)
endif
do 20 l=O,nipy
y==-r+l*dely
xx=(c*x-c*y)+a/2.
yy=(s*x+s*y)+b/2.
durnx=pi*x/2./r
durny=pi*y/2./r
fxy=wdent*(cos(durnx)*cos(dumy»**2
if (l.eq.O.or.l.eq.nipy) then
coefy=l.
else
coefy=2.*(mod(l,2)+1)
endif
zeta(ij)=zeta(ij)+coefx*coefy*fxy*sin(pia*xx)*sin(pjb*yy)
20 continue
zeta(ij)=zeta<ij)*delx*dely/9.*4./a/b*s2
10 continue
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine shape45 (zeta2,a,b,rx,ry,wdent,nwx,nwy)
c
C This subroutine calculates modal amplitudes of the initial dimple
c shape for specimens with (+-45) facesheets.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 zeta2(nnwmax)
pi=acos(-l.)
c
c analogy between shape and shape45 only works for rx=ry
c
rxx=rx/ sqrt (2. )
ryy=ry/sqrt(2.)
ij=O
do 10 i=l,nwx
do 10 j=l,nwy
io=2*i-l
jo=2*j-l
ij=ij+l
cl=io*pi/a
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c2=pi/rxx+io*pi/a
c3=pi/rxx-io*pi/a
c4=pi*a/2./rxx
xl=a/2.-rxx
x2=a/2.+rxx
if (abs(c3) .le.l.e-8) then
fx=.5*x2*sin(c4)-.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*x2)-cos(cl*x2)/cl-
& .5*xl*sin(c4)+.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*xl)+cos(cl*xl)/cl
else
fx=.5/c3*cos(c4-c3*x2)-.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*x2)-cos(cl*x2)/c1-
& .5/c3*cos(c4-c3*xl)+.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*xl)+cos(cl*x1)/cl
endif
cl=jo*pi/b
c2=pi/ryy+jo*pi/b
c3=pi/ryy-jo*pi/b
c4=pi*b/2./ryy
xl=b/2.-ryy
x2=b/2.+ryy
if (abs(c3) .le.l.e-8) then
fy=.S*x2*sin(c4)-.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*x2)-cos(cl*x2)/cl-
& .5*xl*sin(c4)+.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*x1)+cos{cl*x1)/c1
else
fy=.5/c3*cos(c4-c3*x2)-.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*x2)-cos(cl*x2)/c1-
& .5/c3*cos(c4-c3*xl)+.5/c2*cos(c4-c2*xl)+cos(c1*xl)/cl
endif
zeta2(ij)=wdent*fx*fy/a/b
c zeta2(ij)=0.
10 continue
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine factor (a,b,nwx,nwy,fft,indx)
c
c This subroutine factorizes the matrix relating the modal amplitudes
c and the nodal amplitudes using algorithms taken from Numerical
c Recipes.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 vv(nnwmax),fft(nnwmax,nnwmax)
integer indx(nnwmax)
c character fact,fact2,fname*10,fname2*10
pi=acos(-l.)
nnw=nwx*nwy
dela=a/(nwx+l)
delb=b/ (nwy+l)
write(6,*) 'factorizing matrix ... •
kl=O
do 60 k=l,nwx
do 60 l=l,nwy
kl=kl+l
ij=O
x=k*dela
y=l*delb
do 70 i=l,nwx
do 70 j=l,nwy
pia=(2*i-l)*pi/a
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pjb=(2*j-1)*pi/b
ij=ij+l
fft(kl,ij)=sin(pia*x)*sin(pjb*y)
70 continue
60 continue
call ludcmp (fft,nnw,nnwrnax,indx,vv)
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine crush (fft,indx,w2,f,wd,a,b,nwx,nwy,ifail,jfail,flag,
& kbad, Ibad, bad, fix)
c
C This subroutine enforces boundary conditions at nodal points
c where the core is crushed.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 w2(nnwmax),wd(nnwmax),f(nnfrnax),fft(nnwmax,nnwmax),
& bad (nnwmax)
integer indx(nnwmax),kbad(nnwmax),lbad(nnwmax)
character flag,fix(nnwmax)
common/fprop/al1i,a22i,a12i,a66i,dl1,d22,d12,d66,tfl,tf2
common/cprop/fsl,fs2,fultl,fult2,rcrush
pi=acos(-l.)
dela=a/(nwx+l)
delb=b/ (nwy+l)
nnw=nwx*nwy
c
c calculate discrete modal amplitudes wd(ij)
c
ifail=O
jfail=O
kl=O
do 20 k=l,nwx
do 20 l=l,nwy
kl=kl+l
duml=O.
dum2=O.
ij=O
x=k*dela
y=l*delb
rxy=sqrt«x-a/2)**2+(y-b/2)**2)
do 10 i=l,nwx
do 10 j=l,nwy
pia=(2*i-l)*pi/a
pjb=(2*j-l)*pi/b
ss=sin(pia*x)*sin(pjb*y)
ij=ij+l
duml=duml+w2(ij)*ss
dum2=dum2-w2(ij)*(pia**2+pjb**2)*ss
10 continue
sigma=duml*fsl+dum2*fs2
gain=abs(sigma)/sigma
c
c enforce zero-reaction boundary condition
c
if (flag.eq.'y') then
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c
c identify points within initial region of crushed core
c
c
c
c
c
if (rxy.lt.rcrush) then
wd(kl)=-sigma
ifail=ifail+l
elseif (fix(kl) .eq.'y') then
wd(kl)=(fult2-abs(sigma»*gain
identify points at which sigmazz is above compressive strength of
core
elseif (-sigma.gt.fultl) then
wd(kl)=O.
jfail=jfail+l
kbad(jfail)=k
Ibad (jfail) =1
bad(jfail)=gain
else
wd(kl)=O.
endif
endif
c
c do not enforce zero-reaction boundary condition
c
if (flag.eq.'n 1 ) then
c
c identify points within initial region of crushed core
c
c
c
c
c
if (rxy.lt.rcrush) then
wd(kl)=-sigrna-fult2
ifail=ifail+l
elseif (fix(kl) .eq.1 y ') then
wd(kl)=(fult2-abs(sigma»*gain
identify points at which sigmazz is above compressive strength of
core
elseif (-sigma.gt.fultl) then
wd(kl)=O.
jfail=jfail+l
kbad(jfail)=k
Ibad(jfail)=l
bad(jfail)=gain
else
wd(kl)=O.
endif
endif
20 continue
if (ifail.eq.O.and.jfail.eq.O) then
return
else
c
c transform back to modal amplitudes
c
call lubksb (fft,nnw,nnwmax,indx,wd)
endif
101 fo~at(3e13.4)
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return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine ludcmp(a,n,np,indx,vv)
c
c This subroutine factorizes a matrix using the l-u decomposition
c method (taken from Numerical Recipes).
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 vv(n),a(np,np)
integer indx(n)
tiny=1.0e-20
d=l.
do 12 i=1,n
aamax=O.
do 11 j=l,n
if (abs(a(i,j» .gt.aamax) aamax=abs(a(i,j»
11 continue
if (aamax.eq.O.) pause 'singular matrix in ludcmp'
vv(i)=l./aamax
12 continue
do 19 j=l,n
do 14 i=l,j-l
sum=a(i,j)
do 13 k=1,i-1
sum=sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j)
13 continue
a(i,j)=sum
14 continue
aamax=O.
do 16 i=j,n
sum=a<i,j)
do 15 k=l,j-l
8um=sum-a ( .... , k) *a (k, j)
15 continue
a(i,j)=sum
dum=vv(i)*abs(sum)
if (dum.ge.aamax) then
irnax=i
aamax=dum
endif
16 continue
if (j.ne.imax)then
do 17 k=l,n
durn=a (imax, k)
a(imax,k)=a(j,k)
a(j,k)=dum
17 continue
d=-d
'Jv(imax)=vv(j)
endif
indx(j)=imax
if(a(j,j) .eq.O.)a(j,j)=tiny
if(j.ne.n)then
dllm=1. / a ( j, j)
do 18 i=j+l,n
a(i,j)=a(i,j)*dum
18 continue
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endif
19 continue
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine lubksb(a,n,np,indx,bb)
c
c This subroutine performs backsubstitution after the l-u decomposition
c (taken from Numerical Recipes).
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
integer indx(n)
real*8 a(np,np),bb(n)
ii=O
do 12 i=l,n
ll=indx(i)
sum=bb(ll)
bb(ll)=bb(i)
if (ii.ne.O)then
do 11 j=ii,i-l
sum=sum-a(i,j)*bb(j)
11 continue
else if (sum.ne.D.) then
ii=i
endif
bb(i)=sum
12 . continue
do 14 i=n,I,-l
sum=bb(i)
do 13 j=i+l,n
surn=sum-a(i,j)*bb(j)
13 continue
bb(i)=sum/a(i,i)
14 continue
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine zequilm (w2,f,zeta,wd,a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy,rhsw,aloact,
& alpha)
c
C This subroutine sets up the matrix equation resulting from the
c equilibrium equation.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfyrnax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*B w2(nnwmax),zeta(nnwmax),f(nnfmax),rhsw(nnwmax),wd(nnwmax)
common/fprop/al1i,a22i,a12i,a66i,dl1,d22,d12,d66,tfl,tf2
common/cprop/fsl,fs2,fultl,fult2,rcrush
pi=acos(-l.)
c
c evaluate rhs of z-equilibrium equation
c
kl=O
do 70 k=l,nfx
do 70 l=l,nfy
ke=2*(k-l)
le=2*(1-1)
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kl=kl+l
mn=O
do 10 m=l,nwx
do 10 n=l,nwy
mo=2*m-l
no=2*n-l
mn=rnn+l
cl=ke*le*mo*no*pi**4/a**2/b**2
c2=(ke*no*pi**2/a/b) **2
c3=(le*mo*pi**2/a/b) **2
c4=c2+c3
ii=ke+mo
jj=le+no
if «ii+l)/2.gt.nwx.or. (jj+l)/2.gt.nwy) gate 30
ii=(ii+l)/2
jj=(jj+l)/2
ij=(ii-l)*nwy+jj
c write(14,lOl)ke+rno,le+no,ii,jj,ij
c5=c4-2.*cl
rhsw(ij)=rhsw(ij)+.25*f(kl)*(zeta(mn)+w2(mn»*c5
30 ii=ke+mo
jj=le-no
if «ii+l)/2.gt.nwx.or. (abs(jj)+1)/2.gt.nwy) goto40
c5=-c4-2.*cl
if (jj.lt.O) c5=-c5
ii=(ii+1)/2
jj=(absejj)+1)/2
ij=(ii-l)*nwy+jj
c write(14,lOl)ke+mo,le-no,ii,jj,ij
rhsw(ij)=rhsw(ij)+.2S*f(kl)*(zeta(mn)+w2(mn»*cS
40 ii=ke-mo
jj=le+no
if «abs(ii)+1)/2.gt.nwx.or. (jj+l)/2.gt.nwy) gate 50
c5=-c4-2.*c1
if (ii.It.O) cS=-cS
ii=(abs(ii)+1)/2
jj=(jj+l)/2
ij=(ii-l)*nwy+jj
c write(14,101)ke-mo,le+no,ii,jj,ij
rhsw(ij)=rhsw(ij)+.2S*f(kl)*(zeta(mn)+w2(mn»*c5
50 ii=ke-rno
jj=le-no
if «abs(ii)+1)/2.gt.nwx.or. (abs(jj)+1)/2.gt.nwy) goto 10
c5=c4-2.*cl
if (jj.lt.O) c5=-c5
if (ii.It.O) c5=-cS
ii=(abs(ii)+1)/2
jj=(abs(jj)+1)/2
ij=(ii-l)*nwy+jj
c write(14,lOl)ke-mo,le-no,ii,jj,ij
rhsw(ij)=rhsw(ij)+.2S*f(kl)*(zeta(mn)+w2(mn)*cS
10 continue
70 continue
c
c add terms with aload and residuals due to crushed core
c
kl=O
do 60 k=l,nwx
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do 60 l=l,nwy
kl=kl+l
rhsw(kl)=tfl*(rhsw(kl)
& -aload*(zeta(kl)+(1.-alpha)*w2(kl»*«2.*k-l.)*pi/a)**2)
& -wd(kl)
60 continue
c
c divide rhs of zequilibrium equation by 'stiffness term' on Ihs
c
ij=O
do 20 i=l,nwx
do 20 j=l,nwy
pia=pi*(2.*i-l.)/a
pjb=pi*(2.*j-l.)/b
ij=ij+l
dentr=dl1*pia**4+(2.*d12+4.*d66) * (pia*pjb) **2+d22*pjb* *4
& +fsl-fs2*(pia**2+pjb**2)+tfl*alpha*aload*pia**2
rhsw(ij)=rhsw(ij)/dentr
20 continue
101 format (5i6)
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------~-----------------------
subroutine compatlty (w2,f,zeta,a,b,nfx,nfy,nwx,nwy,rhsf)
c
c This subroutine sets up the matrix equation resulting from the
c compatibility equation.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 w2(nnwmax),zeta(nnwmax),f(nnfrnax),rhsf(nnfmax)
comrnon/fprop/a11i,a22i,a12i,a66i,d11,d22,d12,d66,tfl,tf2
common/cprop/fsl,fs2,fultl,fult2,rcrush
pi=acos (-1. )
c
c evaluate rhs of compatability equation
c
kl=O
do 10 k=1,nwx
do 10 l=l,nwy
ko=2*k-l
10=2*1-1
kl=kl+l
mn=O
do 10 m=l,nwx
do 10 n=l,nwy
mo=2*rn-l
no=2*n-l
mn=mn+l
cl;ko*lo*mo*no*pi**4/a**2/b**2
c2=(ko*no*pi**2/a/b) **2
c3=(lo*rno*pi**2/a/b) **2
c4=c2+c3
ii==abs(ko-rno)/2
jj=abs(lo-no)/2
if «ii+l) .gt.nfx.or. (jj+l) .gt.nfy) goto 30
ij=ii*nfy+jj+l
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c write(15,lOl)ko-mo,lo-no,ii,jj,ij
rhsf(ij)=rhsf(ij)+.25*w2(kl)*(cl*(w2(mn)+2.*zeta(mn»-
& c2*w2(mn)-c4*zeta(mn»
30 ii=abs(ko-mo)/2
jj=(lo+no)/2
if «ii+l) .gt.nfx.or. (jj+l) .gt.nfy) gate 40
ij=ii*nfy+jj+l
c write(15,lOl)ko-mo,lo+no,ii,jj,ij
rhsf(ij)=rhsf(ij)+.25*w2(kl)*(cl*(w2(mn)+2.*zeta(mn»+
& c2*w2(mn)+c4*zeta(mn»
40 ii=(ko+mo)/2
jj=abs(lo-no)/2
if «ii+l).gt.nfx.or. (jj+l).gt.nfy) goto 50
ij=ii*nfy+jj+l
c write(15,lOl)ko+mo,lo-no,ii,jj,ij
rhsf(ij)=rhsf(ij)+.2S*w2(kl)*(cl*(w2(mn)+2.*zeta(mn»+
& c2*w2(mn)+c4*zeta(mn»
50 ii=(ko+mo)/2
jj=(lo+no)/2
if «ii+l) .gt.nfx.or. (jj+l) .gt.nfy) gata 10
ij=ii*nfy+jj+l
c write(15,lOl)ko+mo,lo+no,ii,jj,ij
rhsf(ij)=rhsf(ij)+.2S*w2(kl)*(cl*(w2(mn)+2.*zeta(mn»-
& c2*w2(mn)-c4*zeta(mn»
10 continue
c
c divide rhs of compatability equation by 'stiffness term' on Ihs
c
ij=O
do 20 i=l,nfx
do 20 j=l,nfy
pia=pi*2.*(i-l)/a
pjb=pi*2.*(j-l)/b
ij=ij+l
dum=alli*pjb**4+(2.*a12i+a66i)*pia**2*pjb**2+a22i*pia**4
if (dum.ne.O.) rhsf(ij)=rhsf{ij)/dum/tfl
20 continue
101 form.:}t(Si6)
return
end
c----------·-------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine centerl (f,w2,zeta,nwx,nwy,nfx,nfy,a,b,aload)
c
c This subroutine calculates desired outputs along the centerlines
c of the panel.
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
parameter (nfxmax=30,nfymax=30,nwxmax=30,nwymax=30,
& nnfmax=nfxmax*nfymax,nnwmax=nwxmax*nwymax)
real*8 w2(nnwmax),f(nnfmax),zeta(nnwmax)
common/fprop/al1i,a22i,a12i,a66i,dll,d22,d12,d66,tfl,tf2
common/cprop/fsl,fs2,fult1,fult2,rcrush
pi=acos(-l.)
write(19,102)aload/l.e+6,fsl/l.e+9,fs2/1.e+3,rcrush*1000
c
c calculate deformed profile and sigmazz along x=a/2
c
x=a/2.
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dely=b/ (nwy+l)
smax=O.
do 10 l=l,nwy
z=O.
zd=O.
duml=O.
dum2=O.
dum3=O.
dum4=0.
dum5=O.
dum6=O.
dum7=O.
dum8=O.
ij=O
y=l*dely
do 20 i=l,nwx
do 20 j=·l, nwy
ij=ij+l
pia=(2*i-l)*pi/a
pjb=(2*j-l)*pi/b
cc=cos(pia*x)*cos(pjb*y)
ss=sin(pia*x)*sin(pjb*y)
du~=dum2-(zeta(ij)+w2(ij»*pia**2*ss
dum4=dum4-(zeta(ij)+w2(ij»*pjb**2*ss
dum6=dum6+(zeta(ij)+w2(ij»*pia*pjb*cc
dum7=dum7-ss*w2(ij)*
& (dll*pia**4+pia**2*pjb**2*(2.*d12+4.*d66)+~22*pjb**4)
dum8=dum8+w2(ij)*(dll*pia**2+d12*pjb**2)*ss
zd=zd+(w2(ij)+zeta(ij»*ss
z=z+zeta(ij)*ss
20 continue
ij=O
do 30 i=l,nfx
do 30 j=1,nfy
ij=ij+l
pia=2.*(i-l)*pi/a
pjb=2.*(j-l)*pi/b
cc=cos(pia*x)*cos(pjb*y)
ss=sin(pia*x)*sin(pjb*y)
duml=duml-f(ij)*pjb**2*cc
dum3=dum3-f(ij)*pia**2*cc
dum5=dum5-2.*f(ij)*pia*pjb*ss
30 continue
sxxm=duml+aload
sxxb=dum8*6./tfl**2
szz=tfl*(sxxm*du~+dum3*dum4+dum5*dum6)+dum7
sxxl=sxxm+sxxb
sxx2=sxxm-sxxb
if (l.eq. (nwy+l)/2) write(6,103)zd
c
c displacements in [rom], stresses in [MPa]
c
write (19, 101) (y-b/2.) *1000., z*1000., zd*1000.,
& szz/1.e+6,sxxl/l.e+6,sxx2/1.e+6,sxxm/1.e+6
c
c locate max sxxm
c
if (abs(sxxm) .gt.abs(smax» then
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smax=sxxm
ymax=y-b/2.
endif
10 continue
write(6,*)ymax,smax/l.e+6
c
c calculate deformed profile and sigmazz along y=b/2
c
write(20,102)aload/l.e+6,fsl/l.e+9,fs2/1.e+3,rcrush*1000.
y=b/2.
delx=a/(nwx+l)
do 50 l=l,nwx
z=O.
zd=O.
duml=O.
dum2=O.
dum3=O.
dum4=O.
dum5=O.
dum6=O.
dum7=O.
dum8=O.
ij=O
x=lifdelj{
do 60 i=l,nwx
do 60 j=l,nwy
ij=ij+l
pia=(2*i-l)*pi/a
pjb=(2*j-l)*pi/b
cc=cos (pia*x) *cos{pjb*y)
ss=sin(pia*x)*sin(pjb*y)
dum2=durn2-(zeta(ij)+w2(ij»*pia**2*ss
dum4=dum4-(zeta(ij)+w2(ij»*pjb**2*ss
dum6=dum6+(zeta(ij)+w2(ij»*pia*pjb*cc
dum7=dum7-ss*w2(ij)*
& (dl1*pia**4+pia**2*pjb**2*(2.*d12+4.*d66)+d22*pjb**4)
c dum8=dum8+w2(ij)*(dll*pia**2+d12*pjb**2)*ss
zd=zd+(w2(ij)+zeta(ij»*ss
z=z+zeta(ij)*ss
60 continue
ij=O
do 70 i=l,nf,X
do 70 j=l,nfy
ij=ij+l
pia=2.*(i-l)*pi/a
pjb=2.*(j-l)*pi/b
cc=cos (pia*x) *cos <pjb*y)
ss=sin(pia*x)*sin(pjb*y)
duml=duml-f(ij)*pjb**2*cc
dum3=dum3-f(ij)*pia**2*cc
dum5=dum5-2.*f(ij)*pia*pjb*ss
70 continue
szz=tfl*«duml+aload)*dum2+dum3*dum4+durn5*dum6)+dum7
c
c diJplacements in [rom], stresses in [MPa]
c
write (20, 101) (x-a/2. ) *1000. , z*1000. , zd*1000. , szz/1. e+6
50 continue
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101 format (7e14.5)
102 format('zone="aload=',f7.1,· MPa, f81=',f8.2,' GN/m/m/m, £82='
& ,f8.2,' kN/m, I:crush=',f5.1' rom"')
103 format(lx,'zd=',e12.4)
return
end
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AppendixB
Information on Material and Equipment
Supplier
The addresses and phone numbers of material and equipment
suppliers referred to in Chapter 5 are listed as follows:
Hercules, Magna, UTe Tel: 801-250-5911
Ciba-Geigy, l\1iami, FL. Tel: 1-800-854-1869
American Cyanamid Corrlpanv, Havre de Grace, MD. Tel: 410-939-1910
DuPont Company, ·Wilmington, DE. Tel: 1-800-453-8527
Dexter Corporation, Adhesive & St:-uctural Material Division, Seabrook,
NH. Tel: 603-474-5541
3M Company, Springfield, MO. Tel: 1-800-235-2376
RALMIKEts® Tool-A-Rama®, South Plainfield, NJ.
D-Aircraft Products Co., Anaheim, CA. Tel: 714-632-8444
Axel Plastics Research Laboratories, Inc. Woodside, NY. Tel: 718-672-8300
Measurements Group, Raleigh, Ne.
MTS Systems Corporation, Minneapolis, MN. Tel: 612-944-4000
Lebow Associates, Inc., Troy, MI.
GW Instrwnents, Inc., Medford, MA. Tel: 617-625-4096.
National Instrwnents Corporation, Austin, TX. Tel: 1-800-433-3488
Edmund Scientific, Inc. Barrington, NJ. Tel: 609-573-6260
Kodak Co., Rochester, NY. Tel: 1-800-242-2424
Digital Vision, Inc., Dedham, MA. 617-329-5400
Scanray Corporation, Harbor City, CA.
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AppendixC
Specimen Data
Data for all specimens tested under uniaxial compression tests are
presented in Tables C.l and C.2. The abbreviation SID indicates specimens
with static indentation damage, SCD indicates specimens with simulated
core damage, and SFD indicates specimens with simulated facesheet
dalllage. The number at the end of the abbreviations represents the damage
levels. Level 1 indentation damage is induced with the 12.7 mm-diameter
indentor whil~ Levels 2 and 3 are induced with the 25.4 mm-diameter
indentor and the 38.1 mm-diameter indentor, respecti\·ely. The simulated
damage levels have the appropriate damage as observed in the statically
indented specimens.
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Table e.l Experimental data for specimens with (0/90)
facesheets
Damage Width Thickness [rom] Modulus [GPa] Failure Failure
Type [mm] Stress [MPa] Strain r~]
Front Back Front Back
none 89.63 0.34 0.35 50.7 400 7680
89.67 0.35 0.35 67.2 63.0 399 6160
89.43 0.35 0.35 68.4 409 6010
SIDI 89.29 0.34 0.34 71.2 67.8 275 3920
88.82 0.34 0.34 67.6 63.7 270 4110
89.03 0.32 0.32 68.3 67.2 224 3480
87.34 0.34 0.35 298 4540
SID2 89.14 0.32 0.33 67.8 65.1 271 3980
88.73 0.34 0.34 62.4 66.6 259 4110
89.20 0.34 0.33 64.3 65.5 260 4010
89.38 0.35 0.35 67.2 62.1 264 4120
SID3 89.20 0.36 0.36 63.6 59.4 253 4000
89.07 0.35 0.35 62.7 64.4 275 4400
89.20 0.34 0.36 65.6 66.7 261 3960
89.00 0.35 0.34 70.0 61.9 273 3680
SeD1 89.24 0.33 0.33 b7.8 71.0 358 5185
88.95 0.33 0.34 71.7 65.6 351 4980
89.35 0.31 0.34 70.2 68.7 369 5460
SCD2 89.04 0.35 0.39 58.7 59.8 313 5280
89.00 0.36 0.34 62.7 65.0 320 5000
89.25 0.35 0.35 63.0 62.4 311 4930
SeD3 89.29 0.34 0.39 59.7 60.9 308 5080
89.15 0.35 0.36 64.4 62.5 305 4730
89.50 0.33 0.34 69.7 67.6 314 4460
SFDl 89.50 0.34 0.34 68.1 68.0 271 3760
89.70 0.34 0.34 69.4 64.3 303 4920
89.24 0.34 0.35 70.3 61.3 300 4100
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Table C.2 Experimental data for specimens with (±45)
facesheets
Damage Width Thickness fmm] Modulus [GPa] Failure Failure
Type [rom] Stress lMPa] Strain (f.1£1
Front Back Front Back
none 88.87 0.35 0.35 24.3 24.9 245 17400
88.50 0.35 0.35 24.5 22.5 249 19810
88.90 0.34 0.36 27.3 24.2 248 16050
SID1 88.66 0.34 0.36 24.4 24.4 232 14900
88.26 0.36 0.35 24.2 24.4 224 14400
~~.62 0.35 0.35 24.6 23.1 224 14200
89.21 0.36 0.34 23.1 206 14700
SID2 89.04 0.35 0.34 24.9 23.9 213 11750
88.61 0.35 0.34 23.5 2~.5 225 13250
88.64 0.34 0.37 24.3 23.8 211 12200
89.40 0.35 0.36 23.9 22.5 196 12500
SID3 88.50 0.36 0.35 21.8 22.9 199 14400
88.66 0.36 0.36 21.8 22.0 198
88.70 0.34 0.36 19.6 19.2 229
89.53 0.34 0.33 23.2 22.4 192 12050
SeDl 88.67 0.36 0.35 22.2 22.4 243 17425
88.62 0.35 0.34 23.7 23.8 236 15550
88.72 0.38 0.35 22.0 21.9 242 19560
SCD2 88.54 0.36 0.36 23.4 22.4 230 18200
88.83 0.37 0.35 22.6 23.4 224 17340
88.60 0.36 0.35 22.4 23.5 226 17300
SCD3 88.60 0.35 0.35 22.8 233
88.66 0.36 0.35 22.4 23.3 230 17900
88.70 0.35 0.35 22.8 22.7 238 18900
SFDI 89.37 0.34 0.35 22.4 23.1 214 17650
89.31 0.35 0.35 23.1 22.6 223 19800
89.38 0.35 0.34 23.8 227 20125
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AppendixD
Experimental Dimple Propagation Data
In this appendix, plots are presented showing the applied stress level
versus the dimension of the dimple perpendicular to the loading direction
for specimens with simulated core damage and those with static indentation
damage. The dimension of the dilnple (variable y in the graphs presented)
is defined sa.; the width of the dimple as measured at the depth of the first-
order moire fringe (0.18 mm). The orders of the fringes essentially
represent the contour levels of the out-or-plane displacement. The zeroth-
order fringe is the outermost fringe and represents no out-of-plane
displacelllent. The fringe next to the zeroth-order fringe is the first-order
fringe. An example of moire fringe patterns and a description of how fringe
orders are determined is given in Section 5.5.3 of Chapter 5. The legends of
the graphs are the codes used to identify individual specimens. It should be
noted that for sOllle cases of level 3 daIllage, zero is assigned to the initial
value of y because the first-order fringe either does not exist or could not be
measured accurately.
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Figure D.l Measured dimension of diInple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specilllens with (0/90) facesheets and levell static
indentation daInage.
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Figure D.2 Measured diIllension of dilIlple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and level 2 static
indentation damage.
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Figure D.3 Measured diIllension of diInple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and level 3 static
indentation damage.
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Figure D.4 Measured diIIlension of diInple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specilIlens with (0/90) facesheets and levell
siIllulated core dmnage.
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Figure D.5 Measured dimension of diInple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and level 2
sill1ulated core damage.
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Figure D.6 Measured ditnension of diInple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (0/90) facesheets and level 3
simulated core d8IIlage.
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Figure D.7 Measured ditnension of dimple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specilIlens with (±45) facesheets and level 1 static
indentation damage.
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~'igure D.B Measured diUlension of dimple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (±45) facesheets and level 2 static
indentation daUlage.
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Figure D.9 Measured dilIlension of dimple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for speciInens with (±45) facesheets and level 3 static
indentation damage.
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It''igure D.10 Measured dimension of dirn.ple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (±45) facesheets and levell
simulated core damage.
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Figure D.lI Measured dimension of dimple along centerline
perpendicular to loading at various applied stress levels
for specimens with (±45) facesheets and level 2
silllulated core damage.
